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Abstract
This thesis investigates the minimum cardinality problem that arises in the
treatment planning of Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT), using a static
Multileaf Collimator (MLC). We assume the use of a MLC to modulate the
delivered beam. Initially we examine existing Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) approaches and test these numerically; however, the problem sizes that
can be solved with a MILP approach is limited. Methods for deriving strong lower
bounds on the minimum cardinality problem are considered, with a sub-problem
based lower bound providing the quickest and best results. We also attempted a
Lagrangean relaxation-based lower bound procedure.
A constraint programming algorithm, called the MU-RD algorithm, is pre-
sented that solves the realisation problem in IMRT with respect to minimum
cardinality, restricted minimum cardinality and minimal total treatment time.
The MU-RD algorithm is a two phase solving approach that contains a number
of techniques for eliminating infeasible and symmetric solutions. The MU-RD al-
gorithm is tested numerically against a number of alternative solution approaches
to show the performance of the MU-RD algorithm. The MU-RD algorithm is ex-
tended to run in a parallel environment, where multiple CPUs can be used in the
solution process. A number of non-trivial issues on scalability are examined in
detail, including methods to avoid starvation and methods to control the search
trajectory, while still having ‘good’ efficiency as CPUs are added. A number of
problem instanced were tested, as the allowed number of CPUs varied up to a
maximum of 64 CPUs. The numerical results show reasonable efficiency for the
unrestricted beam on time problem, and a slight degradation for the restricted
beam on time problem.
The implications of introducing additional constraints for the IMRT problem
are considered, particularly with regards to their effect on the MU-RD algorithm.
We introduce two constraints related to monitor units (radiation intensity): the
monitor unit step constraint, and the maximum monitor unit constraint. We
show that our algorithm copes well with these constraints. The interleaf colli-
sion constraints are introduced and found to be incompatible with most of the
symmetry elimination schemes that exist in the MU-RD algorithm. This results
in an increase in solving time as well as the requirement for a row-linked search
method, which is true of any approach that considers these constraints.
Our main contribution, the MU-RD algorithm, has shown the ability to solve
the problem with respect to a number of objectives, and even with some additional
constraints. The algorithm also performs well if adapted to run in a parallel
environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cancer is currently one of the major causes of mortality in humans, with an
estimated 114,000 new cases and an estimated 43,000 deaths in Australia during
2010 alone (Cancer Council Australia [22]). Complications mean surgical removal
is not always an option due to its invasive nature and/or the location of the
tumours. Radiation therapy becomes a alternative option for dealing with a
tumour. Cancerous cells reproduce at a rapid pace and are unable to repair cell
damage at the same rate as normal functioning cells. Radiation therapy exploits
the fact that depositing energy through a radiation source causes damage to the
cell structure and eventually cell death.
Radiation therapy is broadly administered using two approaches. These are
brachytherapy and external beam radiation therapy (Holder and Salter [48]).
Brachytherapy can be considered an internal radiation therapy with, for exam-
ple, the surgical placement of small radioactive ‘seeds’ to internally deliver a
radioactive dose. External beam radio therapy is radiation delivered by an ex-
ternal device in a controlled manner, typically by a medical linear accelerator
(see Figure 1.1). The linear accelerator pictured consists of a beam head and a
patient bed. The beam head can rotate around the bed to deliver radiation from
different angles.
External beam radiation therapy can be delivered in multiple ways. Two key
methods for delivery are fractionation and radiosurgery. The use of radiosurgery
is a method of delivering a single or small number of high energy doses to a
target area. The dosage will be high enough so all cells in the irradiated area
will cease to function. This approach is used when a tumour is localised and
not interacting with healthy tissue. In more complex cases, fractionation can be
used and is achieved by the delivery of small doses of radiation over a period of
time (see (Ferris and Voelker [40]) and (Holder and Salter [48])). An effective
dosage that is capable of destroying cells can be delivered over a period of time
to minimise damage to healthy tissue. This is due to the fact that cancerous cells
have a lower ability to recover from cell damage compared to normal functioning
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Figure 1.1: A clinical linear accelerator. Image courtesy of Varian
Medical Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
cells. The difference in the rate of recovery is known as the therapeutic advantage
(Holder and Salter [48]). A dosage can be delivered at a rate that allows healthy
tissue to repair from exposure, while cancerous cells retain some cellular damage
before the next exposure. An example of this is a 60Gy dosage delivered as 2Gy
per day for 30 days. A Gy (Gray) is a measurement of deposited energy, where
1Gy is 1 Joule of energy deposited in 1 Kg of matter. With dosage fractions
delivered over multiple sessions, each session can deliver radiation from various
beam angles. As is seen in Figure 1.2, the beam head is capable of rotating
around the patient couch. This allows exposure from multiple angles where the
intersection of the beam angles is within the target volume, as can be seen in
Figure 1.3. This rotation of the beam head allows radiation to be concentrated
on a particular volume while avoiding overexposure of healthy tissue.
While healthy cells can recover from a small radiation dosage, different cells
have different rates of recovery and thresholds for cell death and this is significant
and important for treatment planning. For example, it is insufficient to bathe a
mass of tissue in a low dose of radiation to destroy a tumour as this can lead to
severe side effects such as organ failure. To allow for a precise dosage, a method
to conform the radiation beam should be introduced.
In conformal radiation therapy, the goal is to apply higher a dose of radiation
to the target area while only allowing an acceptable lower dosage to non-target
areas. To achieve this, a number of methods exist, such as blocking wedges (see
Lim et al. [66]), rectangular apertures (see (Tas¸kin et al. [88])), and Multi Leaf
Collimators. Blocking wedges reduce radiation by the thickness of the wedge
interfering with the beam, however the degree that the radiation beam can be
modulated it limited. Rectangular blocks allow for conformal treatment, however
they are difficult to install and delivery can be compromised if blocks need to
be changed during treatment, due to patient movement. A more convenient
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Figure 1.2: A clinical linear accelerator rotating around a patient. Im-
age courtesy of Varian Medical Systems, Inc. All rights
reserved.
Figure 1.3: An IMRT treatment plan for prostate cancer, generated
using Eclipse(tm) treatment planning software. Image
courtesy of Varian Medical Systems, Inc. All rights re-
served.
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Figure 1.4: A multi leaf collimator. Image courtesy of Varian Medical
Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
approach is the Multi Leaf Collimator (MLC).
The MLC is a mechanical device that consists of a number of channels (rows),
and within each channel, a left and right leaf pair. The leaf pairs are capable of
travelling in and out to shape the exposed region. Figure 1.4 shows an example
of a MLC system that can be installed into a linear accelerator. For more infor-
mation on the design of MLC systems see (Jordan and Williams [50]). Physical
limitations of the MLC mean that the area between a leaf pair must be exposed.
Complex dose distributions can be delivered with the MLC, which allows an
accurate dosage to tumour regions and reduced dosage to healthy tissue. This
thesis focuses on a mathematical problem that arises from conformal radiation
treatment with a MLC. This method of treatment is also known as Intensity
Modulated Radio Therapy (IMRT).
1.1 Treatment planning
Before treatment can begin, a substantial amount of planning takes place. The
treatment planning procedure is divided into roughly three phases. These phases
are geometry, intensity and realisation.
To begin treatment planning the patient undergoes an imaging process to
determine the size and position of the tumour, which is also known as the Gross
Tumour Volume (GTV). The process also identifies any Organs at Risk (OAR).
The planning software provides a visualisation of the patient and allows medical
staff to identify important structures.
These images are then used throughout the treatment planning process and
may be updated while treatment progresses. Once the patients anatomical ge-
ometry is identified, a medical physicist determines safe levels of radiation that
can be delivered to the OARs and the amount of radiation that must be deliv-
ered to the GTV. It is important to note that while the OARs can cope with
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Figure 1.5: The amount of radiation that can be delivered to each
voxel from each beam angle is calculated to determine the
total exposure to each voxel element.
some exposure, there is a strict upper bound on the amount of radiation that
can be delivered without causing failure. Different anatomical structures have
varying abilities to cope with exposure to radiation, and the physician involved
in the treatment planning will be aware of these limitations. The GTV however
has a strict lower bound on the amount of radiation that must be delivered for
the treatment to be effective. With imaging complete and dosage requirements
established, the treatment planning can begin.
The first phase of treatment planning is to determine the beam angles for
the delivery of radiation. The head of a linear accelerator is capable of entirely
rotating around a patient and producing a large number of potential positions
for the angle of the beam. However, in reality, only a small number of directions
are used and the number of exposed beam angles may be limited (Boland et al.
[14]), (Ehrgott et al. [34]) and (Holder and Salter [48]).
If we consider the patient and the radiation delivery system, the goal is to
deposit energy into a 3D volume. The volume area of the patient that can be
exposed to radiation is discretised into volume elements known as ‘voxels.’ If
we consider a volume 1cm3 and the treatment volume is 5 × 5 × 5 voxels, then
we have 125 voxels. The planning software determines how much radiation is
delivered to each particular volume element when designing the treatment (see
Figure 1.5). The beam selection process is subject to optimisation and is usually
done through inverse planning (see [4], [15], [34], [48], [47], [75], [80], [84] and
[96]). Inverse planning means that prescription information is used to decide the
beam angles of the treatment plan as well as dosage requirements at each beam
angle.
The second phase of the delivery planning is the intensity problem or Fluence
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Figure 1.6: Dose shaping using a multi leaf collimator. Image courtesy
of Varian Medical Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
Map Optimisation (FMO) problem. The outcome determines what is known as
a fluence map (see (Xiao et al. [95])). In the first step beam angles are selected
to allow radio therapy to be delivered to the GTV, a 3D volume, the next phase
considers a target area from the eye view of the beam. When the beam is pro-
jected through the MLC, the projection is a 2D field, as can be seen in Figure 1.6.
At each beam angle a fluence map must be defined, and while the fluence map
defines the intensity that must be exposed in a 2D field, the delivery of this field
is projected through a 3D volume. The accumulation of all 2D fields should repli-
cate the original treatment prescription. Because of strong links between beam
angle selection and the creation of fluence maps, these stages are often optimised
together or in an iterative process, such as in (Ehrgott and Johnston [32]), (Lim
et al. [65] and (Men et al. [73]).
The fluence map is used calculate the anatomical dose, in Grays. Often the
fluence map is created by treatment planning software and modified by a medical
physicist to meet dosage requirements and physical limitations of delivery hard-
ware. Since a fluence map describes a varied intensity profile, it is not possible
to deliver this profile in a single static exposure. The use of beam modulation
with the MLC allows complex fluence maps to be delivered. This is achieved by
delivering an accumulated set of different MLC shapes.
The fluence map created is a discretised 2D field, often represented by a
matrix. Each element of the matrix is known as a bixel, which represents the
smallest element that the modulation technique can address. Each value in the
matrix represents the desired exposure of the bixel elements. The number of
bixels depends on the granularity of the treatment field, and depends on the
device used for modulation.
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Figure 1.7: A fluence map to intensity matrix with the shape profiles
required to construct the complex fluence map.
As well as the discretisation into a 2D field, the elements in the fluence map
are further discretised into integer elements for the third phase. Each bixel in the
fluence map represents required exposure, and may be a continuous value. The
output we require is a positive integer matrix, known as an intensity matrix. The
intensity matrix does not necessarily require integer values, but the optimisation
techniques used in this thesis will require integer elements. The translation to
integer values can be simple rounding, scaling or binning process, where the
number and span of the bins determines the maximum entry in the intensity
matrix. The translation is also subject to optimisation (Rocha et al. [82]) and
(Rocha et al. [83]). Each element in the intensity matrix represents the desired
number of monitor units that need to be exposed in each bixel element. A single
monitor unit represents a constant rate of exposure over a unit of time, and is the
smallest ‘unit’ of radiation that we wish to expose. The rate of exposure or the size
of a time unit is subject to the translation from fluence map to intensity matrix
and not a limitation of the linear accelerator. An example of the fluence map to
intensity matrix is shown in Figure 1.7. Figure 1.7 also shows the accumulation
of a number of intensity profiles to form the original fluence map.
The final phase of the delivery plan is the realisation phase, which is the
focus of this thesis. Here we attempt to realise the prescribed treatment plan by
the realisation of each fluence map, and therefore, each intensity matrix created
for each beam angle. There are two ways in which the MLC can be operated,
and these are the dynamic or static mode. In the dynamic mode, the MLC
leaves will move while the beam head is on. Even though this can allow for
faster treatments, as the linear accelerator does not need to be switched off, the
treatment planning and verification processes become complex as they deal with
continuous functions. In the static mode of MLC operation, the MLC does not
alter shape when the linear accelerator is on. In static mode, a number of shape
profiles or apertures are delivered and a shape transition only occurs if the beam
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is off. The amount of time each shape is exposed is determined by the Monitor
Unit (MU) value. This method of delivery is known as step and shoot, and the
verification process is very simple. The thesis is only concerned with the delivery
of Intensity Modulated Radio Therapy with the MLC in a static delivery mode.
1.2 Statement of the realisation problem
An intensity matrix is represented by A, where A = (a)i,j ∈ Zm×n+ . We use m
and n to refer to the size of the intensity matrix, specifically the number of rows
and the number of columns in the matrix. The requirement is that each element
must be non-negative and integer.
We mentioned previously that there are restrictions on the shapes that can be
formed. Only one continuous section of a row can be exposed at any one time or
the row can be completely blocked. This is known as the consecutive-1 property.
Let I = {1, . . . ,m} and J = {1, . . . , n}, be the index sets of the MLC rows and
columns respectively. We described a shape matrix mathematically as follows.
Definition 1.2.1 We define B = (b)i,j ∈ {0, 1}m×n to be a Consecutive-1 (C-1)
matrix if it contains at most one string of consecutive ones; i.e. there is at most
one j such that Bi,j < Bi,j+1.
We use B to denote the set of all C-1 matrices. The task for the realisation
problem is to define a set of shape matrices and weights that sum to the intensity
matrix A. We describe this mathematically as:
Given any matrix A = (a)i,j ∈ Zm×n+ , the realisation problem is to find a
decomposition of A, i.e. it is to solve:
Problem 1.2.1
A = µ1B1 + µ2B2 + . . .+ µkBk, (1.1)
where µl ∈ Z+ and Bl ∈ B, for l = 1, . . . , k.
We refer to this as a k-decomposition of A, and an example of this is shown in
Figure 1.7.
We refer to the vector µ = (µ1, . . . , µk) as the MU sequence or the intensity
vector. The above problem is always feasible for unbounded k due to a trivial
solution given by a µl = ai,j and B
l
i,j = 1 and 0 in all other positions for all
l = {1, . . . , i× j}.
The quality of the solution to the realisation problem is commonly measured
by one of three criteria. These criteria are the Decomposition Cardinality (DC),
Beam On Time (BOT), or Total Treatment Time (TTT). The BOT criteria is
also known as the Decomposition Time (DT).
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1.2.1 Minimum Decomposition Cardinality
A solution that uses the minimum number of shape matrices required in a de-
composition is optimal with respect to the decomposition problem. The problem
is:
min z = k
s.t. (1.1)
Solutions with minimal shapes will require a shorter span of time to administer.
For every shape that is delivered a transition and verification process will take
place. The verification process ensures that the MLC setting are correct to the
treatment plan. The beam must also be switched off when this transition occurs.
1.2.2 Minimum Beam On Time
The beam on time is calculated by the sum of the monitor units used in a de-
composition. A solution is optimal with respect to beam on time if we solve:
min z =
k∑
l=1
µl
s.t. (1.1)
The beam on time represents the amount of time the patient is exposed to ra-
diation. Smaller beam on times result in shorter treatments, when ignoring the
cost of shape transition. Reducing the beam on time reduces error by, hope-
fully, limiting patient movement. The minimal beam on time can be calculated
in polynomial time, see Section 1.5.1, and as a result there are algorithms that
can efficiently solve the BOT problem. Due to this, an alternative objective is
common, which is the restricted minimum cardinality problem. This is:
min z = k
s.t. (1.1)
k∑
l=1
µl ≤ B∗
Where B∗ is the minimal beam on time.
1.2.3 Minimum Total Treatment Time
In this section the objective function is to minimise a combination of BOT and
cardinality, so as to capture the effects of each of the goals mentioned above.
The objective value gives an indication of the quality of the solution with respect
to how long the treatment will take to administer, with the optimal solution
representing the shortest possible treatment time.
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The Total Treatment Time (TTT) objective has two common forms. These
are static TTT and dynamic TTT. Dynamic TTT considers how far each leaf
must move from one shape matrix to the next shape matrix. To record dynamic
TTT, the function, TD(Bl, Bl+1), returns the cost of moving from shape Bl to
Bl+1. Due to the complexity introduced into the realisation problem for dynamic
TTT, static TTT is often considered instead. Static TTT considers a static cost
associated with the set up time required for each shape. Static TTT simplifies the
problem by allowing us to assume that the cost of a shape transition is constant
no matter the state of each shape. Throughout this thesis any use of the TTT
objective refers to the static TTT unless otherwise stated. For dynamic TTT the
problem is:
min z = β
k∑
l=1
µl +
k−1∑
l=1
TD(Bl, Bl+1)
s.t. (1.1)
Static TTT is:
min z = αk + β
k∑
l=1
µl
s.t. (1.1)
where α and β are constant values to represent the cost associated with each
aspect of the objective.
1.3 Complexity
While the BOT problem has been solved in polynomial time in (Boland et al. [14]),
(Baatar et al. [6]) and (Engel [36]). The problem with an objective to minimise
the cardinality remains difficult. The complexity of the realisation problem was
originally shown to be NP-complete by a reduction to the 3-PARTITION problem
in (Baatar et al. [6]); however this assumes the matrix is unbounded, and this
is not necessarily true in practice. Algorithms with pseudo polynomial time
complexity have been established for bounded intensity matrices. A special case
with any binary matrix or matrix such that A = cB, where c is a constant and B
is a binary matrix, is the only case when A is solvable in polynomial time (Baatar
et al. [6]).
In (Kalinowski [55]) it was shown that the single row restricted minimum
decomposition cardinality problem can be solved in time O(n), and the restricted
minimum decomposition cardinality problem can be solved in time O(mn2a˜+2),
while (Nußbaum [74]) showed the unrestricted mimimum cardinality problem can
be solved in O(mn2a˜+3) time. The findings of (Cambazard et al. [21]) support
these results; however the complexity they propose is worse. It is important to
note that an optimal solution with respect to any one objective is not necessarily
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 a. Position allowed b. Position allowed c. Position not allowed  
Figure 1.8: Allowed and not allowed positions for leaf pairs due to
ICC
optimal to other objectives. Our primary aim is to solve the DC problem, however
we also modified our methods to solve problems with BOT constrained DC and
with TTT as objectives.
1.4 Additional constraints
We now consider additional constraints that are often included with the realisa-
tion problem. Due to mechanical restrictions on the MLC head and the delivery
system, there can be certain restrictions on shapes used or MU values that appear
in a decomposition. While there are a number of possible constraints, the most
common constraints addressed are the Interleaf Collision Constraints (ICC) and
the Tongue and Groove Constraint (TnG).
1.4.1 Interleaf Collision Constraints
The interleaf collision constraints are due to mechanical tolerances. These con-
straints infer that, opposite leaf pairs are not perfectly aligned in adjacent rows.
The leaves in adjacent rows on opposite side of the treatment field must not travel
past each other. We use (li, ri) to represent a leaf position for a row i where the
elements in the range [(l+1)i, (r−1)i] are exposed, the ICC enforces the following:
li+1 < ri
ri+1 > li.
∀i = (2, . . . ,m)
An example of this is shown in Figure 1.8. While several studies include the inter-
leaf collision constraints in the realisation problem, see for example Baatar et al.
[6], Boland et al. [14] and Kalinowski [52], we do not consider these constraints
initially. However in Chapter 5 we consider the implications of this constraint.
1.4.2 Tongue and Groove Constraint
The tongue and groove constraint is also due to the mechanical design of the
MLC. Two adjacent leaves cannot perfectly block radiation unless the leaves mesh
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Beam direction
Set 1 Set 2
Under dosage
Figure 1.9: The leaf profile shows why the tongue and groove effect
appears. The leaf set on the left contains an area of under
dosage. The leaf set on the right would have the same
intensity profile, but contains no areas of under dosage..
seamlessly. If radiation was able to feed through tiny gaps between leaf rows, the
result would be heavily exposed lines across the treatment field. To overcome
this the MLC is designed with a tongue and groove like that shown in Figure 1.9
(see (Chen et al. [23]) for further details). However the result of this is an area of
under exposure as shown in Figure 1.9. As stated in (Kalinowski [51]), the effect
is avoided if all pairs of column adjacent bixels are irradiated simultaneously
so the edge area receives at least the exposure of the lower bixel value. This
constraint is included in (Kalinowski [54]) and (Langer et al. [63]), and included
as a secondary objective in (Tas¸kin et al. [89]). Solutions can be post processed
in an attempt to minimise the TnG effect. We will not consider this constraint
in our solution methods, but we mention the constraint for completeness.
1.4.3 Other constraints
Other constraints exist in the realisation problem (see (Lenzen [64])). Other
constraints that can be considered involve maximum leaf travel, maximum travel
between shapes, or limits on MU step sizes between shapes (for examples of
solutions with special machine dependent constraints, see (Gunawardena et al.
[46]) and (Kamath et al. [57])). Since these constraints can be hardware specific,
we do not consider them here.
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1.5 Existing Approaches
A vast body of research has been conducted over a number of years that has
explored the realisation problem in IMRT. While it would be very difficult to
cover every approach, we attempt to look at the key algorithms and ideas that
have been presented in the literature. For an overview of the literature in the
optimisation of IMRT see [15], [31], [35], [64] and [92]. For existing approaches to
the realisation problem, see [2], [6], [7], [8], [16], [21],[33], [36], [51], [63], [74], [87],
[89] and [94]. Approximation algorithms are given by ([10]) and ([67]) that specify
the quality of the approximation based on properties of the intensity matrix.
1.5.1 Heuristics
Due to the complexity of finding optimal solutions to the realisation problem, a
number of heuristic and approximation algorithms have been proposed. Initially
these algorithms produced heuristic solutions with respect to beam on time and
cardinality, as in (Xia and Verhey [94]). However once polynomial time algo-
rithms were produced that constructed solutions with optimal beam on time (see
[2],[6], [16] and [36]), the focus of heuristic algorithms moved to finding a small
decomposition cardinality with minimal beam on time.
The algorithm XV (Xia and Verhey [94]) is well known and was used as a
benchmark for a number of years. The XV algorithm is a simple idea that strips
off monitor units using the highest possible power of 2 and repeats the procedure
with the remainder matrix. The method for shape construction is based on a slid-
ing window or reducing level technique, where the shapes are constructed to cover
the largest area with C-1 violations broken by introducing multiple segments.
When the algorithm was introduced it performed well against those tested, such
as (Bortfeld et al. [16]), however the results were quickly improved by another
heuristic algorithm (Siochi [87]). The XV algorithm was heuristic with respect
to beam on time and cardinality, however it was capable of producing solutions
with respect to the interleaf collision constraints.
The algorithm in (Bortfeld et al. [16]) produced minimal beam on time solu-
tions with a large number of shapes using a sweep technique. However at the time
there was no proof that it was minimal with respect to beam on time. The proof
that minimal beam on time could be calculated in polynomial time did not occur
until much later. The work of [2],[6], [14] and [36] presented heuristics for minimal
beam on time. The algorithm of (Baatar et al. [6]) and (Boland et al. [14]) con-
sidered the problem with and without interleaf collision constraints, while (Engel
[36]) did not. However (Kalinowski [52]) extended the algorithm of (Engel [36])
to include the interleaf collision constraints.
In (Baatar et al. [8]) an extraction heuristic is presented, which considers
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a number of potential segments to extract from the intensity matrix and uses
integer programming to determine the optimal shape to extract each time. This
algorithm is restricted to minimal beam on time, while attempting to reduce
the cardinality. The method by (Baatar et al. [8]) generally outperforms the
algorithm of (Kalinowski [52]). An algorithm that takes the best solution returned
by (Baatar et al. [8]) and (Kalinowski [52]) provides close to optimal results when
compared to exact solutions.
In (Engel and Kiesel [37]), the realisation problem is solved by solving an
approximation of the intensity matrix. The approximation reduces the complex-
ity (defined shortly) of the intensity matrix and keeps intensity elements within
predefined bounds. The intensity matrix approximations are solved using any ex-
isting method, and are expected to result in better object values, when compared
to the original matrix. The method by (Engel and Kiesel [37]) is extended in
(Kalinowski and Kiesel [56]) and (Kiesel and Gauer [58]) to solve approximated
intensity matrices with respect to ICC as well as other constraints. An algorithm
by (Engelbeen and Fiorini [38]) takes the ideas of (Baatar et al. [6]) and improves
them by reducing the complexity of the algorithm while also showing that solu-
tions to the realisation problem with ICC and distance constraints can be solved
in polynomial time, while maintaining minimal beam on time. An algorithm is
presented in (Engelbeen and Fiorini [38]), but no results of the algorithm are
presented.
Due to the speed and quality of solutions generated by the Engel’s algorithm
(Engel [36]), we use this algorithm in all of our experiments to generate upper
bounds if required. This includes the IP formulations that are discussed in Chap-
ter 2 and an algorithm that is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Since we have used
this algorithm extensively, we feel it is important to describe how the algorithm
produces solutions. The algorithm is presented along with an important proof
that shows optimal beam on time can be calculated in polynomial time.
Let I = {1, . . . ,m} and J = {1, . . . , n} be the index set of the rows and
columns for the intensity matrix A, where A = (a)i,j ∈ Zm×n+ . We first obtain
a difference matrix, D, of order m × (n + 1) in the following manner. We add
two zero-columns to A by setting ai,0 = ai,n+1 = 0 for all i ∈ I, and obtain D by
setting:
dij = aij − ai,j−1, i ∈ I, j ∈ J ∪ {n+ 1}.
For each row i of A, we define the row complexity ci(A) by
ci(A) =
n+1∑
j=1
max{0, dij}
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The complexity of Matrix A is given by
c(A) = max
i∈I
{
ci(A)
}
.
The complexity of the matrix is exactly the minimal beam on time required for the
matrix A. The algorithm that is described will output a solution with minimal
beam on time and a heuristic solution to the number of shapes. Although a
heuristic, in practice, most small problems are solved to optimality with respect to
the cardinality. As problems become larger the gap between the optimal solution
and the heuristic solution increases with respect to cardinality. The algorithm
first determines a set of essential intervals for each row then determines the
maximum monitor unit, u, that can be used with the intervals for all rows such
that c(A′) ≤ c(A)− u is satisfied, where A′ is the residual matrix after the shape
associated with u is removed from A. That is the algorithm will construct a
shape with the highest value for u that can be taken away from A and still allow
the complexity to be reduced by at least u or greater. The matrix A is updated
to reflect the selected shape and u value. This is repeated until the matrix A is
reduced to a zero matrix. The algorithm computes in time complexity O(m2n3)
and in practice the algorithm is very quick. As stated [36] the algorithm can solve
a problem of dimension 100× 100 with maximum intensity 10, 000 in 3 seconds,
which is an impossible task for any minimal cardinality approach. The numerical
results presented in [36] show the algorithm performs better than the heuristic
methods of (Bortfeld et al. [16]) and (Xia and Verhey [94]) with respect to the
number of shapes used.
Network flow models have been proposed by both (Ahuja and Hamacher [2])
and (Boland et al. [14]) that minimise the beam on time, however these gave
solutions with a large number of shapes. The network flow models were solved
in polynomial time and helped introduce the idea that finding minimal beam
on time was a simple task. After these results become popular, the objective
of minimal beam on time became a constraint to newer models in which the
objective was minimum cardinality constrained to minimum beam on time, also
known as the lexicographical minimisation problem. In (Kalinowski [53]) the
methods of (Baatar et al. [6], Boland et al. [14], Engel [36], Langer et al. [63], Xia
and Verhey [94] and Siochi [87]) are compared numerically. The results indicate
that Engel’s algorithm was the best performing heuristic on the unconstrained
problem with respect to beam on time and cardinality.
1.5.2 Exact approaches
The literature on exact approaches indicates that the most common objective
studied is the restricted minimum cardinality problem, where the beam on time
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is minimal and the number of shapes is minimised with respect to the beam on
time, (see [7], [9], [21], [55] and [63]). Other approaches seek to minimise total
treatment time, which is generally harder to solve than the restricted minimum
cardinality problem, ( see (Tas¸kin et al. [89]) and (Wake et al. [93])). Finally, there
are a few exact approaches that consider the unrestricted minimum cardinality
problem, the problem with an objective function that is hardest to solve (see
(Mak [68]) and (Nußbaum [74])).
We now present a more detailed look at some of the recent approaches that
exactly solve the minimum cardinality problem as this is the problem under in-
vestigation in this thesis.
1.5.2.1 Nußbaum’s algorithm
An enumerative algorithm introduced in both (Kalinowski [51]) and (Kalinowski
[55]) solves the constrained minimum cardinality problem in O(mn2a˜+2). This al-
gorithm was capable of solving problems of up to 15× 15 with max intensity 10,
however some problems required many hours of CPU time. Nußbaum [74] modi-
fied the algorithm of (Kalinowski [51]) by applying the latter iteratively beginning
from a total intensity of c(A) and then increasing the allowed intensity one-by-one
until an upper bound on the total intensity was reached. Each time the algorithm
of (Kalinowski [51]) is used with a constrained BOT, the optimal solution is re-
turned with respect to that BOT constraint. This allows Nußbaums algorithm
to find optimal solutions to the unrestricted minimum cardinality problem. As
a result of this iterative procedure, the complexity is shown to be of O(mn)2a˜+3
time. The results presented in (Ernst et al. [39]) indicate that for problems with
20 columns, the unrestricted beam on time is, on average, only 2 monitor units
greater than the restricted beam on time when minimising the decomposition
cardinality. This suggests that a heuristic version of Nußbaum’s algorithm might
allow for earlier termination while still finding optimal solutions. Alternatively, if
stronger upper bounds on the beam on time are discovered, the algorithm could
terminate quicker. This approach is interesting as it considers the beam on time
as a parameter, while the approaches of [7], [21], [39], [63] and [93] use the number
of shapes as a parameter. While Nußbaum does not consider the total treatment
time objective, a modification to the iterative procedure could be introduced. We
will use the results presented for Nußbaum’s algorithm in [74] to compare against
our method in Chapter 3
1.5.2.2 Tas¸kin et al. algorithm
The algorithm of (Tas¸kin et al. [89]) highlights the advantages offered by moving
away from a single integer programming model to more specialised algorithms.
The Tas¸kin et al. algorithm is designed to solve the total treatment time objec-
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tive. However, by adjusting the objective function they also present results with
restricted and unrestricted, minimum decomposition cardinality.
The approach is broadly broken into two phases, with the first phase using an
integer program to determine an allowable intensity multiset (MU sequence by
our terminology). The second phase uses a backtracking algorithm to determine
if the multiset is feasible. An integer program is formulated that only considers
variables associated with the monitor unit sequence. The objective is to minimise
the sequence with respect to TTT (or DC), subject to the feasibility of the monitor
unit sequence with the given intensity matrix. When the IP is solved, a potential
MU sequence is generated. If the MU sequence is infeasible, an inequality is
added to the model in a cutting plane approach. The inequality cuts the infeasible
solution, as well as other potential sequences that are infeasible. At this point
the model is resolved to produce a new MU sequence and eventually the model
converges to an optimal solution. Bounds and inequalities are determined by
lower bounds based on single row sub-problems and heuristic solutions. These
bounds improve the initial solution in order to reduce the time to convergence.
Although the IP in the Tas¸kin et al. algorithm could be extended to solve the
feasibility checking problem, they propose a backtracking procedure to determine
row feasibility. The backtracking will solve the feasibility problem in a row inde-
pendent manner. As there are no row linking constraints and the MU sequence
is determined before the backtracking procedure begins, finding the feasibility of
each row independently shows that the MU sequence is feasible for the intensity
matrix. We describe the method used to solve a single row.
Considering each intensity element, aj, in a row must be exactly covered
by a combination of one or more monitor units, by
∑
i∈Pj µi = aj, where Pj
is a set containing the elements used to cover aj. The backtracking algorithm
determines all the subsets of the MU sequence that can cover each row element.
The approach states that if µi is used to decompose aj and aj+1, then a leaf pair
can be positioned to expose both of these elements. However, if µi is used in aj and
not aj+1, then the segment will terminate, and this MU value cannot be used to
decompose any other element in the row. The backtracking algorithm considers
using a partition on aj, then determines the remaining partitions for aj+1. If
there are no partitions for aj+1, then the algorithm must backtrack and change
the partition used by aj. This continues until either a feasible solution is found
or all combinations have been exhausted. The backtracking method is enhanced
by the ordering of partitions used in the decompositions and by considering sub
sequences of row elements.
Once a feasible solution is generated, the leaf positions need to be recovered
from the solution to generate valid deliverable segments. In this phase they
consider the reduction of the tongue and groove interference by constructing a
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shortest path problem based on the leaf position choices to minimise the TnG
effect. This does not necessarily minimise the TnG effect, since the size of the
graph is limited to reduce the CPU time and it is a secondary objective. While
the Tas¸kin et al. algorithm performs well on clinical instances, no mention is
made on how many sequences may be attempted for any problem, how long the
backtracking process may take, or the cost of TnG minimisation.
The Tas¸kin et al. [89] algorithm is similar in nature to that presented in
Chapter 3, with both approaches published at a similar time, but developed
independently. The algorithm has been shown to be incapable of finding an
optimal solution in a small number of problems, as indicated in (Cambazard et al.
[19]) and also in our own results in Chapter 3. The cause of this error is unknown,
so we will not speculate on how the algorithm would be affected if this error was
corrected. While the Tas¸kin et al. algorithm is similar to ours, in (Ernst et al. [39])
and Chapter 3, they do not model leaf positions in the backtracking algorithm.
This makes the addition of row linking constraints particularly difficult. We
compare our approach against the Tas¸kin et al. algorithm in Chapter 3.
1.5.2.3 The shortest path model
A constraint programming approach presented in (Cambazard et al. [21]) has
been shown to be one of the most tractable solutions. To achieve this, the method
presented in (Cambazard et al. [19]), (Cambazard et al. [20]) and (Cambazard
et al. [21]) has formulated the problem as a set of shortest path problems that must
be solved simultaneously. This algorithm determines the size of the monitor unit
set and a set of monitor units through branching and constraint propagation. The
shortest path approach is solved and decides if the monitor unit set is feasible. A
number of unconstrained and constrained shortest path problems with different
arc costs are solved simultaneously to track allowable beam on time and the
number of shapes used. The path taken is propagated through all the shortest
path problems until a final path is found or no path exists. While it is noted
that the constrained shortest path problems are NP hard, they remain tractable
for the size of the problems tested. Lagrangian relaxation is used to introduce
additional cuts in the path problems.
The approach in (Cambazard et al. [21]) is tested numerically against the al-
gorithm of (Tas¸kin et al. [89]) and shows superior solving time. The complexity
of the path problem is heavily dependent on the maximum element in the ma-
trix, and as a result, the algorithm suffers as the maximum intensity increases,
however this problem is common to all approaches. The shortest path approach
solves the realisation problem with respect to the total treatment time and the re-
stricted minimum cardinality objective. Leaf positions are not modelled directly,
so adding additional constraints is non-trivial. We compare our approach to that
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in (Cambazard et al. [21]) in Chapter 3.
1.5.2.4 MILP approaches
In Chapter 2 mixed integer linear programming (MILP) models are discussed,
providing the formulations along with a series of numerical tests and analysis
of the models. For completeness of the literature review, we briefly review the
models here.
Although MILP models have appeared frequently in solving various problems
related to treatment planning in IMRT, for the realisation problem there are only
a few approaches. One of the first approaches to directly model the minimum
cardinality problem using an MILP approach was that of (Langer et al. [63]).
The Langer et al. model [63] uses a large number of binary decision variables
to directly model each bixel of each aperture unit, of unit intensity size. By
modelling the problem at this level any additional constraint can be added. While
this allows flexibility, it makes the model complex, and as a consequence, only
small problems can be directly solved. (Langer et al. [63]) suggests that monitor
unit sets can be enumerated and fixed before the model is solved. This concept is
key to the success of the approaches by [9], [21], [39] and [89]. However (Langer
et al. [63]) appears to have been the first to consider it, although did not presented
numerical results.
Mak’s model (Mak [68]) is the only MILP models to directly consider the un-
restricted minimum cardinality problem. All MILP approaches documented have
minimised cardinality subject to minimal beam on time. Mak’s model considers a
variable set that counts how many times leaf pairs with an intensity that must be
used in the decomposition. This method has a significant advantage over alter-
native models, such as (Langer et al. [63]), by not modelling each shape directly.
Since the shapes are not directly indexed, no initial solution is required to create
the index set and no bounds for the beam on time are needed. As a result the
algorithm is capable of solving problems of dimension 10 × 10 with maximum
intensity 10 with CPU time limited to 1 hour.
If required, the Mak model can solve the restricted minimum cardinality prob-
lem, and upper bounds can be used if available. Solutions to the model must be
post processed to gain the actual shape matrices, however post processing is sim-
ple. The disadvantage of not modelling the shapes in which the leaf pairs appear
is that row linking constraints, such as the interleaf collision constraints, are im-
possible to introduce without introducing new variables. We discuss this model
further in Chapter 2
The Wake et al. model [93] is an adaptation of an MILP developed for a type
of the Cutting Stock Problem that minimises the total treatment time objective.
This model has the interesting property of not requiring an integer beam on time,
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which is a strict requirement of other models (Baatar et al. [9]), (Langer et al. [63])
and (Mak [68]). In this thesis, we only consider that beam on times are integers,
which is a requirement of our methods. The model requires an initial solution,
which has been generated by (Baatar et al. [6]) in their numerical tests. The initial
solution is used to create an index set for the variables, and therefore, a poor initial
solution will mean the model contains more variables than necessary. The model
directly represents leaf positions and shape matrices, and as a result, contains a
large number of variables and constraints. Numerical testing shows the model is
capable of solving problems of dimension 7 × 7 in reasonable time. As a result
of representing leaf positions and shapes directly, additional constraints could be
added to the model without reformulation, however no results are presented in
(Wake et al. [93]).
An iterative procedure is introduced to improve the performance of the Wake
et al. model. Based on the TTT objective, the algorithm starts with a parameter
on the number of shapes and the allowed beam on time. The search begins with
a lower bound on the number of shapes, and as solutions are found the search
space reduces until the current solution is optimal with respect to total treatment
time. The search begins from the lower bound since the Wake et al. model was
observed to solve quickly if no feasible solutions existed. This approach is called
the step up algorithm.
We test the Wake et al. model in Chapter 2, however we do not test the step
up algorithm. It should be noted that the step up algorithm does not always
solve faster than the non-iterative version. The Wake et al. model is compared
to a modified version of the Langer et al. model [63], however [63] is known to
be inferior to the models of (Baatar et al. [7]) and (Mak [68]).
(Baatar et al. [9]) presents multiple formulations of the realisation problem
with both constraint programming and integer programming. While they cover
multiple formulations, the fastest model presented is the Counter model [9]. The
Counter model solves the restricted minimum cardinality problem.
The Counter model creates a set of variables to count the number of shapes
required at each intensity level for each bixel in the intensity matrix. The re-
sult of the Counter model is a set of aggregate patterns for each intensity level.
The model does not give the actual shapes, but rather gives the aggregate of all
shapes for each intensity level. As a consequence of results in (Baatar et al. [6]),
the cardinality of each of these aggregate sets of patterns can be determined by
the minimal beam on time of each aggregate pattern as each set of patterns can
be considered as its own decomposition problem where only the unit intensity
is used. Since the beam on time, and therefore the number of shapes for each
aggregate pattern is easily determined, the formulation can easily count the num-
ber of shapes required at each intensity. The solution must be post processed to
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generate each individual shape matrix, however, the post processing procedure is
not complex.
The Counter model can be coded as an integer program, with a linearisation
of a max constraint that is used to count shapes. Since shapes and leaf positions
are not directly represented in the model, the number of variables and constraints
is reduced, and the model is capable of solving problems of dimension 10 × 10
with maximum intensity of 10 in under 1 hour. By not representing the structure
of individual shapes the model cannot accommodate row linking constraints.
If the Counter model is encoded as a constraint programming problem, prob-
lems of a larger dimension can be solved quicker; up to 10 × 10 with maximum
intensity 15 in under 7 minutes. The branching strategy used in the constraint
programming approach first branches on the number of shapes at each intensity
level, that is, a monitor unit sequence is determined, then each row is consid-
ered independently. Rows are solved by starting with the most complex row,
given by c(ai) = c(A), followed by determining if a feasible set of counter vari-
ables exists for each row. This approach makes adding constraints to the model
challenging, however the unconstrained solving time is promising. The Counter
model is among the fastest methods to solve the realisation problem, and we have
compared our approach to the Counter model in Chapter 3.
The Counter model was originally presented in (Baatar et al. [7]) was altered
in (Baatar et al. [9]) through the addition of a model that satisfies the interleaf
collision constraints for the restricted minimum cardinality problem. The new
model is the Leaf orientated counter model [9], which allows leaf positions to be
modelled. Adding leaf positions to the model increases the number of variables
and therefore increases the complexity of the model. The leaf orientated counter
model is implemented as an integer program and a constraint program, again with
the latter performing better than the former. The CP approach solves problems
up to 10× 10 with maximum intensity 6. These problem dimensions are clearly
smaller as a consequence of the increased complexity of the interleaf collision
constraints. The leaf implicit model was solved without the interleaf constraints,
and this was also generally slower than the original counter model.
1.6 Contributions of this thesis
This thesis is organised in the following manner. In Chapter 2 we examine existing
Integer Program models, and we compare them in terms of both solving problems
to optimality and as lower bound generation techniques. We adapt the Mak [68],
Counter [9], and Wake et al. [93] models to cope with the different objectives, that
is, restricted and unrestricted minimum cardinality, and total treatment time.
In Chapter 3 we present a constraint programming approach to the realisation
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problem. The approach we present details a two phase approach that separates
the generation of MU sequences and feasibility checking. We also detail meth-
ods to eliminate infeasible MU sequences and eliminate infeasible and symmetric
search space. A solution methodology is developed and tested against a num-
ber of modern approaches. Our method can be modified to cope with any of
the common objectives of restricted minimum cardinality, unrestricted minimum
cardinality or minimisation of total treatment time. The approach performs well
when compared to modern approaches. The approach in Chapter 3 has been
published in (Ernst et al. [39]) and while most of the content remains the same
as the publication, we have since improved the algorithm. These improvements
are detailed. As a consequence, we have updated some of the results as well as
updated the CPU times used in the comparison, where faster results have been
published. Our results published in (Mason et al. [72]) are in Chapters 2 and
3, and these include the modifications made to our constraint programming ap-
proach to help minimise total treatment time, which was not presented in (Ernst
et al. [39]), we also present some results for modifications made to integer pro-
gramming formulations. A number of the problems used in Chapter 3 are actual
clinical problems, provided by (Tas¸kin et al. [89])
In Chapter 4 the constraint programming approach is expanded to run in a
parallel computing environment. First, existing platforms are examined provid-
ing insight into the design decisions to be made when building a parallel search
strategy. Some existing platforms are evaluated to show the potential speedup
that can be typical of a parallel search system. Following this, the design of a
parallel system is described in detail along with tests and results to support the
choices made in the design. We pay attention to the problems associated with
avoiding poor search trajectories and avoiding idle time in a parallel environ-
ment. Multiple methods for avoiding these problems are presented along with
the methods in which they can be applied and used in a parallel search. Finally,
we conduct numeric tests comparing the run times of the single CPU approach
against the parallel approach and show that the speed-up is meaningful.
Finally in Chapter 5 we present our plans for future research. A major criti-
cism against row independent feasibility checking, and one that has been leveraged
by all modern approaches, is the inability to accommodate extra constraints on
the realisation problem. We detail a method to allow our approach presented in
Chapter 3 to find solutions that satisfy the interleaf collision constraints, as well
as other constraints on MU sequences. We determine the feasibility of using such
an approach as an initial investigation, and if there is merit in continued investi-
gation of the constrained problem using our two phase approach. In Chapter 6,
we conclude this thesis detailing future research directions.
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1.7 Table conventions
Throughout this thesis we present many numerical results. Result tables are
not limited to the Results section of each chapter, but will appear through the
entire thesis to support arguments made. Each table indicates the size of the
problems solved, but we will state the conversion used for all tables for quicker
understanding. For tables that present the results of individual instances, we use
the convention prows-columns-maximum intensity-instance number. The instance
number simply differentiates between different problems of the same size. When a
number of problems are aggregated we indicate the rows-columns-max intensity.
The description will indicate the number of problems aggregated in each case.
Unless indicated, all problems are randomly generated with at least one element
in the matrix having a value as high as the maximum intensity (a˜) and all other
elements are in the range of [0, a˜]. A small number of clinical instances have been
used in Chapter 3 and we have used the same naming conventions as the original
author.
1.8 Framing the problem
We have given an account of the origins of the realisation problem in IMRT.
The problem we solve here is a mathematical problem related to a process in
treatment planning. The problem we study here is a simplification of what may
be solved in reality. In clinical practice there can be many constraints due to
different circumstances that are difficult to model and clinicians might not be
interested in finding the optimal treatment plans due to the small gain of an op-
timal solution in exchange for large solving overhead. Methods for radiotherapy
delivery will change as new delivery technologies become available. Once these
complex mathematical problems are solved, the treatment planning process may
be so far removed from the original description that the solutions are no longer
valid. This does not mean the research we present here is a wasted effort. The
underlying problem we solve here is an interesting problem which is easy to de-
scribe, but difficult to solve, much like the classic travelling salesman problem
in operations research. The gap between what the lay person might assume is
possible and what we can efficiently solve remains vast. We frame this problem
in much the same way as the researchers before us have, but we would like to
emphasise that while this research is somewhat distant from a real world applica-
tion, the information we present is still valuable and interesting as we deal with
a very complex problem.
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Chapter 2
MILP Formulations for the
Realisation Problem
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we examine a number of Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) models proposed in the literature for solving the realisation problem in
IMRT. These MILP formulations were initially used to discover exact solutions for
small problems to evaluate heuristic methods, but new formulations have shown
promise in solving larger problems to optimality. Although this chapter does not
cover every MILP formulation, it does cover the recent formulations that optimise
the decomposition cardinality, either directly, with restricted beam on time, or
through total treatment time. Early formulations contained a large number of
variables and constraints and were unable to solve problems beyond a trivial size.
More recently formulations have emerged that can solve larger problems, however
a gap between the size of test problems and clinical problems remains.
2.2 Langer et al. Model
One of the earliest solutions to the realisation problem that utilises an MILP
approach with an objective of shape minimisation was the model by Langer et al.
[63]. Although the performance of this model is poor compared to newer models,
it provides insight into how this type of problem can be formulated and is a basis
for other models. The thesis by (Wake [92]) attempts to improve the Langer et
al. model by introducing new constraints as well as removing some symmetry
and while the execution time improved for some problems, the improvements
did not allow for anything but very small problems to be solved (problems of
size 3 × 3). The model is executed in a two-phase approach, with the first to
discover the minimal beam on time (MBOT), and the second to minimise the
number of shapes, with the restriction of the MBOT. Using the MILP to discover
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the minimal beam on time is no longer necessary, due to the MBOT proof by
(Baatar et al. [6]) that it can be solved in polynomial time.
Langer et al., present two ideas that have become important in the current
algorithms, such as (Cambazard et al. [20], (Ernst et al. [39]), and (Tas¸kin et al.
[89]). The first is a strong lower bound derived by solving the cardinality problem
for each row independently, which gives klb. The second is constructing integer
partitions of the allowed BOT. Since the Langer et al. model is a BOT con-
strained minimum cardinality algorithm, they consider all integer partitions with
klb elements that sum to Bmin. If no feasible solution is found, they increase the
allowed number of shapes. This approach is used with additional machine con-
straints, such as tongue and groove and interleaf collision constraints, however
no significant computational results were presented. We now describe the model,
beginning with the variables used.
pti,j ∈ {0, 1}, takes the value 1 if the bixel element (i, j) is covered by the right
leaf when the t-th aperture is delivered and zero otherwise.
lti,j ∈ {0, 1}, takes the value 1 if the bixel element (i, j) is covered by the left leaf
when the t-th aperture is delivered and zero otherwise
dti,j is determined by the left and right leaf variables. With d
t
i,j ∈ {0, 1}, a value
of 1 indicates that the position (i, j) is not covered by either left or right
leaf in the t-th aperture unit, that is, the position is exposed.
zt ∈ {0, 1}, where zt = 1 if at least 1 bixel is exposed in the t-th aperture and
zt = 0, if no elements are exposed in the t-th aperture.
gt ∈ {0, 1}, where gt = 1 if any bixel changes state from one aperture to the
next.
cti,j, u
t
i,j, s
t
i,j ∈ {0, 1} are the auxiliary variables to determine whether gt should
be 0 or 1. If a bixel (i, j) becomes covered or uncovered between consecutive
apertures t and t + 1, cti,j and u
t
i,j will track a bixel becoming covered or
uncovered respectively. The variable sti,j is a summary variable used to
indicate that a change has occurred between apertures. These variables are
required to count the number of distinct shapes.
The index variable t is given an upper bound by maxi
∑
j aij, an upper bound
on the amount of BOT that would be required. Constraints that require a large
constant use a value of M , where M is obtained by mn, m is the number of rows,
and n is the number of columns. An important distinction between the Langer et
al. model and other models is that each aperture delivers one unit of intensity (1
MU). Multiple consecutive apertures that do not change make up a single ‘shape’
with a monitor unit greater than 1. The paper (Langer et al. [63]) describes
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two models, the first discovers the minimal BOT, while the second minimises the
number of shapes subject to the MBOT. Hence it does not necessarily produce the
minimum number of shapes for the DC problem. Since MBOT can be discovered
in polynomial time, see (Baatar et al. [6]), we do not discuss their model for
MBOT. The MILP model is:
Problem 2.2.1 Langer et al. Model
min z =
∑
t
gt (2.1)
s.t. ptij + l
t
ij = 1− dtij ∀t, i, j (2.2)
ptij ≤ ptij+1 ∀ t, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} (2.3)
ltij+1 ≤ ltij ∀ t, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} (2.4)∑
t
dtij = aij ∀ i, j (2.5)∑
i
∑
j
dtij ≤ Mzt ∀ t (2.6)
−ctij ≤ dt+1ij − dtij ≤ utij ∀ t, i, j (2.7)
utij + c
t
ij = s
t
ij ∀ t, i, j (2.8)∑
t
zt ≤ Bmin ∀ i, j (2.9)∑
i
∑
j
stij ≤Mgt ∀ t (2.10)
stij, u
t
ij, c
t
ij, g
t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ t, i, j (2.11)
The objective of the model is to minimise the number of shapes, with the variable
g as a shape-change counter. Constraint (2.2) ensures each bixel in the tth
aperture is either: covered by the left leaf, right leaf or uncovered. Each bixel
can only be in one of these three states. Constraints (2.3) and (2.4) enforce the
C1 constraint for the MLC and (2.5) ensures the correct dosage is delivered.
Constraint (2.6) is the logic constraint that links the zt and dtij variables. The
constraint is stronger if formulated as
dtij ≤ zt, ∀t, i, j.
Constraints (2.6)-(2.10) are additional logical constraints used to determine the
parity of gt, the variable is 1 if shape t is used and 0 otherwise. Constraint (2.10)
is strengthened as:
stij = u
t
i,j + c
t
ij ≤ gt, ∀ t, i, j.
To show the flexibility of the model, extra constraints can be added to the above
MILP to restrict the formulation in meaningful ways. (Langer et al. [63]) provides
two additional constraints. The first additional constraint is the single direction
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constraint. The constraint in (Langer et al. [63]) restricts both leaves to be moving
either only from left to right, or vice versa. The constraints are:
ptij − pt+1ij ≥ 0, ∀t, i, j, and
lt+1ij − ltij ≥ 0, ∀t, i, j.
The interleaf collision constraints, which are described in Section 1.4.1, can be
added with:
lti+1,j + p
t
ij ≤ 1, ∀t, i, j, and
lti−1,j + p
t
ij ≤ 1, ∀t, i, j.
Clearly if either of lti+1,j or l
t
i−1,j equals 1 with p
t
i,j equal 1, there will be a collision
with the left leaf in row i+ 1 or i− 1 and the right leaf in row i.
The tongue-and-groove effects, described in Section 1.4.2, are avoided by the
following set of constraints.
−1 ≤ dti+1,j + dt
′
ij − dtij − dt
′
i+1,j ≤ 1, ∀t, t′ : (t 6= t′), i, j.
This constraint prohibits a bixel from being in an opened state while its adjacent
bixel is in a closed state in the current aperture, and transitioning into a closed
in another aperture while its adjacent bixel is in an open state. The number of
variables and constraints in this model is dependent on the upper bound of the
beam on time. With the worst case bound on the beam on time, the complexity
can be as high as O(a˜nmn). Even with the lower bound on the beam on time
being known, the complexity could be as high as O(a˜dn2 emn). In addition to
the large number of variables and constraints, all variables are binary decision
variables, thus making this model particularly difficult to solve. While this model
was never intended to solve large real world problems, it was intended to be used
as an evaluation platform for heuristic approaches. However, the fact that the
model can only solve small problems to optimality limits its use. We show in later
chapters, that as problems get larger, heuristic solutions appear to drift further
away from optimality.
This MILP will not be evaluated in this thesis, but rather is presented to give
an idea of the history of MILP formulations for the realisation problem. This
MILP formulation does excel in its capability to model any constraint on leaf
positions and monitor unit values.
2.2.1 Symmetry in the Langer MILP
While the Langer model is capable of incorporating most constraints of interest,
the model suffers from a large amount of symmetry. If we consider the variables gt,
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there are no constraints that eliminate the monitor unit permutation. Consider
an example set of monitor units given by µ = (5, 4, 3, 3, 1), which has a BOT
of 16. A set of gt values that would represent this set of monitor units is g =
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1). Since the Langer et al. model does not order
the g variables, which are used to determine the resulting monitor unit sequence,
there is a large amount of symmetry by the permutations of the unique elements
in µ. Note that symmetry appears in two ways. First, the sequence of MUs
induces permutation of indistinguishable objects. Also, for identical apertures,
although the shapes will be the same, there are still permutations induced by the
indices of these identical shapes
If the upper bound on the index t is set higher than the minimal beam on
time, then the model contains more symmetry by permutation. If some zt = 0
then the variable indicates that an aperture is not used. Since no ordering is
placed on the z variable, the unused monitor unit can appear at any t index.
This is easily eliminated by setting the upper bound on t to the MBOT, which
would require zt = 1 for all t.
While this is not an exhaustive list of the symmetries in the Langer et al.
model, we have described significant sources of symmetry for the MILP solver to
deal with. Further symmetry that can exist in the IMRT problem is discussed in
Chapter 3. Symmetry breaking constraints were added to a modified version of
the Langeret al., see (Wake [92]), however even with these additional constraints
the solving time remained high, even for small problems.
2.3 Mak’s Model
Two formulations for solving the realisation problem are presented in (Mak [68]).
The single MIP model was not intended as an efficient approach to solving the
IMRT problem, but rather an application of variable aggregation and disaggre-
gation. However, Mak’s model [68] performs well against recent approaches, with
the model also having the flexibility to optimise different objectives. To explain
the model we introduce the notation used in (Mak [68]), while adjusting where
appropriate to our own notation. Let p ∈ {1, . . . , a˜} be the intensity set. We let
J ′ = J ∪{0, n+ 1} represent the collection of “home” leaf positions, which is not
in the deliverable area. A pair given by (l, r) is a position pair that represents the
location of a left and right leaf in a particular row with L = {(l, r)|l, r ∈ J ′, l < r}.
The decision variables are defined as follows.
ypi(l,r)– an integer variable that indicates the number of shape matrices with in-
tensity p that require a row i to have a string of ones in the matrix elements
[l + 1, r − 1] and has zeros elsewhere in the row. In other words, l and r
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are the indices of the left- and right-leaf positions of the MLC respectively,
therefore all elements in-between are open.
zp– an integer variable that counts the total number of shapes with intensity p
used in the solution.
The model is:
Problem 2.3.1 Mak’s model
min z =
∑
p
zp
s.t.
∑
p
∑
(l,r)∈L:l<j<r
p× ypi(l,r) = aij ∀i, j (2.12)∑
(l,r)∈L
ypi(l,r) = z
p ∀i, p (2.13)
ypi(l,r) ∈ Z+ ∀i, p, (l, r) ∈ L. (2.14)
The objective function for Mak’s model [68] minimises the total number of shapes
used. The first constraint given by (2.12) forces the dosage delivered to each bixel
(i, j) to be exactly ai,j. The second constraint (2.13) establishes that for each row
the number of shapes used at each intensity level must be the same across all rows.
Since all rows do not necessarily require the use of all monitor units, the algorithm
will select degenerate leaf positions, that is, leaf positions that allow no openings
for radiation to get through. Since there are no row dependent constraints, such as
the interleaf collision constraints, the MILP will only consider a single degenerate
position for each row and each intensity value, for example the leaf pair (0, 1).
This avoids symmetry of equivalent solutions such as leaf pairs (1, 2), (2, 3), . . ..
Alternatively an inequality constraint can be used instead of equality for (2.13) to
remove any variables that represent degenerate leaf pairs. However, degenerate
leaf pairs would need to be added during post-processing.
The strength of this formulation over those such as the Langer et al. model is
that the zp variable does not suffer from the same symmetries induced by permu-
tation. The model does not explicitly state the shapes that must be generated and
this reduces the dimension of the variables that would otherwise be used if rows
were assigned to specific shapes. Although the solution must be post-processed
to generate the set of binary matrices, the post-processing is relatively simple.
The variable definition encodes the consecutive-ones constraint required for each
shape matrix and therefore no constraints for eliminating invalid leaf positions
are required. To illustrate how a solution generated by the model is translated
to a set of shape matrices, consider the following example.
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Example 2.3.1 Consider A =
 0 3 2 4 1 00 4 2 0 4 0
0 1 2 0 2 0
 .
Note that the two end columns are zeros as these are added for accommodating
the home leaf positions. One feasible solution to this problem may look like
y11(3,5) = y
1
2(3,5) = y
1
3(0,2) = y
2
1(1,4) = y
2
2(0,2) = y
2
3(1,3) = y
2
1(2,4) = y
2
2(0,3) = y
2
3(3,5) =
y31(0,2) = y
3
2(3,5) = y
3
3(0,1) = 1, and all other variables are zero. We can see this
solution requires four shapes with the intensity set µ = {3, 2, 2, 1}. If this solution
is converted to a set of shapes, then one of the many possible solutions is:
A = 3
 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
+ 2
 0 0 0 1 0 00 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

+2
 0 0 1 1 0 00 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
+ 1
 0 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
 ,
However as we can see the original solution to the MIP makes no assumption
about how the shapes are constructed. If multiple shapes with the same intensity
exist in a solution, then the placement of each (l, r) pair in a particular shape is
arbitrary, as long as the row index is preserved. An alternative solution for the
two apertures with µk = 2 is:
2
 0 0 0 1 0 00 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
+ 2
 0 0 1 1 0 00 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
 ,
Although the model does not attempt to accommodate any secondary restrictions,
such as tongue and groove constraints (as done in (Tas¸kin et al. [89])), there
is no reason why such secondary constraint could not be implemented as soft
constraints during the post-processing if desired. The post-processing procedure
allows us to assemble a set of deliverable shape matrices from the MILP solution
given by the ypi(l,r) variables. The procedure begins by creating a set of empty
shapes matrices, one for each monitor unit, defined by the zp variables. For each
row of a shape, i = 1, . . . ,m, with a given intensity p, we find any y variable from
the solution such that ypi,(l,r) ≥ 1, for all i. The leaf positions for row i are set to
(l, r) and ypi,(l,r) = y
p
i,(l,r) − 1. When the procedure is complete for all shapes all y
variables will be zero.
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2.3.1 Alternative Objectives
The original model presented in Mak [68] minimises the decomposition cardinal-
ity, however the objective can be altered. The alternative objectives are modelled
as:
• Minimum Cardinality, min∑p zp
• Minimum Beam On Time, min∑p pzp
• Minimum Total Treatment Time, minα∑p zp + β∑p pzp
If we wish to find minimum cardinality with minimal beam on time, we can either
use a large value for β in the above TTT objective or add a constraint in the
form of
∑
p
pzp ≤ B∗, where B∗ is the calculated minimum beam on time. If the
beam on time is added as a constraint, then the objective remains minimising
decomposition cardinality.
The limitation for the MILP in (2.3.1) is the large number of variables com-
pared to the number of constraints. As the number of columns increases the
number of feasible (l, r) positions grows with complexity O(m2). The number of
feasible (l, r) positions for m columns is m(m+1)
2
, although in practice this can be
reduced by only allowing leaf pairs when there is a change in intensity at both
(l, r) positions and where the (l, r) position is feasible with respect to deliverable
intensity, that is, the intensity is at least p or greater between l and r. This leaves
the number of y variables as high as a¯ × n × m(m+1)
2
. The main constraints in
(2.3.1) involve summing over these (l, r) positions, therefore each constraint con-
tains as few as m(m+1)
2
and as many as a¯×m(m+1)
2
decision variables per constraint.
The model performs well on small problems up to 7×7 dimension with maximum
intensity of 10. However, solving time dramatically increases as problems grow.
2.3.2 Possible additional constraints for Mak’s model [68]
Extra constraints were used in an attempt to improve the solving time for Mak’s
model [68]. The first constraint, given by (2.15), removes the equality constraint
from (2.13) and makes this an inequality. This means the MILP no longer has to
consider adding fully closed segments since we allow the number of shapes in a row
with intensity p to be less than other rows. The second constraint considered,
given by (2.16), implies bounds on the y variables similar to those in (Baatar
et al. [9]). This constraint provides tighter bounds on the y variables based on
the intensity level, given by p, and the value of ai,j. A second advantage of the
constraint (2.16) is that the bounds placed on y forces infeasible y variables to
zero. Equation (2.17) is an alternative constraint to limit the y variables. The
constraints just discussed are
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∑
(l,r)∈L
ypi(l,r) ≤ zp ∀ i, p, (2.15)∑
L:l<j<r
ypi(l,r) ≤
⌊
ai,j
p
⌋
∀ i, j, p, and (2.16)
ypi(l,r) ≤
⌊
minl<j<r{ai,j}
p
⌋
∀ i, j, p, (l, r). (2.17)
The results in Table 2.1 indicate that the additional constraints do not always
result in an improved solving time. The results with the additional constraint
(2.16) gives the best average solving time, so this constraint is included in the
model for all future tests. Table 2.2 highlights the increase in the lower bound
by adding each additional constraint. The constraint (2.15) does not increase the
lower bound, while (2.16) and (2.17) both increase the lower bound. All problem
instances were executed on an Intel Core i7 @ 2.67Ghz with 6G RAM on IBM
ILOG CPLEX optimisation studio 12.3 [49]
2.4 Polyhedral analysis for the IMRT
We present below some brief polyhedral work for the single row problem to give
a theoretical insight to the MILP model.
2.4.1 Single row–a special case
Consider the single row problem. The “intensity matrix” is one row,
a = {a1, . . . , an}.
We can simplify the IP formulation presented in Section 2.3 by modifying vari-
ables and notation and obtain a single row IP formulation. Let yb(l,r) be a general
integer variable. For a single-row problem, yb(l,r) can be binary with y
b
(l,r) = 1
if an opening from column l + 1 to column r − 1 with intensity b occurs in the
optimal solution. Surely if a solution has yb(l,r) = 2, it can simply be replaced
with y2b(l,r) = 1. The latter is a better solution, as the objective is to minimise
the number of shapes required to decompose a. For the purpose of conduct-
ing polyhedral analysis, we require that yb(l,r) be a general integer variable. We
also assume variables that represent closed leaf positions are eliminated. Hence,
L = {(l, r) | l, r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, l < r − 1}. Furthermore, without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that aj > 0 for all j = 1, . . . , n. Since this is a single-row
problem, an intensity vector that has a 0 appearing between two blocks of non-
zero elements can be considered as two intensity vectors of smaller dimensions.
The total number of shapes needed to decompose the vector is the sum of the
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Problem k∗ M M+ (2.15) M+ (2.16) M+(2.17) M+ All
p6-6-15-0 7 8.07 13.65 11.28 7.97 14.94
p6-6-15-1 7 46.11 13.22 44.95 46.21 32.95
p6-6-15-2 7 8.25 17.60 7.70 8.25 10.95
p6-6-15-3 7 29.10 15.35 22.00 29.15 17.60
p6-6-15-4 8 6.05 11.64 11.00 6.60 13.11
p7-7-15-0 8 42.35 606.62 30.80 41.80 42.36
p7-7-15-1 8 70.35 99.51 174.30 71.47 110.53
p7-7-15-2 8 31.35 30.21 132.95 31.90 42.90
p7-7-15-3 9 29.70 26.39 52.25 30.24 23.10
p7-7-15-4 8 91.30 48.77 183.65 91.88 80.80
p8-8-15-0 9 852.16 541.64 307.40 846.04 339.90
p8-8-15-1 8 3600.00 1372.74 1803.38 3600.00 2067.83
p8-8-15-2 9 688.89 86.29 1037.16 682.97 3065.36
p8-8-15-3 9 3600.00 3119.20 1265.00 3600.00 3600.00
p8-8-15-4 9 450.43 276.55 46.75 528.06 211.42
p9-9-10-0 9 21.11 58.26 16.50 22.00 24.20
p9-9-10-1 8 132.44 930.02 110.00 137.51 261.25
p9-9-10-2 8 52.51 29.71 174.90 54.44 74.79
p9-9-10-3 9 17.55 11.00 14.84 18.71 3.86
p9-9-10-4 9 17.55 36.24 70.85 21.94 41.25
p10-10-10-0 10 492.63 102.75 172.70 694.69 78.64
p10-10-10-1 10 122.65 26.39 168.25 35.20 70.36
10-10-10-2 10 367.95 198.53 220.00 507.60 42.89
10-10-10-3 10 62.10 17.05 63.76 81.96 74.26
10-10-10-4 10 71.50 44.50 312.95 147.35 307.34
Ave 436.48 309.35 258.21 453.76 426.10
Table 2.1: Comparison of additional constraints. k∗ indicates the op-
timal solution, while M indicates the CPU time of Mak’s
model [68]. Remaining columns indicate the CPU time
for M with each additional constraint and finally, all con-
straints. All CPU times are in seconds. Best times for
each problem are in bold and CPU time was limited to 1
hour. Problem size is indicated by rows-cols-max intensity-
instance number.
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Problem k∗ M and M+ (2.15) M+ (2.16), M+ (2.17) and M+ All
p6-6-15-1 7 1.87 4.78
p6-6-15-2 7 1.60 4.38
p6-6-15-3 7 1.67 4.37
p6-6-15-4 8 2.53 5.53
p7-7-15-0 8 2.27 5.41
p7-7-15-1 8 2.60 5.51
p7-7-15-2 8 1.87 5.03
p7-7-15-3 9 2.40 5.94
p7-7-15-4 8 1.67 4.42
p8-8-15-0 9 2.53 6.13
p8-8-15-1 8 2.33 5.51
p8-8-15-2 9 2.13 5.81
p8-8-15-3 9 2.13 5.61
p8-8-15-4 9 2.40 6.04
p9-9-10-0 9 2.60 6.45
p9-9-10-1 8 2.50 5.65
p9-9-10-2 8 2.20 5.40
p9-9-10-3 9 2.30 5.80
p9-9-10-4 9 2.80 5.96
p10-10-10-0 10 2.90 6.55
p10-10-10-1 10 3.10 7.22
p10-10-10-2 10 3.70 7.28
p10-10-10-3 10 3.60 8.15
p10-10-10-4 10 3.40 7.29
Table 2.2: Comparison of the relaxed solution with the additional con-
straints. M indicates the relaxed solution of Mak’s model
[68]. Columns indicate which additional constraint is ac-
tive. Problem size is indicated by rows-cols-max intensity-
instance number.
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number of shapes needed to decompose each block of the non-zero elements. Let
B(l,r) = {1, . . . ,minl<j<r{aj}}. The single-row formulation is:
Formulation 2.4.1
min
∑
b∈B(l,r)
∑
l<j<r
yb(l,r) (2.18)∑
b∈B(l,r)
∑
l<j<r
byb(l,r) = aj, ∀j = 1, . . . , n. (2.19)
The number of variables in the formulation is:∑
(l,r)∈L
|B(l,r)|.
Let IP be the polytope of the convex hull of the feasible set of Problem 2.4.1,
since there are n equations in the formulation, we have that
dim(IP) ≤
∑
(l,r)∈L
|B(l,r)| − n.
Lemma 2.4.1 The dimension of the polytope of the convex hull of the feasible
set of Problem 2.4.1 is, dim(IP) =
∑
(l,r)∈L
|B(l,r)| − n.
Proof. To show that the dim(IP) =
∑
(l,r)∈L
|B(l,r)| − n, we show that there are at
least
∑
(l,r)∈L
|B(l,r)|−n+1 affinely independent feasible solutions. For convenience,
we partitioned the set of y variables into the following subsets:
1. y
aj
(j−1,j+1), for all j = 1, . . . , n;
2. yb(j−1,j+1), for all b = 1, . . . , aj − 1, j = 1, . . . , n; and
3. yb(l,r), for all (l, r) ∈ L \
{
(l − 1, l + 1) | l = 1, . . . , n}, b ∈ B(l,r).
We have n variables in subset (1), and
∑
(l,r)∈L |B(l,r)| − n variables in the union
of Subsets (2) and (3).
Case 1 We first construct the following trivial feasible solution: y
aj
(j−1,j+1) =
1, for all j = 1, . . . , n, and all other variables equal zero. This is the first vector.
We then build
∑
(l,r)∈L |B(l,r)| − n other vectors that represent feasible solutions,
each using a variable that has never been used in the previous vector, hence
guaranteeing that the new vector is affinely independent to the previously listed
vectors.
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y102 y
2
02 y
1
03 y
2
03 y
3
03 y
1
04 y
2
04 y
1
13 y
2
13 y
3
13 y
4
13 y
1
14 y
2
14 y
1
24 y
3
02 y
5
13 y
2
24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Table 2.3: An example for the vector construction with a = {3, 5, 2}.
In each (horizontal) vector, we have an element in bold that
is used for the first time, hence guaranteeing the vectors are
affinely independent.
Case 2a For each of j = 1, . . . , n such that aj ≥ 2, we construct a vector
where y1(j−1,j+1) = aj, y
aj′
(j′−1,j′+1) = 1, for all j
′ = 1, . . . , n, j′ 6= j, and all other
variables equal zero.
Case 2b For each of yb(j−1,j+1), for all b = 2, . . . , aj − 1, j = 1, . . . , n, we
construct a vector where yb(j−1,j+1) = 1, y
1
(j−1,j+1) = aj − b, y
aj′
(j′−1,j′+1) = 1, for all
j′ = 1, . . . , n, j′ 6= j, and all other variables equal zero.
Case 3 For each of yb(l,r), for all (l, r) ∈ L\
{
(l− 1, l+ 1) | l = 1, . . . , n− 2},
b ∈ B(l,r) we construct a vector where: yb(l,r) = 1, y1j−1,j+1 = aj−b, for all l < j < r,
y
aj′
(j′−1,j′+1) = 1 for all j
′ < l and all j′ > r, and all other variables equal zero. 2
We provide an example to demonstrate how these vectors are constructed in Table
2.3.
Lemma 2.4.2 The bound constraints yb(l,r) ≥ 0 is facet defining for all (l, r) ∈
L \ {(l − 1, l + 1) | l = 1, . . . , n}, and all b ∈ B(l,r).
This is trivial, since we can use all the affinely independent feasible points we
deduced in the proof of Lemma 2.4.1, except for the vector that has yb(l,r) 6= 0.
We can guarantee that these yb(l,r) variables always exist as long as aj ≥ b for
yb(l,r) for all l < j < r. Consider a trivial solution given by y
aj
(j−1,j+1) = 1 for all
j = 1, . . . , n and zero otherwise. This will give a solution that uses n shapes.
Considering that the number of shapes is unbounded the decomposition of each
element in aj can be achieved by any integer partition of aj that sums to exactly
aj. Therefore all variables y
b
(j−1,j+1) for b = 1, . . . , aj can be used in a solution,
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and therefore will always exist. Additionally we may arbitrarily move the left of
right leaf to any value (l = 0, . . . , j − 1 and r = j + 1, . . . , n) for any yb(l,r) as long
as aj ≥ b for all j such that l < j < r subject to constraint (2.19). Any yb(l,r) can
be used in a solution as long as it is admissible and therefore will always exist.
2.5 The Wake et al. model
An integer programming model proposed by Wake et al. [93] is an adaptation of
an MILP developed for a type of the Cutting Stock Problem. A unique aspect
of this model is that it does not require beam on times to be integer values. The
models by (Baatar et al. [8]), (Langer et al. [63]) and (Mak [68]) require integer
monitor units since variables are indexed by BOT values. While the model does
not require integer BOT values, it requires a parameter k, which is an upper
bound on the number of allowed shape matrices. Since variables are indexed by
the k parameter, it needs to be selected as small as possible while still being a
valid UB. In practice, a heuristic solution is used, and the authors have selected
the heuristic of (Baatar et al. [6]) to define the k parameter. The model uses the
following variables:
xijk– a binary variable with xijk = 1 if row i, column j is exposed in shape matrix
k.
µk– a continuous variable for the beam on time of shape k.
yijk– continuous variables giving the level of radiation for element i, j in shape
k. These are defined as yijk = µk xijk.
sk– binary variables that indicate whether shape k is used.
We assume k ∈ {l, . . . , k¯}, where k¯ is an upper bound on the number of shape
matrices. The formulation of the model is:
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Problem 2.5.1 Wake et al. model
min z = α
∑
k
sk + β
∑
k
µk. (2.20)
s.t.
∑
k
yijk = aij ∀ i, j (2.21)
yijk +Gijk (1− xijk) ≥ µk ∀ i, j, k (2.22)
0 ≤ yijk ≤ µk ∀ i, j, k (2.23)
0 ≤ yijk ≤Mijk xijk ∀ i, j, k (2.24)
0 ≤ µk ≤ Hk sk ∀ k (2.25)
xijk ≤ sk ∀ i, j k (2.26)
xilk + xirk − 1 ≤ xijk ∀ i, l, j, r, k : l < j < r (2.27)
xijk ∈ {0, 1},∀ i, j, k sk ∈ {0, 1},∀ k (2.28)
µk ≥ 0,∀ k yijk ≥ 0,∀ i, j, k. (2.29)
Here, Gijk, Hk, and Mijk are suitably large constants. Given that constraints
involving large constants are typically weak, it is important to choose these values
as small as possible based on the values of the aij. The objective of the model
(2.20) is to find the weighted minimal total treatment time. The first constrain
(2.21) ensures dosage requirements are satisfied. Constraints (2.22)–(2.24) ensure
that yijk = µk xijk. Equations (2.25) and (2.26) enforce shapes with sk = 0 to
remain unused. Finally the large set of equations (2.27) forces the xijk to represent
Consecutive-1 matrices.
While there are more variables compared to Mak’s model [68], the actual
number of individual variables is of a similar order of magnitude. In theory, the
Wake et al. [93] model can use up to O(mn3) variables, depending on the quality
of the upper bound, as the trivial upper bound for k is mn. In practice, however,
the Wake et al. model may need only O(n3) variables. Mak’s model uses at
most O(a¯mn2) variables, but potentially significantly fewer depending on the
complexity of the shape matrix and the removal of invalid leaf pairs. In practice
the Wake et al. model has fewer variables than Mak’s model, although, it has far
more constraints (O(m5) for the Wake et al. model compared to O(mn + a˜) for
Mak’s model). To eliminate some of the symmetry and tighten the formulation,
a number of additional constraints are added (Wake et al. [93]):
sk ≥ sk+1 ∀ k (2.30)
µk ≥ µk+1 ∀ k (2.31)∑
k
µk ≥ Bmin Bmin = minimum beam on time. (2.32)
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While these constraints are helpful, they do not entirely eliminate the symmetry.
For example, reordering the shapes with the same intensity remains possible.
For recent advances in the elimination of symmetry in integer programming, see,
for example, Margot [70, 71]. We also discuss various types of symmetries seen
specifically in the IMRT realisation problem in Chapter 3.
Given the weakness of the constraints with large constants, the large formula-
tion size and symmetry, one would not expect the Wake et al. model to perform
as well as Mak’s model. This has been confirmed in the numerical experiments
presented in Section 2.7.
2.6 The Counter Model
The counter model presented in (Baatar et al. [8]), and (Baatar et al. [9]), de-
scribes a method of shape decomposition by counting the number of required
patterns (or shapes) at each intensity level. To help explain the construction of
this model we firstly describe the approach by (Cambazard et al. [20]). Both
the Cambazard et al. [21] and the Counter Model [9], like the Mak’s model, do
not return the actual MLC shapes. They produce only the minimum number of
shapes needed to decompose an intensity matrix. Post-processing is needed to
obtain the MLC shapes, but all post-processing procedures are efficient. We first
describe an interesting idea in the Cambazard et al. [21] model.
2.6.1 The shortest path idea of the cambazzar et al. [21]
model
Consider a multi-layered one-directional complete bipartite graph, G, with source
and sink nodes added to both ends. Each layer represents an element of the
single-row matrix A = {a1, . . . , an}. The vertices in each layer can be obtained
as follows. Consider an integer b and its integer “partitions”. By a partition of b
we mean a multi-set of natural numbers with a sum of exactly b. Now, in each
layer of G (e.g., layer j which represents aj), we use a vertex to represent each
element of P(aj). For example, the set of partitions for b = 5. We have
P(b) = {{5} , {4, 1} , {3, 2} , {3, 1, 1} , {2, 2, 1} , {2, 1, 1, 1} , {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}} ,
with |P(b)| = 7. We use P(b) to denote the set of all partitions of b. Layer 1 is
the set of all partitions of a1, Layer 2 is the set of all partitions of a2, and so on.
The “arc cost” of moving from one partition in a layer to another partition in
the next layer is simply the sum, over all intensities p, of the additional number
of shapes needed. For example, if Partition j in Layer ` is {4, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1} and
Partition k in Layer ` + 1 is {4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1}, moving from Layer ` to Layer
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Figure 2.1: The construction of the graph with arc costs from A =
{3, 2, 4, 1}
`+1 we will need one additional shape with intensity 3 and two additional shapes
with intensity 2. In total, we will need three more shapes. Hence the arc cost is 3.
In Cambazard et al. [21], the calculations of these arc costs are formally defined
as follows. First, the notation occ(v, p) indicates the number of occurrence of v
in partition p. The arc cost of linking partition j of level ` (denoted by g`,j) to
partition k of level `+ 1, g`+1,k, is calculated by:
c(g`,j, g`+1,k) =
a˜∑
b=1
(max(occ(b, g`+1,j)− occ(b, g`,k), 0)),
Since all feasible partitions of aj are listed in layer j, for j = 1, . . . , n, any “path”
on G starts from the source node, goes through exactly one node (partition)
in each layer, and ends with the sink node. The total cost of a path is the
total number of shapes needed to decompose the single row problem with the
“partitions” selected by the nodes used in the path. Clearly the problem of finding
such a path with the minimum total arc cost is the Shortest Path Problem (SPP)
which can be solved efficiently with Dijkstra’s algorithm [1]. An example of the
construction of a graph with edge costs is seen in Figure 2.1. Consider one possible
solution to the SPP in (2.1) that looks like {{2, 1} , {2} , {2, 1, 1} , {1}}, with a
post-processed solution of: 2[1, 1, 1, 0] + 1[1, 0, 0, 0] + 1[0, 0, 1, 1] + 1[0, 0, 1, 0]. The
significance of this result is that the single-row DC problem, which was previously
thought to be NP hard, is now seen as be solvable in polynomial time. We present
an ILP model based on the Cambazard et al. [21] idea for the single-row problem.
Let:
xαj ,ωj+1 = 1 if partitions αj of layer j and ωj+1 of layer j + 1 are both selected
in the SPP solution, and xαj ,ωj+1 = 0 otherwise;
cαj ,ωj+1 be the cost of arc from node αj of layer j to node ωj+1 of layer j + 1 as
described before;
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s be the source node; and
t be the sink node.
Note that δ−(αj) and δ+( αj) are the sets of incoming and outgoing arcs from node
αj.
Formulation 2.6.1
min
∑
ω1∈P(a1)
cs,ω1xs,ω1 +
n−1∑
j=1
( ∑
αj∈P(aj),
ωj+1∈P(aj+1)
cαj ,ωj+1xαj ,ωj+1
)
(2.33)
∑
ω1∈P(a1)
xs,ω1 = 1 (2.34)∑
γ∈δ−(αj)
xγ =
∑
γ∈δ+(αj)
xγ, ∀αj ∈ P(aj), ∀j ∈ J. (2.35)
The objective function (2.33) is the sum of arc costs used. The arc cost from
the source node to the optimal partition of Layer 1 will be the total number of
shapes used to cover the first element a1 in the optimal solution. The next set
of sum is the total number of the additional shapes needed for each intensity
in each subsequent element a2, . . . , an. (Note that the cost of arc from the last
Layer to the sink node is zero for all arcs). The optimal solution must go from
the source node s to exactly one node (partition) in Layer 1, this is constrained
by (2.34). To solve the entire intensity matrix, Cambazard et al. [21] proposed a
Lagrangean Relaxation-based Constraint Programming method, which we briefly
discuss later. The next set of constraint (2.35) will ensure that exactly one parti-
tion in each layer is used, and that the path will finish at the sink node. The model
is sensitive to the magnitude of aij’s. Although there are only
∑
j∈J |P(aj)| + 1
constraints, the number of variables is:
|P(a1)|+
n−1∑
j=1
|P(aj)||P(aj+1)|+ |P(an)|.
Instead of solving Formulation 2.6.1 as an integer optimisation problem, we use
Dijkstra’s algorithm.
2.6.2 The idea behind the Counter Model [9]
The Counter Model also uses a similar idea of counting the number of addi-
tional shapes needed while “sweeping” across columns. However, the definition
of variables is different from that of the Cambaazard et al. model, and can be
briefly described as follows. Instead of solving the DC problem, we first con-
sider an “aggregated” problem. For example, consider a single row problem with
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the optimal solution using three shapes with intensity p, with the shapes being:
(0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), and (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0). The aggregated model consid-
ers the sum of these vectors. So, instead of having three shapes with intensity p,
we have only one “shape”, and it is:
(0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) + (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) + (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) = (1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2).
Note that with such an aggregation, each intensity level is only used once. Hence,
the decomposition of intensity matrix A becomes
A = Q1 +Q2 + · · ·+Qa˜,
where Qb, for b = 1, . . . , a˜, are general integer matrices with intensity b. One of
the decision variables used in the Counter Model, Qbi,j is a general integer variable
that indicates the integer value for row i and column j in the matrix Qb. We
require the following constraint to ensure that the intensity matrix A is satisfied:
b¯∑
b=1
bQbij = aij, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , n. (2.36)
With each general integer matrix Qb, we count the minimum number of C-1
shapes needed. For any given row of a Qb matrix, the following number gives us
the minimum number of C-1 shapes need to decompose Qb. Let Qbi be defined
as:
Qbi =
n∑
j=1
max
{
Qbi,j −Qbi,j−1, 0
}
, (2.37)
with Qbi,0 = 0, for all i = 1, . . . ,m. For the validity of the claim presented above,
see Baatar et al. [9]. As an example, consider (1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2). We will need one
shape to cover the first 1, and then another shape to cover the first step up from
1 to 2. Once the value steps down from 2 to 1, the shape ends, and then a new
shape is required to cover the next step up from 1 to 2. For the entire matrix A,
the minimum number of C-1 shapes needed to decompose Qb is the maximum Qbi
out of all rows, i.e. maxi∈{1,...,m}{Qbi}. This can be modelled with the use of an
additional variable Nb, and the following constraints:
Nb ≥
n∑
j=1
max
{
Qbi,j −Qbi,j−1, 0
}
, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m. (2.38)
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The objective function is:
min
b¯∑
b=1
Nb, (2.39)
and we can find the minimum number of shapes needed to decompose A. Note
that constraint (2.37) is not linear. This can be linearised by adding
dbi,j ≥ Qbi,j −Qbi,j−1,
dbi,j ≥ 0.
The full MILP is:
Problem 2.6.1 The Counter Model [9]
min z =
∑
b
Nb
s.t.
b¯∑
b=1
bQbi,j = aij ∀ i, j (2.40)∑
j∈J
dbi,j ≤ Nb ∀ i, b (2.41)
dbi,j ≥ Qbi,j −Qbi,j−1 ∀ b, i, j (2.42)
dbi,j ≥ 0 ∀ b, i, j. (2.43)
To restrict the solutions to minimal beam on time only, we can add a constraint
of the form: ∑
b
b× zb = Bmin, (2.44)
where Bmin is the calculated minimal beam on time. An additional implied
constraint was provided in (Baatar et al. [9]) of the form:
Qbij ≤
⌊ai,j
b
⌋
∀i, j, b. (2.45)
An easier way to see the difference between the two models is as follows. For a
single-row problem, the total number of shapes needed by the Counter Model is
given by:
b¯∑
b=1
n∑
j=1
max
{
Qbi,j −Qbi,j−1, 0
}
,
where the shapes Qb are variables to be determined by the solution to the integer
programming problem. With the Cambaazard et al. model for each column j,
some implicit shapes Qb are in fact predetermined, and the costs of the additional
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shapes needed from a column j to the next, namely:
b¯∑
b=1
max
{
Qbi,j −Qbi,j−1, 0
}
,
are pre-calculated. The variables correspond to “invisible links” between the
change of shapes, and the sequence of such links that minimises the costs of
change of shapes (in terms of additional MLC shapes needed) is minimised.
Whilst the Counter model is capable of solving the entire matrix. The Cam-
bazard et al. [21] model solved with the SPP, detailed above, only solves single
row problems, the full approach (in Cambazard et al. [19], Cambazard et al. [20]
and Cambazard et al. [21]) expands the idea by using a time window constrained
SPP to enforce beam on time constraints and row linking constraints. Additional
techniques using Lagrangian relaxation and column generation are introduced to
reduce the computational time. We compare against their algorithm in the next
chapter.
While the Counter model is one of the best performing formulations in terms of
solving the MILP directly using a commercial solver, such as IBM ILOG CPLEX
[49], the equivalent formulation in a constraint programming environment solves
the same problem with less CPU time. An improvement to the constraint pro-
gramming implementation was presented in (Brand [17]). This improved the
performance by introducing a special constraint propagator, which resulted in
quicker computational times.
2.7 Comparison of Various MILP models
Three of the four models presented have been tested numerically on the same
problem instances and on the same machine. The models are written in the OPL
IDE and executed with CPLEX 12.3 [49] using an Intel Core i7 920 @ 2.67GhZ
with 6Gb RAM. Note that this version of CPLEX has some methods to try and
deal with symmetry, however we do not know the details of these methods nor
can such generic methods be expected to work well in all circumstances. While
all models have different objectives, each can be modified to represent minimal
shapes (i.e., the DC problem), minimal shapes with constrained beam on time
(the DC problem with MBOT), or minimal overall treatment time (the TTT
problem). We present run times for each model with respect to each objective
in Tables 2.4 - 2.6. The solving time was limited to 1 hour of CPU time. Mak’s
model was solved with the additional constraint in (2.16).
The results in Tables 2.4 - 2.6 show the performance of the Wake et al.,
Mak and Counter models on a series of problems. We see that the solve times
for the Wake et al. model increases sharply with small increases in problem
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Minimum cardinality
Problem Opt Wake et al. [93] Mak [68] Counter [9]
p6-6-15-0 7 113.53 11.28 9.03
p6-6-15-1 7 162.83 44.95 11.54
p6-6-15-2 7 22.70 7.70 6.05
p6-6-15-3 7 159.47 22.00 7.15
p6-6-15-4 8 35.71 11.00 7.76
p7-7-15-0 8 276.93 30.80 8.80
p7-7-15-1 8 360.17 174.30 38.45
p7-7-15-2 8 516.95 132.95 25.80
p7-7-15-3 9 657.24 52.25 14.28
p7-7-15-4 8 1291.33 183.65 27.57
p8-8-15-0 9 * 307.40 179.20
p8-8-15-1 8 * 1803.38 1216.60
p8-8-15-2 9 * 1037.16 287.05
p8-8-15-3 9 * 1265.00 776.86
p8-8-15-4 9 * 46.75 51.89
p9-9-10-0 9 - 16.50 26.99
p9-9-10-1 8 - 110.00 32.97
p9-9-10-2 8 - 174.90 100.00
p9-9-10-3 9 - 14.84 7.70
p9-9-10-4 9 - 70.85 9.90
p10-10-10-0 10 - 172.70 69.30
p10-10-10-1 10 - 168.25 61.14
p10-10-10-2 10 - 220.00 62.15
p10-10-10-3 10 - 63.76 52.25
p10-10-10-4 10 - 312.95 23.10
Table 2.4: CPU time in seconds for various MILP models. Emphasised
results indicate that the time limit of 1 hour was reached,
with the result showing the gap remaining. Results with
a ‘*’ indicate no integer feasible solution was found, and
results with a ‘-’ were not attempted. Problem dimensions
are indicated as rows-columns-max intensity-instance num-
ber.
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MBOT restricted minimum cardinality
Problem Opt Wake et al. [93] Mak [68] Counter [9]
p6-6-15-0 7 69.48 5.18 5.98
p6-6-15-1 7 73.36 10.43 7.72
p6-6-15-2 7 33.57 4.40 2.18
p6-6-15-3 7 73.81 7.15 4.63
p6-6-15-4 8 43.27 7.70 5.73
p7-7-15-0 8 350.89 10.45 4.13
p7-7-15-1 8 357.40 39.05 12.42
p7-7-15-2 8 147.14 5.50 5.13
p7-7-15-3 9 1624.26 7.70 10.42
p7-7-15-4 8 3163.58 3.30 2.57
p8-8-15-0 9 * 47.80 10%
p8-8-15-1 8 * 27.27% 170.17
p8-8-15-2 9 * 21.44 16.45
p8-8-15-3 9 * 226.56 74.71
p8-8-15-4 9 * 23.09 20.75
p9-9-10-0 9 - 8.25 6.55
p9-9-10-1 9 - 7.69 4.23
p9-9-10-2 9 - 7.15 5.50
p9-9-10-3 9 - 8.26 7.70
p9-9-10-4 9 - 42.34 8.74
p10-10-10-0 10 - 44.00 15.35
p10-10-10-1 10 - 18.14 18.34
p10-10-10-2 10 - 25.30 103.36
p10-10-10-3 10 - 38.48 21.28
p10-10-10-4 10 - 42.86 12.65
Table 2.5: CPU time in seconds for various MILP models. Emphasised
results indicate that the time limit of 1 hour was reached,
with the result showing the gap remaining. Results with
a ‘*’ indicate no integer feasible solution was found and,
results with a ‘-’ were not attempted. Problem dimensions
are indicated as rows-columns-max intensity-instance num-
ber.
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Minimum TTT (BOT + α× k), α = 2
Problem Opt Wake et al. [93] Mak [68] Counter [9]
p6-6-15-0 41 144.39 7.98 7.03
p6-6-15-1 42 66.99 12.45 17.00
p6-6-15-2 38 159.41 9.37 6.82
p6-6-15-3 39 62.74 6.60 7.70
p6-6-15-4 54 178.49 12.65 10.45
p7-7-15-0 50 538.07 109.40 8.23
p7-7-15-1 55 140.63 93.04 76.90
p7-7-15-2 44 2.22% 31.91 23.66
p7-7-15-3 54 7.14% 66.50 26.89
p7-7-15-4 41 4.76% 8.25 6.60
p8-8-15-0 56 * 121.00 40.65
p8-8-15-1 51 * 400.40 62.70
p8-8-15-2 50 * 215.60 56.60
p8-8-15-3 50 * 544.95 3.85%
p8-8-15-4 54 * 424.60 70.58
p9-9-10-0 44 - 48.40 15.41
p9-9-10-1 42 - 24.75 40.69
p9-9-10-2 39 - 13.75 13.75
p9-9-10-3 41 - 15.95 13.19
p9-9-10-4 46 - 35.16 19.25
p10-10-10-0 49 - 78.64 32.80
p10-10-10-1 51 - 36.85 38.45
p10-10-10-2 57 - 206.80 48.38
p10-10-10-3 56 - 38.50 30.24
p10-10-10-4 54 - 60.39 31.36
Table 2.6: CPU time in seconds for various MILP models. Emphasised
results indicate that the time limit of 1 hour was reached,
with the result showing the gap remaining. Results with
a ‘*’ indicate no integer feasible solution was found and,
results with a ‘-’ were not attempted. Problem dimensions
are indicated rows-columns-max intensity-instance number.
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dimensions. We attempted to solve the 8× 8 problem instances using the Wake
et al. model, but there was no integer feasible solutions after 1 hour of CPU
time for all objectives tried. The Mak and Counter models were generally able
to solve all problems instances, except for the few noted. Overall the Counter
model shows faster computational times against Maks model. Out of the 75 tests
performed for each model, Maks model was faster than the Counter model in 10
tests.
2.8 Lower bounds to the DC problem
In this section we examine some techniques for generating lower bounds to the
realisation problem. Firstly the lower bounds generated by the MILP models
described are examined. Secondly, we look at solving sub-problems of the original
problem to generate bounds. Lastly, we consider a Lagrangian relaxation. Any
lower bound can be used by various algorithms to solve the realisation problem,
and the stronger the bounds, the more infeasible solution space that is removed.
Further methods for calculating lower bounds will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.8.1 Lower bounds from the MILP relaxation
We compare the strength of the Linear Programming (LP) relaxation lower
bounds of the models from Section 2.7. In Table 2.7 we present these lower
bounds. We found the lower bounds for the LP relaxation to be the same (with
an average integrality gap of 72% over all test problems) for all models (Without
the implied constraints in the Mak and Counter models). If strengthening con-
straints are added to the Mak and the Counter models, the lower bound of the
LP relaxation for these two models are improved to the same extent. With these
tighter constraints, the average integrality gap is reduced to 32%. We inspect the
LBs of the Mak and Wake et al. models in detail (see Table 2.7). We observed
that the yij,k variable in the Wake et al. model satisfies
yijk =
∑
(l,r)∈L:l<j<r
p× ypi(l,r)
in Mak’s model. So constraint (2.12) and (2.21) are equal. Constraints (2.22)
and (2.23) of the Wake et al. model are the logic constraints to link the µ
variables that refer to the monitor unit of each shape, while these are embedded
in the single variable ypi(l,r) in the Mak model. Similarly (2.27) is the consecutive-
ones constraint of Wake et al., which is also not necessary in the Mak model,
as the variable definitions encode this constraint. Constraints (2.24) and (2.26)
are the shape counter constraints, and these two sets of constraints and two sets
of variables (sk and xijk) are performing what (2.13) of Mak’s model is used
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Problem MW ,MM ,MC Gap M
+
M ,M
+
C Gap
p6-6-15-0 1.80 74.29% 4.84 30.85%
p6-6-15-1 1.87 73.33% 4.78 31.78%
p6-6-15-2 1.60 77.14% 4.38 37.49%
p6-6-15-3 1.67 76.19% 4.37 37.55%
p6-6-15-4 2.53 68.33% 5.53 30.82%
p7-7-15-0 2.27 71.67% 5.41 32.32%
p7-7-15-1 2.60 67.50% 5.51 31.09%
p7-7-15-2 1.87 76.67% 5.03 37.08%
p7-7-15-3 2.40 73.33% 5.94 34.01%
p7-7-15-4 1.67 79.17% 4.42 44.70%
p8-8-15-0 2.53 71.85% 6.13 31.90%
p8-8-15-1 2.33 70.83% 5.51 31.07%
p8-8-15-2 2.13 76.30% 5.81 35.50%
p8-8-15-3 2.13 76.30% 5.61 37.66%
p8-8-15-4 2.40 73.33% 6.04 32.90%
p9-9-10-0 2.60 71.11% 6.45 28.32%
p9-9-10-1 2.50 68.75% 5.65 29.34%
p9-9-10-2 2.20 72.50% 5.40 32.48%
p9-9-10-3 2.30 74.44% 5.80 35.53%
p9-9-10-4 2.80 68.89% 5.96 33.83%
p10-10-10-0 2.90 71.00% 6.55 34.50%
p10-10-10-1 3.10 69.00% 7.22 27.84%
p10-10-10-2 3.70 63.00% 7.28 27.25%
p10-10-10-3 3.60 64.00% 8.15 18.52%
p10-10-10-4 3.40 66.00% 7.29 27.13%
Table 2.7: LP relaxation lower bounds. We use MW , MM and MC
to represent the LP relaxation lower bounds for the MILP
formulations of Wake et al., Mak, and the Counter Model
respectively. The notation of M+M and M
+
C represents
the tightened models of Mak (with constraint (2.16) and
Counter Model (2.45)). Integrality gaps are reported as
percentages under “Gap”.
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for. Constraint (2.13) is an equality constraint with values of the LHS restricted
by (2.12). Numerically the objective values of the LP relaxation lower bounds
appear to be the same. Note that that Wake et al. model explicitly produces the
shape matrices, but Maks model is a relaxation of the problem because it does not
consider what each shape looks like. Given that it solved a relaxed problem each
solution of Maks model projects to multiple solutions of the Wake et al. model,
but each solution to the Wake et al. model projects to exactly one solution in
Maks model.
We also observe the same result with Mak’s model and the Counter model.
Given that ∑
(l,r)∈L:l<j<r
ypi(l,r) = Q
p
ij ∀p, i, j.
Constraints (2.12) and (2.13) in the Mak model are equivalent to Constraints
(2.40) and (2.41) in the Counter model. Constraints (2.42) and (2.43) are only
there for the purpose of linearizing (2.37), the constraint that decomposes the Qb
matrices into C-1 matrices. These are implicitly restricted in the Mak model and
hence do not affect the LP relaxation lower bound.
The Counter and Mak models are both compatible with the implied con-
straints (2.16) and (2.45), however the Wake et al. model is unable to include
constraints of this form, as the intensity of each shape is a decision variable. The
constraints allow tighter restrictions on the variables used to decompose the in-
tensity matrix and have shown to increase the lower bound. Without the bounds,
the average LP to optimal gap shown in Table 2.7 is, on average, 72%, while this
gap is reduced to 32%, on average, with the addition of the constraints.
2.8.2 Single row sub-problems
As we have seen in Table 2.7 LP relaxations are not that strong, having an average
optimality gap of 32%. We examine a problem specific relaxation by removing
row linking constraints. By removing row linking constraints we seek to find the
optimal solutions to each row independently. This allows the original problem to
be partitioned into a set of sub-problems, one for each row of the intensity matrix.
The row that requires the highest number of shapes becomes our strongest lower
bound for the original problem.
We find the optimal single row solution in a number of ways. Each prob-
lem can be partitioned into a number of independent problems, one for each row
and solved using one of the MILP formulations. These single row IPs are solved
quickly. The computation time is trivial when compared with solving the en-
tire intensity matrix. However we use the shortest path formulation presented
by (Cambazard et al. [21]) to solve single row sub-problems. This formulation
discovers the optimal solution to a single row without the need for an MILP
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solver. While we do not present numerical results, we have found that the SPP
method for solving the single row sub-problems is quicker than solving single row
sub-problems for any of the MILP formulations, and therefore we used the SPP
method in all our implementations.
Table 2.8 shows the results generated by solving single row sub-problems. In
these tests, the gap was reduced compared to those of the MILP formulations.
In one case the technique provided the optimal solution. The data files used are
the same as previously used in this chapter.
Problem Single Row Optimal Gap
p6-6-15-0 6 7 14.29%
p6-6-15-1 6 7 14.29%
p6-6-15-2 6 7 14.29%
p6-6-15-3 6 7 14.29%
p6-6-15-4 6 8 25.00%
p7-7-15-0 7 8 12.50%
p7-7-15-1 7 8 12.50%
p7-7-15-2 7 8 12.50%
p7-7-15-3 7 9 22.22%
p7-7-15-4 6 8 25.00%
p8-8-15-0 7 9 22.22%
p8-8-15-1 7 8 12.50%
p8-8-15-2 8 9 11.11%
p8-8-15-3 8 9 11.11%
p8-8-15-4 8 9 11.11%
p9-9-10-0 8 9 11.11%
p9-9-10-1 8 8 0.00%
p9-9-10-2 7 8 12.50%
p9-9-10-3 8 9 11.11%
p9-9-10-4 8 9 11.11%
p10-10-10-0 9 10 10.00%
p10-10-10-1 9 10 10.00%
p10-10-10-2 9 10 10.00%
p10-10-10-3 9 10 10.00%
p10-10-10-4 9 10 10.00%
Table 2.8: Best LB based on single row sub-problems against the opti-
mal solution with the gap shown. Problem dimensions are
given by rows-columns-max intensity-instance number.
2.8.3 A Lagrangian relaxation based lower bound
The bounds generated by the LP relaxation of the MILP formulations yield a
lower bound with a generally large gap (32%). If we examine a problem dependent
relaxation, by solving each row independently, we obtain a better lower bound
(13%). By using this problem dependent relaxation, coupled with the fast solving
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time of the SPP from (Cambazard et al. [21]), we seek to further improve the
discovered lower bounds by introducing a Lagrangian relaxation based approach.
Since the SPP can be solved rapidly it becomes practical to use the SPP in
an iterative search algorithm.
We introduce the variables xi,rj,k ∈ {0, 1} and zb ∈ Zb+. The variable xi,rj,k
indicates the layer i (where each layer is associated with a column of the intensity
matrix) in row r with partition j to partition k appears in the transition from
layer i to i+ 1. The index variable i ranges over i = 0, . . . , n+ 1 with the matrix
row index being one of r = 1, . . . ,m. The partition index for each layer is the
set P (`), which is the set of partitions associated with layer ` in the directed
graph with j = 1, . . . , |P (i)| and k = 1, . . . , |P (i+ 1)|. The variable zb defines the
number of monitor unit of intensity b that are to be used in the decomposition,
with b = 1, . . . , a˜. The function [ρ]+ = max {0, ρ}, a function that returns positive
values only. A formulation based on the SPP-idea, for solving the entire intensity
matrix, using the variables described is:
Problem 2.8.1
min z =
a¯∑
b=1
zb (2.46)
s.t.
n∑
i=0
∑
j∈P(i)
∑
k∈P(i+1)
[occ(b, k)− occ(b, j)]+ × xi,rj,k ≤ zb ∀ b, r (2.47)
xi,rj,k form a path for each row r
Recall that occ(b, k) will count the number of times intensity b appears in partition
k, and [occ(b, k)− occ(b, j)]+ xi,rj,k will determine the arc cost between partition j
and k for intensity b in adjacent layers, only when the arc is used in the solution.
We required that xi,rj,k defines a path in the SPP, discovered by solving the SPP for
each row, and 0 ≤ zb ≤ ub, where ub is an upper bound on the number of times
intensity b can appear in a sequence. However the formulation is also correct
without this restriction on z as (2.47) will force all z values to be non-negative
and the objective stops them from getting too large. A simple upper bound can
be found by a heuristic algorithm, such as (Baatar et al. [6]).
Solving Problem 2.8.1 directly is not our objective, rather we seek to find
strong lower bounds to the DC problem. We use a Lagrangian relaxation to deal
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with the constraints on zb. The Lagrangian relaxation is:
L(λ) = min
x,z
a¯∑
b=1
(
(1−
m∑
r=1
λr,b)zb+
m∑
r=1
λr,b
 n∑
i=0
∑
j∈P(i)
∑
k∈P(i+1)
[occ(b, k)− occ(b, j)]+ × xi,rj,k
 (2.48)
s.t.
xi,rj,k forms a path
λ ≥ 0 ∀r ∈ {1, . . . ,m} , b ∈ {1, . . . , a˜}
The Lagrangian dual problem is maxλr,b≥0 {L(λ)} and is solved using a sub-
gradient optimisation algorithm. Function (2.48) gives a penalty for violating
the constraints on zb. Since the number of shapes of each intensity level required
is not always the same in each row, the objective allows the penalty to be differ-
ent across each row and intensity level. The method for solving the Lagrangian
relaxation is a sub-gradient decent search algorithm described in (Barahona and
Anbil [11]) and implemented as the Volume Algorithm (Barahona and Ladanyil
[12]). We describe some important aspects of a sub-gradient algorithm. The Vol-
ume Algorithm is an iterative process that adjusts the Lagrangian dual variables
at each iteration based on a violation function, which is:
vr,b =
∑
j∈P(i)
∑
k∈P(i+1)
[occ(b, k)− occ(b, j)]+ × xi,rj,k − zb ∀ r, b. (2.49)
We use an implementation of the SPP problem described previously to enforce
the path constraint, while the arc costs are updated with the Lagrangian mul-
tipliers. At each iteration, the values of xi,rj,k are obtained by solving the SPP
with the updated costs. We now discuss some details of subgradient optimisation
algorithm. The Lagrangian multipliers are initialised with λr,b = 0 for all r, b.
We use index t to indicate the value of the λ variables at iteration t, and λt+1r,b is
update according to:
λt+1r,b = max
{
0,
(
λtr,b + s
tvtr,b
)}
,
where
st = α
UB − L(λtr,b)
||vtr,b||2
.
The variable s is the step size and α is slected to be 0 < α < 2; vtr,b is obtained
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by (2.49), and zb is assigned by:
zt+1b =

zb if (1−
m∑
r=1
λtr,b) < 0
zb if (1−
m∑
r=1
λtr,b) > 0
z∗b if (1−
m∑
r=1
λtr,b) = 0
∀ b.
Where zb and zb are the upper and lower bounds on the number of shapes of each
intensity, respectively and
z∗b = max
r∈{1,...,m}
∑
i
∑
j∈P(i)
∑
k∈P(i+1)
[occ(b, k)− occ(b, j)]+ × xi,rj,k
 .
The value z∗b is the maximum number of shapes used in a single row solution
of the SPP at each intensity level. Whenever we have an improved Lagrangian
relaxed lower bound, i.e. a value of L(λt) that is greater than the best found
Lagrangian relaxed LB, we update the best bound. While the Volume algorithm
generally follows the standard process for a sub-gradient optimisation, there are
modifications improve the stability and convergence. For testing purposes we used
the default parameters for the Volume Algorithm. We did experiment with the
parameters of the Volume algorithm as well as increasing the number of iterations,
and since this did not lead to better results, we use the default choices. The results
for Lagrangian relaxation are shown in Table 2.9 with the column labelled LN .
The results show that this method performs poorly in its most basic form. We
will try several ways to improve it below.
2.8.4 Alternative approaches to the Lagrangian based lower
bound
To improve the performance of the Lagrangian relaxation we use a warm start.
A warm start begins the search from a point in the solution space which might
be considered more interesting than the standard initial starting point of λ = 0.
By determining an initial solution we can create a set of dual variables that give
a stronger lower bound as compared to the cold start lower bound. Another
advantage is the Volume algorithm converges faster. As we have seen in the set
of results in Table 2.8, solving the single row sub-problems gives a strong lower
bound. We use the solutions to the single row sub-problems, generated by solving
the SPP for each row, with standard arc costs, to create a set of λ. The warm
start algorithm is given by Algorithm 1.
The warm start procedure in Algorithm 1 initialises the λr,b, using the largest
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possible value for  where larger values for rows, with the highest number of
shapes of intensity b are used. This set of dual variables encourages the current
path, in rows r, where a large number of shapes with intensity b are used, to
prefer paths (i.e. solutions) with less occurrences of shapes with intensity b. The
dual variables also still allow row r, where intensity b appears less frequently, to
prefer paths that allow the intensity b to be used more frequently. The results
for Lagrangian relaxation with warm starts is shown in Table 2.9 in the column
labelled LWSN .
In the primal problem the zb variables are unrestricted in sign. We should
therefore have that
∑m
r=1 λr,b = 1 in the optimal dual solution as it is one of the
constraints of the dual LP. If the set of λr,b summed over each row r does not equal
1, the LB of the primal solution will drop. This is due to the cost of (1−
m∑
r=1
λr,b)
in the dual objective function. When the sum of these λr,b variables is equal to
1, no additional penalty is tallied, only the primal shape cost remains. It was
noticed once the Volume algorithm stepped the dual variables to a point where∑m
r=1 λr,b 6= 1 it was unlikely that the values would ever return to an equality.
To provide the insight to the Volume Algorithm, we have modified the stepping
procedure, which adjusts the λ variables. The modified stepping algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2.
The results of this modification are shown are Table 2.9 in the column labelled
LWSS for the special stepping with warm start. We omit the results for the special
stepping without the warm start, as there is no improvement to the LB over the
standard stepping algorithm without warm starts.
We further considered an addition to the existing set of dual variables. A
behaviour of the Volume Algorithm was that if the penalty for a shape of intensity
b in row r becomes small, the SPP solution prefers arcs with that intensity level
in the decomposition. If the intensity level is small, then it can appear in a
large number of arcs, and therefore causes the SPP to pick a solution that, while
optimal with respect to the current λ variables, is a poor solution to the primal
problem. We therefore introduce additional λ variables in the form of λr. The λr
variables are associated with a penalty on the number of shapes used in the SPP
solution for each row. These constraints can be added to the primal problem by
adding a constraint for each row, which limits the number of shapes in a row
decomposition to be at most the best known upper bound minus one. The solver
either finds a feasible solution that satisfies these constraints or the problem
is infeasible. We have relaxed these constraints by introducing them into the
Lagrangian relaxation. This should eliminate the problem of the SPP solutions
using arcs with an unnecessarily high number of shapes. The new dual objective
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is:
Lˆ(λ) =minx,z
a¯∑
b=1
(
(1−
m∑
r=1
λr,b)zb (2.50)
+
m∑
r=1
n∑
i=0
∑
j∈P(i)
∑
k∈P(i+1)
(
(λr,b + λr) [occ(b, k)− occ(b, j)]+ × xi,rj,k
))
s.t.
xi,rj,k forms a path
λ ≥ 0∀r ∈ {1, . . . ,m} , b ∈ {1, . . . , a˜}
The violation vector, modified to include the additional dual variables, is:
vˆr =
 n∑
i=0
∑
j∈P(i)
∑
k∈P(i+1)
[occ(b, k)− occ(b, j)]+ × xi,rj,k
− (UB∗ − 1) ∀r.
(2.51)
This addition to the existing violation vector allows the dual variables to apply a
penalty to the shape count in each row to be adjusted. The violation is positive if
the current solution has a shape count higher than the best known upper bound
(UB∗−1), since we are seeking to improve the best known solution. The penalty
is zero or negative if the current solution uses less shapes than the known upper
bound. The results for these extra dual variables are shown in Table 2.9 with the
column LWSE , which includes the warm start. Again we omit the results without
the warm start as they do not improve the LB compared to the LN results.
2.8.5 Results for the Lagrangian relaxation
As the results in Table 2.9 indicate, the lower bounds obtained by the Lagrangian
relaxation are poor. We find this surprising even if we provide the Volume algo-
rithm with an initial solution, the results do not improve the lower bound we can
derive from the single row sub-problems. Due to time limitations and the weak
initial results, we have not invested additional time improving the methods while
using this approach for generating lower bounds.
2.9 Conclusion
The results for the Lagrangean relaxation (Table 2.9) indicate that without the
warm start procedure, the lower bound produced is weak. If we allow the search
to run for an extended period of time, the algorithm may discover better lower
bounds, however this defeats the point of using this Lagrangean relaxation. We
are attempting to find stronger lower bounds in a short period of time. Our best
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lower bounds are produced by solving the single row sub-problems, with either
an MILP or by the SPP method.
While we can modify the warm start procedure to initialise the dual variables
in a way that produces exactly the same lower bounds as the single row problem,
say λw,this is not our goal. Our warm start procedure sets the dual variables to
be close to, but not equal to λw. This was performed as we wanted the algorithm
to discover stronger lower bounds than those provided by the single row sub-
problems. Setting the dual variables as the best values we can find may cause
the search algorithm to get stuck at local maxima, unless large random steps are
made on the dual variables.
In this chapter we have considered only MILP approaches as a method of solve
the DC problem and related objectives. The limitations of these MILP approaches
are reached quickly, and the lower bound information they provide is not strong.
We have relaxed the row linking constraint and discovered stronger lower bounds
and we attempted to push this further with a Lagrangean relaxation approach.
However, this did not produce better results. We believe more investigation is
required to determine if there is any possibility that the Lagrangean relaxation
based approach can produce stronger bounds.
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Input: A, an m× n intensity matrix with maximum element given by a˜
Input: Srµ, A set of m vectors with S
r
µ = {µr1, . . . , µrk}, where µrj is the
monitor unit used in the solution to row r, for j = 1, . . . , k.
Output: λr,b to be used for a warm start
Init NSrb = 0 the number of shapes in each row r with intensity level b;
Init SCr = 0 the total number of shapes used to solve each row;
for r = 1, . . . ,m do
for b = 1, . . . , a˜ do
NSrb = |
{
µrj = b : µ
r
j ∈ Srµ
} |;
end
SCr = |Srµ|;
end
for b = 1, . . . , a˜ do
Init maxN = −1; maxRow = 0; maxCount = 0;
for r = 1, . . . ,m do
if NSrb > maxN then
maxRow = r;
maxN = NSrb;
maxCount = 1;
end
else if NSrb = maxN then
maxCount = maxCount+ 1;
end
end
Init  a small number with 0 <  ≤ min{ 1
m−1 ,
maxCount
m
}
;
for r = 1, . . . ,m do
if NSrb = maxN then
λr,b =
(
1− × (m−maxCount
maxCount
))
;
end
else
λr,b = ;
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: Warm start procedure for λr,b
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Input: α, The size of the step to adjust for the λ variables
Input: sr,b, The step sizes for each of the λ variables.
Input: λr,b, the set of dual variables
Output: λr,b adjusted to such that
∑m
r=1 λr,b = 1
Init I = {1, . . . , r × b} while (α > 0) do
s¯ =
∑
i∈I
si;
si = si − s¯|I| ∀i ∈ I;
αi =
λi
−si ∀i ∈ I;
αmin = min
{
mini∈I:si<0
{
λi
si
}
, α
}
;
λi = λi + (αminsi) ∀i ∈ I;
for k ∈ I do
if sk < 0 ∧ λk = 0 then
sk = 0;
I = I\ {k};
end
end
α = α− αmin;
end
Algorithm 2: A modified stepping algorithm for the Volume Algorithm,
this ensures the λ variables are projected onto the sub space defined by∑m
r=1 λr,b = 1 and also restricts the step length to ensure we don’t get
negative λ values.
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Problem dLBe Sub LB LN LWSN LWSE LWSS Opt
p6-6-15-0 5 6 0 5 6 5 7
p6-6-15-1 5 6 1 5 6 5 7
p6-6-15-2 5 6 1 6 6 6 7
p6-6-15-3 5 6 0 5 6 5 7
p6-6-15-4 6 6 1 5 5 5 8
p7-7-15-0 6 7 1 6 7 6 8
p7-7-15-1 6 7 1 6 6 6 8
p7-7-15-2 6 7 1 6 7 6 8
p7-7-15-3 6 7 1 6 6 6 9
p7-7-15-4 5 6 1 6 6 6 8
p8-8-15-0 7 7 1 7 6 7 9
p8-8-15-1 6 7 1 6 6 6 8
p8-8-15-2 6 8 1 6 6 6 9
p8-8-15-3 6 8 1 6 8 6 9
p8-8-15-4 7 8 1 7 7 7 9
p9-9-10-0 7 8 2 7 6 7 9
p9-9-10-1 6 8 1 7 6 7 8
p9-9-10-2 6 7 1 7 7 7 8
p9-9-10-3 6 8 2 7 7 7 9
p9-9-10-4 6 8 1 7 7 7 9
p10-10-10-0 7 9 1 8 9 8 10
p10-10-10-1 8 9 2 7 7 7 10
p10-10-10-2 8 9 1 7 7 7 10
p10-10-10-3 9 9 2 8 8 8 10
p10-10-10-4 8 9 1 8 8 9 10
Table 2.9: Comparison of Lower bounds generated. dLBe is the
rounded up lower bound generated by the LP relaxation
of the Mak [68] MILP. Sub LB is the lower bound gener-
ated by solving single row sub-problems. All other results
are the Lagrangian relaxation in various forms.
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Chapter 3
A Constraint Programming
Approach to the Realisation
Problem
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we propose a two phase method for solving the realisation problem
in IMRT. The problem is broadly broken into two components. The first phase
is the MU sequence discovery while the second phase is the feasibility check. The
algorithm will iterate between these two phases, until the optimal solution is
found. The optimal solution is dependent on the objective function in question.
An overview of the algorithm will be presented followed by an in depth look at
each component of the main algorithm. The method we present in this chapter
is based on our article (Ernst et al. [39]). There are, however, some signigicant
improvements to the algorithm which we discuss later in the chapter. The results
we present will be the original results published along with some additional results
to illustrate the improvements made to the approach.
3.2 Overview of the Two Phase Constraint Pro-
gramming Algorithm
This exact method begins with a heuristic solution to the DC problem, for ex-
ample, we use the solution given by Engel’s algorithm (Engel [36]). If the de-
composition returned by the heuristic method is a k + 1-decomposition, (i.e. a
solution that uses k + 1 shapes, with the sequence of monitor units as, for ex-
ample, (µ1, . . . , µk+1)), we attempt to find a decomposition that uses less shapes
or to prove that the heuristic solution is in fact optimal. To explain in simple
terms, we first attempt to find a solution with k shapes. By using an exhaustive
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search for each number of shapes, k, we either prove that a solution with k shapes
exists (and then go on to search for k − 1 shapes) or that no solution exists and
hence the solution found previously with k + 1 shapes is optimal. Note that if
no solution exists with k shapes, then clearly no solution exists with less than k
shapes, since we allow degenerate shapes in our solutions (where the Bi matrix
in Problem 1.1 consists of all zeros). Later we will discuss an alternative search
scheme on the parameter k, which can lead to faster results.
For a given k, we introduce the set of decision variables, X1, . . . , Xk, where
each Xi has a domain of [1, . . . , a˜] representing the intensity to be used in the
decomposition of shape i. We also use variables lji ∈ N and rji ∈ N to define row
j of the ith binary matrix as I[lji , r
j
i ). We define N = {1, . . . , n+ 1}, the column
index set. Note that in IMRT terminology lji −1 and rji are known as the left and
right leaf-positions as they correspond to the position of the radiation blocking
leaves in the collimator.
Our algorithm proceeds by labelling first the Xi variables, also known as
the set of Monitor Units (MU), and then the l and r variables. An immediate
consequence of this approach is that the problem decomposes into m subproblems
once all of the X variables have been labled. That is, given an MU sequence
(X1 = µ1, . . . , Xk = µk), the task of finding a k-decomposition requires solving
one subproblem for each row of the intensity matrix A, with the ith subproblem
given by:
Problem 3.2.1 Find l1, . . . , lk and r1, . . . , rk with li < ri such that:
ai = µ1I[l1, r1) + µ2I[l2, r2) + . . .+ µkI[lk, rk).
Hence, in the remainder of the chapter, we first discuss enumerating candidate
MU sequences and then describe how Problem 3.2.1 for each row is solved by
labelling the l and r variables. For both of these we use a set of problem-specific
constraint propagation and symmetry elimination rules that are applied in a
lazy fashion. In other words, we generally only reduce the variable domains
just before labelling each variable. Due to the highly problem-specific nature of
our constraint propagation rules we have chosen not to use a general constraint
programming engine but to implement a custom search method. We discuss
additional factors that influenced our decision to implement a custom search
method in the Section 3.7.
In Section 3.3 we describe the labelling and constraint propagation methods
used for the MU sequences while in Section 3.4 we discuss the methods applied
to the single-row subproblem for each row. In Section 3.5 we introduce some
alternative search strategies that have been tested, with some showing significant
improvement in solving time. In Section 3.6 we present modifications to the MU-
RD algorithm to change the objective to minimisation of total treatment time.
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Finally, in Section 3.7, we present numerical results indicating the effectiveness
of our approach.
3.3 The search of the MU sequences
In this section, we describe how the MU sequences are generated and discuss
various propagation strategies employed to improve the computational efficiency
of the search. The general framework of our method is as follows. Given any
feasible solution with MU-sequence (µ1, . . . , µk+1), to search for a “better” solu-
tion, we first create a tree with, e.g., k levels, to search for MU-sequences with k
elements. We then solve Problem 3.2.1 for each i ∈ M by implementing a Row
Decomposition (RD)-tree which we introduce in the next section. By doing so,
we either find a feasible k-decomposition defined by some (µ′1, . . . , µ
′
k) or show
that there is no such sequence in which case the initial k+1-decomposition is the
optimal solution. We define M = {1, . . . ,m}, as the row index set. If an MU-
sequence is infeasible for any subproblem, (i.e. infeasible for any row of Matrix
A), the sequence will be abandoned and a different MU-sequence will be tested.
If, however, there is an MU sequence such that a feasible decomposition is found
for all rows of the intensity matrix, A, we proceed to the next iteration of MU-tree
search with the number of shapes further reduced. Any heuristic solution can be
used as an initial solution. In our method, we use the algorithm of (Engel [36]),
for its computational efficiency and good quality solutions. Note that the Engel’s
method is designed to solve the restricted DC problem, thus gives us a feasible
decomposition that uses the minimal beam on time (BOT). Such minimal total
intensity is precisely c(A), the complexity of A. For a DC problem, the optimal
decomposition of A may use less shapes, however, the total intensity may well be
greater than c(A).
3.3.1 Generating the MU search tree
The tree search associated with the generation of MU sequences can be described
as follows.
The Decision Variables are k integers, X1, . . . , Xk.
The Domain of the decision variables are Xi :: [1..a˜] for all i = 1 . . . , k
(though we calculate tighter bounds for each Xi below).
We impose the following trivial constraint on the variables to avoid symme-
try.
X1 ≥ X2 ≥ . . . ≥ Xk. (3.1)
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5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 1 1
5 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 13 2 1 32 1 21 321 21 1 2 1 21 1 11 1
Figure 3.1: An example of an expanded MU tree, with maximum in-
tensity 5 and length 3.
An example of an MU tree with maximum element 5 and a length of 3 is
shown in Figure 3.1. The tree will generate all sequences from µ = {5, 5, 5} down
to µ = {1, 1, 1}. The light coloured branches in Figure 3.1 represents a path from
the root node to a leaf node with a MU sequence of {4, 3, 3}.
We now discuss our MU-tree propagation strategies.
3.3.2 Lower bounds
We will now present a lower bound on the number of MUs with a value of p or
below that must appear in a feasible MU-sequence
Definition 3.3.1 We define A−p to be a matrix obtained by:
a−pi,j =
{
ai,j if ai,j ≤ p,
a−pi,j−1 otherwise.
An example of the set of A−p matrices that would be generated for a single row
problem is shown in Figure 3.2.
Definition 3.3.2 Let u = (u1, . . . , un) be a vector. We define:
1. φ(u) =
∣∣∣{j ∈ N | uj − uj−1 > 0}∣∣∣, for u0 = 0, to be the number of
“step-ups” in u; and
2. ϕ(u) =
∣∣∣{j ∈ N | uj+1 − uj < 0}∣∣∣, for un+1 = 0, to be the number of
“step-downs” in u.
In the example in Figure 3.2, u = (2, 3, 6, 1, 3, 0, 5, 2, 4, 1) and φ(u) = 6 and
ϕ(u) = 5
Definition 3.3.3 We define:
τ≤p(ai) = max
{
φ(a−pi ), ϕ(a
−p
i )
}
; τ≤p(A) = max
i,...,m
{
τ≤p(ai)
}
; and τ(A) = τ≤a˜(A).
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2 3 6 1 3 0 5 2 4 1
Figure 3.2: An example of the sub-problems that would be generated
from a row ai with maximum intensity 6. The lower bound
will be determined for each of these sub-problems.
A trivial lower bound on the number of MUs with values p or less that must be
used for a feasible decomposition of A is given by τ≤p(A); and a trivial lower
bound for the number of shapes that must be used for a feasible decomposition
of A is given by τ(A). However we developed a stronger lower bound.
Definition 3.3.4 Let v be a vector that contains q blocks of consecutive strictly
positive integers, i.e. v = (0, v1,0, v2,0, . . . ,0, vq−1,0, vq,0), where each of vt,
for t = 1, . . . , q, is a vector of strictly positive integers. We define:
pi(v) =
q∑
i=1
max
{
φ(0, vi, 0), ϕ(0, vi, 0)
}
.
Definition 3.3.5 We define:
γ≤p(ai) = pi(a
−p
i ); γ
≤p(A) = max
i=1,...,m
{
γ≤p(ai)
}
; and γ(A) = γ≤a˜(A).
Clearly, we have that γ≤p(A) ≥ τ≤p(A). In other words, a feasible MU se-
quence must use at least γ≤p(A) MUs with values p or less, and that a stronger
lower bound for the number of shapes that must be used for a feasible decompo-
sition of A is given by γ(A). Clearly 0 ≤ γ≤1(A) ≤ γ≤2(A) ≤ . . . ≤ γ≤a˜(A) ≤ k.
Hence these numbers translate into bounds on the X variables in a straight for-
ward manner, and give us:
Xk−γ≤1(A)+1, . . . , Xk = 1
Xk−γ≤2(A)+1, . . . , Xk−γ≤1(A) ∈ {1, 2}
...
Xk−γ≤p(A)+1, . . . , Xk−γ≤p−1(A) ∈ {1, . . . , p}
(3.2)
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Of course some of these sets of variables may be empty, for example, if γ≤1 = 0,
then none of the variables are fixed to one.
An alternative lower bound
Observe that sometimes there exist several consecutive step-ups followed by a
single step-down, (which can be achieved by multiple shapes with different left-
leaf positions but the same right-leaf position), or vice versa. With τ , we compare,
across the entire row, whether φ is larger than ψ or otherwise. With γ, however,
we make such a comparison for each substring separated by 0. Because of this,
γ≤p(A) is at least as strong as τ≤p(A), if not stronger. We extend this idea to
obtain an alternative lower bound χ, by breaking up rows at each point where
the intensity has a local minimum. Consider a row vector v = (v1, . . . , vn). We
introduce two end points v0, vn+1 with v0 = vn+1 = 0. We can then calculate the
alternative lower bound χ(v) using Algorithm 3.
Input: Row vector v = (v0, . . . , vn+1)
Output: Lower bound χ(v) on the number of shapes used in an optimal
decomposition of v.
Let v˜ be obtained from v by aggregating any consecutive elements in v
that are of the same value into just one element, hence v˜ = (v˜0, . . . , v˜q+1)
for q ≤ n;
Initialize index set of “valleys” V
for j = 1, . . . , q do
if (v˜j−1 > v˜j) ∧ (v˜j < v˜j+1) then
Set V = V ∪ {j};
end
end
for j ∈ {1, . . . , q} \ V do
Set αj = max{l ∈ V , l < j};
Set βj = min{l ∈ V , l > j} (hence αj and βj are the closest left- and
right-valleys to j);
end
Obtain new vector v′ from v˜;
for j ∈ {1, . . . , q} \ V do
Set v′j = max{0, v˜j −max{v˜αj , v˜βj}};
end
for j ∈ V do
Set v′j = 0;
end
Set χ(v) = γ(v′);
Algorithm 3: An alternative lower bound
Both χ(a−pi ) and pi(a
−p
i ) are valid lower bounds. However, there are instances
where χ(a−pi ) > pi(a
−p
i ) and instances where χ(a
−p
i ) < pi(a
−p
i ).
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Example 3.3.1 Consider a1 = (7, 6, 5, 6, 7). We have that pi(a1) = 3, and
χ(a1) = 4, and therefore χ(a1) is a stronger LB for a1. In fact, the optimal
decomposition of a1 is exactly 4 shapes.
Example 3.3.2 Consider a2 = (3, 5, 7, 6, 9). We have that pi(a2) = 4, and
χ(a2) = 2, and therefore pi(a2) is a stronger LB for a2. The optimal decom-
position of a2 is 5 shapes.
We use the stronger of the two lower bounds obtained, and hence we redefine
γ≤p(ai) (see Definition 3.3.5) as follows.
Definition 3.3.6 We define:
γ≤p(ai) = max{pi(a−pi ), χ(a−pi )};
γ≤p(A) = max
i=1,...,m
{
γ≤p(ai)
}
; and γ(A) = γ≤a˜(A).
Problem 3.3.1 Lower Bound IP
min
∑
p
∑
(l,r)∈L
yp(l,r) (3.3)
s.t.
∑
p
∑
(l,r)∈L:l<j<r
pyp(l,r) = aj ∀j (3.4)
yp(l,r) ∈ {0, 1} ∀p, ∀(l, r). (3.5)
3.3.3 An MILP based Lower Bound
While the methods described above present a quick approach to generating a LB
for the number of required monitor units which are of intensity p or less, we can
strengthen the lower bound by considering optimal decompositions to single row
problems. If we solve the IP given by Problem 3.3.1 with ai for all i then we
obtain optimal solution to each row of the intensity matrix. The MIP in Problem
3.3.1 is a modification of the MIP presented in (Mak [68]), where we solve problem
for only a single row. The full model was presented in Chapter 2. The MIP has
been modified by removing row linking constraints and the variable ypl,r (without
the row index i) is now a binary variable. Recall that the ypl,r variable represents
the number of times a leaf pair at position (l, r) appear with intensity p. If we
assume ypl,r = e for some e > 1, then we can replace y
ep
l,r = 1 to obtain the same
solution with less shapes, therefore the y variables are binary. The objective is to
minimise the number of shapes used. The solution time required to solve single
row IP is significantly shorter than that of the master problem. Generally each
single row can be solved in less than 1 second of CPU time when using a solver
such as CPLEX.
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We can define γ as:
γ≤p(ai) =
{
x∗
∣∣x∗ is optimal for Problem 3.3.1} ; γ≤p(A) = max
i=1,...,m
{
γ≤p(ai)
}
.
Any optimal solution to a single row represents a minimum number of monitor
units to decompose that row, and therefore the largest single row solution becomes
the strongest LB. Each row must be solved individually for each intensity level,
giving m× a˜ sub-problems that must be solved.
The SPP method (Cambazard et al. [19]) is much faster in generating the
optimal solution to single row problems. Note that all we need is to obtain the
minimum number of shapes needed to solve a single row problem. We do not care
what the solution is in terms of the leaf positions. A Shortest Path (SPP) method
was presented in (Cambazard et al. [19]) that is somewhat a “relaxed problem”,
but it provides the desired objective value. While generating this LB using the
SPP represents a higher investment of CPU time initially in the algorithm, the
rewards of a stronger LB and therefore a decreased search space are well worth
the trade off. Table 3.1 shows the improvement in the LB when compared to the
weak LB method with a number of problems.
We extended the IP based lower bound to 2 row problems, by solving the
Master IP in (Mak [68]) with only 2 rows of the original intensity matrix. However
the number of sub-problems increases to
(
m
2
)× (a˜), and due to the required row
linking constraints in the Master IP, the solving time becomes non trivial. We
found there was little improvement compared to the LB from single row IP based
LB, while the required CPU time to generate these results would be many times
greater than the overall CPU time of the MU-RD algorithm.
3.3.4 Upper bounds
We have a method to derive an upper bound on the number of MUs with a value
of at least p that must appear in an optimal MU-sequence
Naturally, given k the number of levels in an MU-tree, the lower bound on the
number of MUs with value of at most p, (γ≤p(A)), implies that an upper bound
on the number of MUs with a value of at least p+ 1 is given by:
k − γ≤p(A). (3.6)
There are, however, other ways where upper bounds can be developed, and we
discuss one of them below.
Let A≥p be obtained by:
a≥pi,j =
{
ai,j if ai,j ≥ p,
0 otherwise.
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Gap between LBs and LBw
at each Intensity Levell
Problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Gopt
p8-20-10-0 0 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 4 1
p8-20-10-1 0 1 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 0
p8-20-10-2 0 0 1 1 1 2 4 5 5 5 0
p8-20-10-3 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 0
p8-20-10-4 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 3 0
p8-20-10-5 0 1 0 1 2 3 3 4 5 4 0
p8-20-10-6 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 0
p8-20-10-7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 4 4 0
p8-20-10-8 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 4 0
p8-20-10-9 0 0 0 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 1
p8-20-10-10 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 3 3 0
p8-20-10-11 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 0
p8-20-10-12 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 1
p8-20-10-13 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
p8-20-10-14 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 1
p8-20-10-15 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 0
p8-20-10-16 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 3 1
p8-20-10-17 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 3 0
p8-20-10-18 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4 4 4 0
p8-20-10-19 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 0
Table 3.1: Improvement to the final LB shown as the gap between
LBs and LBw. LBs is an IP based LB, while LBw is the
heuristic LB. The Gopt column represents the gap between
LBs for the highest intensity and the final optimal solution.
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Definition 3.3.7 (Definition of p-hill) Given [l, r) an interval of vector ai =
{ai,0, . . . , ai,n+1}, with ai,0 = ai,n+1 = 0, we say that [l, r) is a p-hill if it satisfies
the following condition:
(
ai,j ≥ p, ∀j = l, . . . , r − 1
) ∧ (ai,l−1 < p) ∧ (ai,r < p).
We first use the following example to illustrate the idea of the upper bound.
Example 3.3.3 Consider a = (1, 2, 5, 9, 6, 0, 1).
We have that a≥5 = (0, 0, 5, 9, 6, 0, 0). We say that the sequence (5, 9, 6) is a 5-
hill and has a left-platform of “2” and a right-platform of “0”. Now consider the
following solution modification procedure on any feasible decomposition. For all
MUs with associated leaf-positions that are used to decompose the left-platform,
“2”, we can extend the right-leaf positions all the way to the right border of the 5-
hill, “6”. By doing so, no changes will be made to the decomposition of elements
other than (5, 9, 6), and we now have covered (1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 1). The remainder
matrix, R(a≥5), is (0, 0, 3, 7, 4, 0, 0), which can be decomposed in just 3 shapes.
Consider any feasible solution that uses 3 or more shapes with an MU of at least
5. As these MUs can only be used to decompose the 5-hill and the remaining
elements with intensities 1 and 2 still have to be covered, such a solution is clearly
inferior to one with a remainder matrix that can be decomposed in just 2 shapes.
Hence, an optimal solution simply cannot use more than 2 shapes with an MU
value of at least 5. One can of course take the right-platform and obtain, in this
case, R(a≥5) = (0, 0, 5, 9, 6, 0, 0). However, the decomposition of R(a≥5) takes 3
shapes. Hence, taking the left-platform in this example will provide a stronger
upper bound.
Observe that if there exists q p-hills in total in a matrix, then there will be
2q left-right platform combinations producing upper bounds of various strengths.
Below is an example.
Example 3.3.4 Consider A =
[
0 2 5 6 1 7 8 0 0
0 1 3 4 0 9 8 2 0
]
.
To obtain an upper bound to the number of MUs of value 3 or above in an optimal
solution, we first obtain
A≥3 =
[
0 0 5 6 0 7 8 0 0
0 0 3 4 0 9 8 0 0
]
.
There are four 3-hills, and therefore we have sixteen ways of obtaining R(A≥3),
(though some of them may return the same remainder matrix), and below are
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three examples.
R(A≥3) =
[
0 0 4 5 0 7 8 0 0
0 0 3 4 0 9 8 0 0
]
,
which takes 6 shapes to decompose;
R(A≥3) =
[
0 0 3 4 0 6 7 0 0
0 0 2 3 0 9 8 0 0
]
,
which takes 7 shapes to decompose; and
R(A≥3) =
[
0 0 3 4 0 6 7 0 0
0 0 3 4 0 7 6 0 0
]
,
which takes 4 shapes to decompose. Hence the last decomposition will provide
the tightest upper bound (among the three examples) on the number of shapes
with an MU of at least 3 in an optimal solution. We use ζ≥p(A) to represent
the upper bound on the number of MUs with value p or above in an optimal
decomposition of A, obtained by the procedure described above.
We have experimented with this upper bound procedure extensively with left-
over p-hills generated using three methods: (1) an elementary approach that
always take the higher of the left- and the right-platform; (2) a full exploration
approach that consider all 2q combinations, (should there be q p-hills in the
entire matrix), and take the best upper bound; and (3) a simple decent heuristic
approach. Even with the full exploration approach, this type of upper bounding
procedure failed to significantly improve the upper bound given by equation (3.6).
Below is an example. Given:
A =

7 9 7 5 3 8 5 5
6 4 4 1 4 1 0 1
3 3 6 8 5 6 1 1
5 1 9 2 8 3 6 3
3 9 4 1 8 6 7 3
4 9 6 4 4 1 9 0
4 3 6 4 0 2 6 9
6 9 9 7 4 0 3 8

The upper bounds on the number of shapes with an intensity of at least p in an
optimal decomposition are given in the table below. From the heuristic solution
for this matrix we know that the minimum number of shapes needed to decompose
this matrix is at most 8. We examine the upper and lower bounds on an MU-
tree with exactly 8 levels. We can clearly see that the UB implied by equation
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(3.6) is stronger than our upper bounding procedure. Our method proves the
p = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
LB on # of MUs of value ≤ p 1 2 3 3 3 5 5 5 6
UB given by equation (3.6) - 7 6 5 5 5 3 3 3
UB on # of MUs of value ≥ p 9 9 8 6 6 6 5 4 2
decomposition is optimal by showing that there is no feasible decompositions
with 7 shapes. Now, the UB given by equation (3.6), will be even stronger when
the MU-tree has only 7 levels, whereas those obtained by our upper bounding
procedure will remain the same. Our conclusion is that our upper bounding
procedure may be tighter in the initial stage of the method when the number
of levels in the MU-trees is large. However, these are the cases when feasible
solutions are available, in which case, the solutions are normally found rather
quickly, and therefore we are only required to explore a small portion of the MU-
tree. We are required to explore an MU-tree exhaustively only when proving it
infeasible. In such cases, however, the upper bounding procedure is often not
as strong as the UB given by equation (3.6). An even stronger case against
generating an UB is presented when the strong LB is used.
3.3.5 Labelling of X variables
Once the variable bounds are calculated using the method described above we
proceed to label the X variables. We label the X variables in the order in which
they are defined. That is, we label X1 with the largest MU value first through
to Xk with the smallest MU value. The set of possible MU sequences is then
generated through a depth first search.
The ordering of MU sequences has a significant impact on the time required
to find feasible solutions, if one exists. We have observed that often the monitor
units in an improved solution can be very similar to those from the previously
found best solution. For example consider two solutions to a 8× 20 matrix with
maximum intensity 10:
6, 6, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
6, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1
In order to improve the chance of finding a feasible solution early in the
search, the order in which values are tried for each Xj is guided by the current
best solution. That is, if we have a solution with k + 1 shapes and intensities
µ1, µ2, . . . , µk+1, then we try the values for Xj in the following order:
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µj + 1, µj − 1, µj, µj + 2, µj − 2, µj + 3, µj − 3, . . .
We also enforce that X1 ≥ X2 ≥ . . . ≥ Xk. Certainly, any values that are outside
of the variable bounds or are eliminated by the constraint propagation rules we
describe in the next section will be omitted in this sequence.
3.3.6 Constraint propagation
In this section we describe the constraint propagation rules used to eliminate
choices in the search for valid MU sequences. These propagation schemes are
only used to reduce variable domains immediately prior to the labelling of a
variable. Also, we present these propagation rules in the order in which they are
tested by our implementation.
3.3.6.1 MU-tree Propagation Scheme 1: Using γ≤p(A) and ζ≥p(A)
As shown in Equation (3.2) we can derive bounds on the domains of the X
variables from the vector of lower bounds γ≤p(A) of the number of MU values
that are at most p, for p = 1, . . . , a˜. Similarly the upper bound on the number of
MU values of at least p, ζ≥p(A), can be used to bound the domain of X variables.
If k is the number of shapes for which we are trying to find a solution for, then
for any variable Xj:
ζ≥p(A) ≤ k − j −→ Xj ≤ p− 1.
However, as mentioned earlier, numerical experiments showed that ζ≥p(A) is only
providing a rather trivial improvement to the upper bound implied by γ≤p(A).
3.3.6.2 MU-tree Propagation Scheme 2: Using bounds on total inten-
sity
We can calculate bounds on the total intensity and thus impose the constraint:
µ ≤
k∑
j=1
Xj ≤ µ. (3.7)
Recall that c(A) is the complexity of A and that all feasible decompositions will
have a total intensity of at least c(A), hence we use µ = c(A). Note that since
Xs = xs implies that Xj ≤ xs for all j > s (by Constraint 3.1), we have
Xs ≥
⌈
c(A)−∑s−1j=1 Xj
k − s+ 1
⌉
.
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Observe that although this can be further strengthened by taking into consider-
ation the lower bounds, γ≤p, however any unnecessary labels generated will be
pruned very soon by the bounds.
The upper bound, µ¯, is calculated by the following method.
An upper bound on the total intensity is given by
µ = max
i∈{1,...,m}
Ui
where
Ui =
n∑
j=1
aij
⌈ |(ai,j − ai,j−1)|
a˜
⌉
.
(Recall that ai,0 = 0, for all i = 1, . . . ,m). In other words, Ui is simply obtained by
taking the sum of the values in each intensity row ai, excluding consecutive repeats
of an intensity value, (e.g., if ai = (2, 2, 3, 4, 3, 3, 3, 0), Ui = 2 + 3 + 4 + 3 = 12).
Hence, when labelling Xs we have that
Xs ≤ µ−
s−1∑
j=1
Xj − (k − s),
as we have k−s remaining MU values to be labelled, each with a value of at least
1.
3.3.6.3 MU-tree Propagation Scheme 3: Using maximum intensity
count
Whilst our upper bounding procedure does not appear to add strength to the
upper bound implied by the lower bound in most cases, it is in general useful for
the case when p = a˜. Hence,
Xs ≤ a˜−1 for s > max
i∈{1,...,m}
{∣∣∣{l, r ∈ {0, . . . , n+1}, l < r∣∣ [l, r) defines a a˜-hill}∣∣∣},
and no subsequent nodes in the subtree will have a value of a˜.
3.3.6.4 MU-tree Propagation Scheme 4: Using feasibility checks
Finally, only when all values in the MU sequence are known, (X1, . . . , Xk), we
perform some additional feasibility checks that can only be performed when the
entire sequence is known. To check the feasibility of an MU-sequence (X1, . . . , Xk)
for an intensity matrix, A, we determine, for each row, if the intensity values of all
elements in the row can be covered by such an MU-sequence. Let K = {1, . . . , k}
be the index set of the MU-sequence. To calculate all possible MU values that
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can be covered by (X1, . . . , Xk), we obtain a multiset:
L =
{∑
i∈S
Xi | ∀S ∈ P (K) \ ∅
}
, (3.8)
for P (K) the power set of K.
Example 3.3.5 Suppose that the MU sequence is (3, 2, 2, 1), then
L = {8, 7, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1},
and the sequence can cover one 8, one 7, two 6’s (or two disjoint lots of consec-
utive 6’s), and so on.
Note that the set L is exponential in size, and hence the feasibility check based on
L is not a polynomial algorithm. Note that the master problem is NP-complete,
and our numerical experiments suggest that the effort required to enumerate the
set L is easily repaid with a substantial reduction in the time spent solving row
decomposition subproblems. In fact, a complete enumeration of all the RD-trees,
as described in the next section, for solving all the subproblems described by
Subproblem 3.2, always involves more nodes than there are elements of L. The
reason is, each subproblem is required to consider all possible ways to cover the
various intensity values in A with the MU-values in X. There are two versions
of the coverage check: a weak coverage check and a complete coverage check.
The Weak Coverage Check
The Weak Coverage Check considers the coverage of all elements in A. If
there exists an element that cannot be covered by the multiset L, (i.e., if there
exists aij /∈ L), then (X1, . . . , Xk) is an infeasible MU-sequence.
The Complete Coverage Check
We first define p-blocks, a subset of p-hills that further requires that there
must exist at least one element in the p-hills with intensity p.
Definition 3.3.8 (Definition of p-block) Given an interval [l, r) of
ai = {ai,0, . . . , ai,n+1}, with ai,0 = ai,n+1 = 0, we say that [l, r) is a p-block if it
satisfies the following condition:(
ai,j ≥ p, ∀j = l, . . . , r − 1
) ∧(ai,l−1 < p)
∧ (ai,r < p) ∧ (∃j∗ ∈ {l, . . . , r − 1} | ai,j∗ = p).
Let Kp(ai) be the set of all p-blocks in ai, i.e.
Kp(ai) =
{
l, r ∈ {0, . . . , n+ 1}, l < r∣∣ [l, r) defines a p-block}.
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Definition 3.3.9 We define κip to be the number of p-blocks in the intensity row,
ai
κip = |Kp(ai)| ;
and define κp = maxi∈{1,...,m}
{
κip
}
.
An MU-sequence is infeasible if there exists p, such that
|{j ∈ L | j = p}| < κp.
In Example 3.3.5, the MU-sequence is infeasible if, for example, there exists a
row of A that contains three 6-blocks.
In our implementation, we use the Weak Coverage Check in the first instance.
If a MU-sequence passes the Weak Coverage Check, we then implement the slower
Complete Coverage Check.
3.4 RD-tree
As soon as an MU-sequence is generated, it will be passed to what we refer to
as a RD-tree, (a Row Decomposition-tree), to search for a feasible decomposi-
tion. Each row of the intensity matrix A is solved independently. Given an
MU-sequence (µ1, . . . , µk) and a row of the intensity matrix a = (a1, . . . , an),
we solve Problem 3.2.1. In other words, we find, for i = 1, . . . , k, f i : X i =
(xi1, . . . , x
i
n)→ {0, 1}n such that
(( j−2∑
l=1
xil > 0 ∧ xij−1 = 0
)→ (xij = 0)) ∧ ( k∑
i=1
µixij = aj
)
.
Recall that we use I[l, r) to represent a C-1 binary vector where the values of the
entries from Column l to Column r− 1 are ‘1’, and the values of all other entries
are ‘0’. Each label of the RD-tree represents a position pair [l, r), thus giving
us a C-1 vector. As there are k MUs, the RD-tree has k levels, with level q of
the RD-tree associated with the qth MU in the sequence, i.e. µq. Suppose that
[l1, r1), . . . , [lk, rk) are the labels along a branch of the RD-tree from root to leaf,
if µ1I[l1, r1) + . . .+µkI[lk, rk) = ai, then we obtain a feasible k-decomposition for
Row ai. For each intensity row, a RD-tree is created and explored until either
a feasible decomposition is found or the decomposition is proven infeasible. As
soon as a feasible decomposition is found, the RD-tree search will be aborted and
another row of A will be tested. This procedure is repeated until decomposition
is found feasible for all rows. If an MU-sequence proves to be infeasible for any
row, then the process will be aborted, and a different MU-sequence will be tested.
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3.4.1 Generating the RD-tree
The tree search subproblem associated with the search of a feasible decomposition
of a row with a given MU sequence can be described as follows.
The Decision Variables are two sets of k integers, l1, . . . , lk and r1, . . . , rk.
The Domain of the decision variables are li :: [0..n − 1] and ri :: [li..n + 1]
for all i = 1, . . . , k.
We now describe the labeling of the RD-tree. Suppose that the current label of
the RD-tree, Node t, is in Level s. Clearly, the branch from the root node to Node
t has s labels. These labels represent C-1 vectors I[l1, r1), . . . , I[ls, rs). We record
a “remainder vector” (a¯ti) at Node t, given by: a¯
t
i = ai−µ1I[l1, r1)−. . .−µsI[ls, rs).
Children nodes to Node t are generated by inspecting a¯ti for valid [l, r)-pairs. A
rather obvious constraint for the decision variables is given as follows.
(
a¯ti,l 6= a¯ti,l−1
) ∧ (a¯ti,r 6= a¯ti,r−1) ∧ (a¯ti,j ≥ µs+1, ∀j = l, . . . , r − 1). (3.9)
3.4.2 Labelling
We label the left and right leaf positions in conjunction starting with the first
shape (highest intensity) through to the last shape (lowest intensity). When
labelling the possible leaf positions, we order all the possible pairs of left- and
right-leaf positions according to four rules/criteria which we discuss below. These
rules/criteria are applied in a hierarchical manner, namely a lexicographical or-
dering of the rules/criteria. These are as follows.
Rule 1
At first instance, priorities are given to intervals that begins from a column of
the (residual) intensity row where the intensity value “steps up”, and finishes at
a column where the intensity value “steps down”, i.e. intervals represented by:
[l, r) for
(
a¯ti,l−1 < a¯
t
i,l
) ∧ (a¯ti,r > a¯ti,r+1).
Intervals [l, r) with((
a¯ti,l−1 < a¯
t
i,l
) ∧ (a¯ti,r < a¯ti,r+1)) ∨ ((a¯ti,l−1 > a¯ti,l) ∧ (a¯ti,r < a¯ti,r+1))
∨
((
a¯ti,l−1 > a¯
t
i,l
) ∧ (a¯ti,r > a¯ti,r+1))
will be assigned second priority. We do so due to the observation that the
heuristic method of Engel takes the step-up/step-down intervals, (i.e.
(
a¯ti,l−1 <
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a¯ti,l
)∧ (a¯ti,r > a¯ti,r+1)), at each step so as to ensure that the complexity of A never
increases. According to our comprehensive numerical experiments, by giving the
first priority to such intervals, it it likely to produce good results, as it encourages
the use of a smaller number of shapes.
Rule 2
From our numerical experience, it appears that better results are produced by giv-
ing higher priorities to intervals that do not result in the total intensity exceeding
the complexity of A. Hence we did so.
Rule 3
At third instance, we calculate the number of “humps” that exist in the residual
row, and priorities are given to intervals according to the number of humps; the
less number of humps the higher a priority is assigned. The result of this is
smoother residual matrices, which result in lower complexity.
Rule 4
In case there is a tie in the priority scores even after the first three tests, a
sorting rule that integrates with the RD-tree symmetry elimination rule SYMBA
is implemented. (Note: SYMBA is the name of a symmetry elimination rule
which we explain in Section 3.4.5).
3.4.3 Implementation of sorting
We have experimented with different ordering of the above four rules, and it
appears that the differences in the computation times are insignificant. Initially
we included this sorting scheme to find solutions in RD trees faster, and this
proved to be a good approach for smaller problems, this does not hold true for
larger problems. As the problem size increases, the algorithm can create several
thousand MU sequences which will be shown infeasible before a solution is found.
When the RD algorithm shows a sequence infeasible, the entire RD tree has been
implicitly searched. When the RD tree is sorted, the search will take a specific
path, however the entire tree is searched regardless and therefore sorting of the
tree was unnecessary and a waste of CPU resources. Since the number of infeasible
RD trees far outnumbers the feasible RD trees, we have decided to disable the
sorting scheme and take a possible increase in CPU time to solve a feasible RD
tree for a decreased in CPU time to prove an RD tree infeasible. Table 4.3 (in
the next chapter) shows the number of MU sequences that are shown infeasible
for larger problems, while Table 3.2 shows the improved CPU time when sorting
of [l, r) positions given by the rules in Section 3.4.2 are disabled.
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CPU Time
Problem Sorting No Sorting
p10-15-10-0 2.91 1.62
p10-15-10-1 14.59 8.36
p10-15-10-2 19.86 14.25
p10-15-10-3 5.46 3.49
p10-15-10-4 10.87 7.76
p10-15-10-5 16.32 8.80
p10-15-10-6 31.88 22.08
p10-15-10-7 4.49 2.11
p10-15-10-8 21.19 18.05
p10-15-10-9 11.19 7.70
Table 3.2: Comparisons of a CPU time when [l, r) sorting is enabled
vs. disabled.
3.4.4 Constraint Propagation
The search of possible leaf positions is exhaustive. However, we can reduce the size
of the search tree as much as possible by implementing several pruning strategies.
None of these reduce the variable domains directly, instead they check if the
lables assigned so far are consistent (that is, if a feasible solution can still be
constructed).
Scheme 1
Let a¯ti be the residual intensity row at Node t, and c(a¯
t
i) be the complexity of a¯
t
i.
Suppose again that Node t is at Level s. We require that the remaining elements
in the MU sequence is enough to cover a¯ti. In other words, if
∑k
j=s µ
′
j < c(a¯
t
i), we
can prune the current label, t.
Scheme 2
We assume again that Node t is in Level s of the RD-tree. Let a¯ti be the residual
intensity row. We prune the label if the following is true.
k − s < γ(a¯ti).
Recall that γ(a¯ti) is the lower bound on the number of shapes that is needed to
decompose a¯ti.
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Scheme 3
Scheme 3 is essentially the same as the Weak and Strong Coverage Checks (see
Section 3.3.6.4), except for in this case, at Node t (of Level s), we check the
residual intensity vectors a¯ti against the remaining MUs (µs+1, . . . , µk).
3.4.5 Symmetry elimination schemes
The DC problem is highly symmetric, and consequently, the RD-tree is also highly
symmetric. Given an intensity row ai and an MU-sequence (µ1, . . . , µk), it is very
likely that there are multiple solutions to ai = µ1b
1 + . . . + µkb
k. Obviously if
there exist two labels t1 and t2 at the same level of the RD-tree such that the
residual vectors are the same, (i.e. if a¯t1i = a¯
t2
i ), as t1 and t2 will create exactly
the same descendant nodes, one of t1 and t2 can be pruned. In this section, we
present several symmetry elimination schemes to eliminate such duplications.
3.4.5.1 SYMBV
The SYMBV rule is to avoid duplications on the RD-tree for every set of consec-
utive MUs with the same intensity. For example, suppose we have µk = µk+1 =
. . . = µk+j. When we label the nodes on the RD-tree, we require that:
(li ≤ li+1) ∧ (ri ≤ ri+1), ∀i = k, . . . , k + j − 1.
3.4.5.2 SYMBA
The SYMBA rule uses the concept that is similar to that of SYMBV. We first
explain the idea with an example.
Example 3.4.1 Suppose that the following labels comprise a subset of the labels
along one branch of the search tree, from root node to Node t: 3[2, 5), 3[2, 5),
2[3, 6), 2[3, 6), and 2[3, 6). These labels corresponds to
3(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0)+3(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0)+2(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)+2(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)+2(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1).
Let H be the set of the rest of the labels along the branch. There must exist
another branch on the search tree such that the following labels comprise a subset
of the labels along this branch, from root node to Node t′: 3[3, 6), 3[3, 6), 2[2, 5),
2[2, 5), and 2[2, 5), with the rest of the labels along this branch the same as those
in H. As the remainder matrices a¯t and a¯t′ are the same, we can prune either
Node t or Node t′.
To generalize our idea, suppose again an arbitrary node, Node t, in Level s of the
RD-tree. Let {1, . . . , s} be partitioned by P , Q, and H.
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Condition 3.4.1 A branch from the root node to Node t of Level s contains the
following labels
λiI[l
∗
1, r
∗
1), for i ∈ P;
σjI[l
∗
2, r
∗
2), for j ∈ Q;
µhI[lh, rh), for h ∈ H; and that
∑
i∈P λi =
∑
j∈Q σj.
Suppose that Condition 3.4.1 is satisfied. There must exist another branch on
the RD-tree such that the first s labels along the branch are:
λiI[l
∗
2, r
∗
2), for i ∈ P ;
σjI[l
∗
1, r
∗
1), for j ∈ Q; and
µhI[lh, rh), for h ∈ H.
Let such a node be labeled t′, then clearly t′ is a duplication of t, and that their
residual intensity rows are the same, i.e. a¯ti = a¯
t′
i . Hence, one of t or t
′ can be
pruned, so as to avoid a duplication of the search effort.
We implement this idea in the following manner. If there exist a branch
where Condition 3.4.1 is satisfied, we will only explore the branch further if
(l1 ≤ l2 ∧ r1 ≤ r2). In other words, the branch will be pruned if (l1 > l2 ∨ r1 > r2).
We refer to this as the Weak SYMBA Test.
This idea of symmetry elimination can be strengthened further by implement-
ing the pruning rule if there exists a minimal P ′, for P ′ ⊆ P and a minimal Q′, for
Q′ ⊆ Q such that ∑i∈P ′ λi = ∑j∈Q′ σj. We refer to this as the Strong SYMBA
Test. In our implementation, when we explore a node, we first inspect the branch
by carrying out the Weak SYMBA Test. If the branch passes this test, we then
carry out the Strong SYMBA Test.
To prove a given MU-sequence infeasible, SYMBA is effective as it eliminates
unnecessary exploration of duplicated nodes mentioned above. In finding feasible
solutions, however, SYMBA has a drawback. It is possible that a branch, say, t,
is eliminated by the rule early in the RD-tree, however a feasible solution does
exist further down the tree, in which case it will not be found until the sister
node, t′, is explored. We discuss how this issue is dealt with later. In proving a
MU-sequence infeasible, however, (which is the most time-consuming step in the
entire method), this will not be an issue.
3.4.5.3 SYMBO
The SYMBO Tests eliminates “duplications” in the following way. Again we first
use an example to explain it.
Example 3.4.2 Suppose that a branch of the search tree, from root node to Node
t, contains labels: 3[2, 5), 3[5, 7), and again, let H be the set of the rest of the
labels along the branch. There must exist three other branches on the on the
search tree with nodes on the same level as t and with the same residual rows.
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Node t′ has labels 3[2, 3), 3[3, 7) along its branch, Node t′′ has labels 3[2, 4), 3[4, 7)
along its branch, and Node t′′′ has labels 3[2, 6), 3[6, 7) along its branch. All of t′,
t′′, and t′′′ have the rest of the labels along their respective branches the same as
H. Now, clearly the residual rows at t, t′, t′′, and t′′′ are the same. Therefore to
avoid the duplication of exploration efforts, we can simply prune the nodes t′, t′′,
and t′′′.
We now generalize the SYMBO rule, which also has a weak and a strong version.
Consider the following condition.
Condition 3.4.2 A branch from the root node to Node t of Level s contains the
following labels:
µk1I[l, j), for l ≤ j ≤ r;
µk2I[j, r); and
µhI[lh, rh), for h ∈ {1, . . . , s} \ {k1, k2},
where µk1 = µk2.
Clearly, any branch from the root node to a node in Level s that contains the
following labels can be pruned.
µk1I[l, q), for l ≤ q ≤ r and q 6= j;
µk2I[q, r); and
µhI[lh, rh), for h ∈ {1, . . . , s} \ {k1, k2}.
We refer to this the Weak SYMBO Test. In a similar fashion to that of
SYMBA, we develop a Strong SYMBO Test. Again, let {1, . . . , s} be partitioned
by P , Q, and H.
Condition 3.4.3 A branch from the root node to Node t of Level s contains the
following labels
λgI[l, j), for g ∈ P and l ≤ j ≤ r;
σiI[j, r), for i ∈ Q;
µhI[lh, rh), for h ∈ H; and that
∑
i∈P λi =
∑
j∈Q σj.
Suppose that the branch from the root node to Node t satisfies Condition 3.4.3.
Now, let {1, . . . , s} be partitioned by P ′, Q′, and H′. There must exist another
node in Level s on the RD-tree such that the first s labels along the branch are:
αgI[l, q), for g ∈ P ′, l ≤ q ≤ r, and q 6= j;
βiI[q, r), for i ∈ Q′; and
µhI[lh, rh), for h ∈ H′.
Let such a node be labeled t′. If
∑
i∈P ′ λi =
∑
j∈Q′ σj =
∑
i∈P αi =
∑
j∈Q βj, and
that the multisets {µh | h ∈ H′} and {µh | h ∈ H} are equivalent, then clearly t′
is a duplication of t, and that their residual intensity rows are the same. Hence,
t′ can be pruned. Similar to SYMBA, however, there is a chance that SYMBO
can eliminate a feasible solution prematurely.
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3.4.5.4 SYMBE
At each level of the RD-tree, a list of residual intensity rows is maintained. By
doing so, we can completely eliminate labels with residual intensity rows the same
as a previously explored nodes at the same level in the RD-tree. Naturally, the
SYMBE test can detect any symmetries that SYMBV, SYMBA, and SYMBO
tests fail to detect. However, the SYMBE rule, whilst is highly effective, has its
limitations; it consumes a substantial amount of computer memory for problems
of large scales. Nevertheless, we have used an efficient data structure for the
storage of such lists of residual intensity rows.
Hybrid Approach
SYMBV, SYMBA, SYMBO, and SYMBE each has its own advantages and disad-
vantages. SYMBV, SYMBA, and SYMBO consumes no memories however they
have the draw back of possibly cutting off a feasible solution prematurely. That
is, they interfere with the labelling strategy and may thus delay the discovery of
a feasible solution should it exist. SYMBE, on the other hand does not interfere
with the labelling strategy but consumes a large amount of computer memory.
To deal with these issues, we implement a hybrid approach, SYMALL.
In brief, SYMBE is implemented partially by setting a memory limit for each
level of the RD-tree. That is, each level of the RD-tree will store, up to a certain
limit, the previously seen residual intensity rows. When a node is explored, say,
Node t of Level s, its residual intensity row will first be compared against a list
of previously seen residual intensity rows stored for Level s. If another previously
explored node in that level has the same residual intensity row, then Node t will be
pruned. Due to the memory limit, this list of “previously seen” residual intensity
rows may not be complete. When the memory limit is reached, we maintain
the list kept by SYMBE and use it side by side with SYMBA and SYMBO. If
SYMBE fail to detect a duplication, then the SYMBA and SYBMO tests will be
carried out to determine whether Node t should be pruned.
3.5 Modifications attempted for enhancing effi-
ciency
Our initial experiments showed that if the sequence is infeasible for A, then there
is a high chance that it will be proved infeasible for a row with a higher complexity.
Hence, when we examine if an MU-sequence is feasible for matrix A, we first order
the rows according to their row-complexity, (rows with the highest complexity is
tested first). If we test the MU-sequence on the rows in their original order,
with the clinical data set, the first few rows often have a very small complexity,
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and is often feasible for a large number of MU-sequences, hence it is likely that
computational effort will be wasted by exploring these rows only to find out later
than the MU-sequence is infeasible for other rows. In Table 4.3 (presented in
the next chapter), we can see that, with such a complexity ordering of rows,
the majority of MU sequences tried fail on the first row. Since the sequence
is infeasible, we would like to discover this quickly, and this ordering appears
effective.
3.5.1 A Bottom up Search
With the stronger lower bound described in Section 3.3.3, an alternative to search-
ing from UB-and-down is to search for feasible MU sequences from the minimum
number of shapes needed. The LB we described in Section 3.3.2 was not strong
enough to use as a starting point in the search, and would have caused many
infeasible MU tree lengths to be searched. In the problems looked at in Table
3.3, which are 10×15 problems with maximum intensity 10, the discovered lower
bound is either optimal or within one unit from it. This suggests that a LB-
and-up search can be quicker than a UB-and-down search, and this is supported
by the results in Table 3.3. While the LB-and-up approach appears to produce
quicker results, this clearly is not always going to be the case. The speed de-
pends on the quality of the lower and upper bounds found, and this can vary
from problem to problem. We do not expect every problem to solve quicker using
the LB-and-up approach and we have seen this a number of times in different
problem instances. Since it shows an improved CPU time on most problems, we
have decided to use the LB-and-up approach in our updated experiments for the
Minimum Cardinality Problem (MCP) and the Restricted Minimum Cardinality
Problem (RMCP).
LB up UB down
Problem Solution Start CPU Time Start CPU Time
p10-15-10-0 13 13 1.62 14 2.72
p10-15-10-1 14 14 8.36 15 14.08
p10-15-10-2 13 13 14.25 15 31.28
p10-15-10-3 13 13 3.49 14 4.68
p10-15-10-4 13 13 7.76 14 10.33
p10-15-10-5 13 13 8.80 14 14.30
p10-15-10-6 13 12 22.08 13 27.50
p10-15-10-7 14 14 - 14 -
p10-15-10-8 13 12 18.05 14 51.21
p10-15-10-9 13 13 7.70 14 8.36
Table 3.3: Comparisons of a LB up search against a UP down search.
Start and Solution is the value of the k parameter at the
start of the search and at the end. Time is in seconds.
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3.5.2 An alternative labelling strategy - Simultaneous MU-
RD labelling
The existing branching strategy will first label the variables X1, . . . , Xk where
each Xp has a domain of [1, . . . , a˜]. This provides a potential MU sequence. Next,
given the MU sequence we label two sets of k integers for each row i, li1, . . . , l
i
k
and ri1, . . . , r
i
k. That is, we attempt to find a set of leaf positions for each row of
A to solve Problem (3.2.1). Simply put, the branching strategy will fix a set of
monitor units, and then attempt to determine if the sequence is feasible.
We attempt to use an alternative branching strategy which will label variables
in the order:{
X1,
{
l11, r
1
1, . . . , l
m
1 , r
m
1
}
, . . . , Xk,
{
l1k, r
1
k, . . . , l
m
k , r
m
k
}}
.
Our alternative branching strategy would explore an MU tree, as normal, however
when a branch is followed down from level s to s + 1, an RD tree for each row
i, is expanded down to the depth of s + 1. Simply put, when we extend the
monitor unit sequence by an element, we also extend the depth of the RD using
that monitor unit. When the MU tree search backtracks from a depth s to s− 1,
the set of RD trees will also be backtracked to a depth of s, removing any nodes
that exist further than depth s. We call this branching strategy the simultaneous
MU-RD exploration.
The simultaneous MU-RD exploration will start with an empty sequence, and
when an element is added to the sequence, say µs, the RD tree will be created up
to a depth of s levels. This approach allows feedback to exist between the MU
and RD search elements.
If the RD tree for each i, for level s contains no branches, that is the domain of
{l1s , r1s , . . . , lms , rms } = ∅, then we can conclude the partial sequence of X1, . . . , Xs
is infeasible, and the labelling can exclude that search space. This feedback is
expected to allow the MU tree to expand fewer nodes and converge on a feasible
sequence, rather than generate a large number of potential sequences, or show
that the MU length k is infeasible .
The set of RD trees do not need to be restarted for every backtrack in the MU
tree. If we backtrack from depth s to s−1 in the MU tree, we must also prune the
set of RD trees back to depth s. The disadvantage of this approach is that a large
number of residual rows must be maintained as we must simultaneously maintain
m RD trees. In the worst case scenario the number of feasible leaf positions is
n(n+1)
2
, where n is the number of columns, and each feasible pair of leaf positions
generates a new residual row that must be stored. In reality this is often not
the case as a number leaf positions can be ignored, depending on the problem
instance. When the X variables are labelled completely, the domain in the l and r
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variables can be significantly reduced by the RD tree. However in this alternative
branching strategy the domains of the l and r variables cannot be reduced as
heavily, since some of our domain reduction and symmetry elimination techniques
rely on the knowing all of the X variables. Since this approach maintains all RD
trees simultaneously and each RD tree contains more residual rows, the memory
requirements of this branching strategy are significantly higher and will, overall,
generate more residual rows due to the reduced ability to prune infeasible and
symmetric residual rows.
Our motivation for attempting this approach is that it allows feedback between
the labelling of X variables (MU tree) and the labelling of l and r variables (RD
tree), on the assumption that there is a chance the algorithm may converge
on a solution faster. It turns out that the cost of maintaining such a large
collection residual rows caused significant overhead. As we can see from the
results presented in Table 3.4, in all but one problem instance, the computation
time is much higher for simultaneous MU-RD labelling strategy. We did attempt
to solve some large problems using this simultaneous MU-RD, however memory
requirements became a limiting factor and we did not pursue this approach any
further.
Problem k BOT B1 B2
p8-8-5-0 8 16 0.021 0.568
p8-8-5-1 7 13 0.006 0.037
p8-8-5-2 7 13 0.004 0.003
p8-8-5-3 8 15 0.030 0.839
p8-8-5-4 7 16 0.014 0.567
p8-8-10-0 8 21 0.032 4.366
p8-8-10-1 8 26 0.204 13.386
p8-8-10-2 8 30 0.078 3.253
p8-8-10-3 8 24 0.096 4.604
p8-8-10-4 8 22 0.050 1.432
Table 3.4: A comparison of different labelling strategies. B1 is the
original method, while B2 is the alternative labelling strat-
egy described in 3.5.2. Problems are 8× 8 with max inten-
sity 5 and 10 as indicated.
3.6 Extensions to the MU-RD algorithm for min-
imizing Total Treatment Time (TTT)
In the introduction of this thesis we talked about the different objectives that
can be used when solving the cardinality problem in IMRT. So far with the MU-
RD algorithm we have only considered the unrestricted or restricted minimum
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cardinality problem. In this section we expand the MU-RD algorithm to solve
the realisation problem in IMRT with respect to the minimal Total Treatment
Time (TTT). We will use a weighted objective (static TTT) function, in the form
of αk + β
∑k
p=1 µp, to solve the min TTT problem. Generally β is set to 1 and
the value of α is adjusted to emphasise shape cost.
The major difference in the implementation of the MU-RD algorithm for mini-
mizing the number of MLC apertures versus minimizing the total treatment time,
is that even if no feasible solution exists with k shapes, we cannot claim that the
solution that uses k + 1 shapes is the optimal solution. In other words, we have
to continue to search for solutions with k − 1 or fewer shapes, until we reach the
lower bound for the number of MLC apertures. In this respect the search space
for the TTT problem is expected to be larger than that of the MCP. This is
generally reflected in the numerical results we present in the Numerical Results
section. In minimizing the total treatment time, however, we apply a different
set of search rules.
The general steps are described in Algorithm 4. Below are some further notes
on the algorithm.
3.6.1 Comparisons of search schemes
We tested three search schemes for our m-MU-RD method in solving the TTT
problems. Below are the descriptions of these search schemes and their numerical
results.
With the first search scheme, (which we denote as “LB” in Table 5,) we con-
sider a bottom up approach, a search starting from a lower bound, (with a lower
bound, k, on the minimum number of shapes needed to decompose A with a pre-
determined shape cost of α, and the minimum beam on time BOTmin). The initial
heuristic solution provides an upper bound on the TTT objective cost, given by
TTTUB. This gives us a beam on time range of [BOTmin, dTTTUB − αke − 1]. If
any solution is found with beam on time within this range and provides a TTT
better than TTTUB, it becomes the best solution, TTTUB will be updated and a
new beam range is calculated. If the beam range contains no elements the search
for solutions with k shapes will terminate. If the gap between the upper value
of the beam range and BOTmin is larger than α, we will proceed to search for
solutions with k + 1 shapes, otherwise the entire process will terminate and the
best found solution is returned as the optimal solution.
With the second search scheme, (which we denote as “UB” in Table 5,) we
implement a top down approach. We begin with k = kUB−1 and the limit on the
beam on time to [BOTmin, dTTTUB − αke−1], with kUB the number of shapes in
the best found solution so far. The search is similar to the LB search in the way
that if a solution is found, TTTUB is updated and the beam range is made smaller
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Input:
• k˜, the number of apertures used in the best found feasible solution;
• k, the lower bound on the number of apertures needed for
decomposing A, from γ(A);
• Initial feasible solution with k¯ shapes, MU sequence {µ1, . . . , µi}, and
total BOT b.
Output: Minimum total treatment time
Set k˜ ← k¯ (current best number of shapes);
Set BOT (k˜)← b (the total beam-on time of solution k˜);
Set MBOT ← b (Initial solution has minimal beam-on time (MBOT));
Set k ← k˜ − 1 (start searching for solutions that uses one fewer aperture);
Set BOTUB ← b+ dαe − 1 (current upper bound on total beam-on time);
Set M←
{
µj = (µj1, . . . , µ
j
k) |
∑k
i=1 µ
j
i ≤ BOTUB, and µj a multiset
}
;
Set α← Static shape cost (which can be fractional);
while k ≥ k do
for µj ∈M do
if RD-problem 3.2.1 feasible then (Found new best solution)
Set BOT (k¯)←∑ki=1 µji ;
Set k˜ ← k;
if
∑k
i=1 µi > MBOT then
Set BOTUB ← BOT (k¯)− 1;
else
Set M← ∅;
end
end
end
Set k = k − 1 (reduce best number of shapes by 1);
Set BOTUB ← BOT (k¯) +
⌈
α(k˜ − k)
⌉
− 1;
Repopulate M using updated k,BOTUB;
end
Output minimal treatment time = αk˜ +BOT (k¯);
Algorithm 4: The modified MU-RD algorithm for minimizing total treat-
ment time (TTT) from UB.
until the beam range is empty or no solution exists at length k. This number, k,
is decreased until k < kLB at which point the algorithm will be terminated with
the best solution found the optimal solution. The limitation with the UB down
search is that it must continue to search even when k shapes is infeasible. This
is the search scheme as described in Algorithm 4.
To avoid the problem mentioned above, we implemented a third approach,
(which we denote as UB-T in Table 3.5,) a top down search with early termination.
The UB-T approach functions in a similar way as the UB approach, except under
the following condition. If a length k is shown infeasible the algorithm will proceed
to search for a solution with k−1 shapes while having no restriction on BOT, until
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the total treatment time reaches that of the current best found solutions. If k−1
is shown to also be infeasible then it is known that this is generally infeasible and
no solutions exist between [kLB, k − 1]. The algorithm will then be terminated,
instead of continuing to search until the LB is reached. If, however, the algorithm
finds a solution, this solution is conditionally accepted (if it improves TTTUB).
The algorithm will then place a restriction on the BOT and continue the search,
as in the case of UB search scheme.
Column Convex
Problem TTT Obj. LB UB UB-T
Case1 Beam1 108 0.07 0.16 0.15
Case1 Beam2 79 0.03 0.05 0.03
Case1 Beam3 91 0.15 0.20 0.16
Case1 Beam4 114 4.51 5.22 5.14
Case1 Beam5 87 0.19 0.23 0.19
Case2 Beam1 107 0.32 0.55 0.55
Case2 Beam2 110 0.68 1.01 1.12
Case2 Beam3 105 0.53 0.68 0.64
Case2 Beam4 118 0.20 0.21 0.21
Case2 Beam5 97 0.06 0.09 0.07
Case3 Beam1 138 0.00 0.03 0.00
Case3 Beam2 79 0.08 0.16 0.12
Case3 Beam3 124 1.13 3.50 3.48
Case3 Beam4 124 187.77 67.67 67.83
Case3 Beam5 90 0.18 0.25 0.20
Case4 Beam1 130 87.27 97.00 96.71
Case4 Beam2 90 5.97 4.15 11.57
Case4 Beam3 102 0.06 0.10 0.09
Case4 Beam4 97 3.49 3.04 3.57
Case4 Beam5 87 2.19 2.77 2.73
Case5 Beam1 105 0.02 0.03 0.01
Case5 Beam2 81 0.06 0.09 0.06
Case5 Beam3 86 0.15 0.28 0.27
Case5 Beam4 102 0.77 1.00 0.92
Case5 Beam5 87 0.10 0.17 0.18
Table 3.5: Comparisons of MU search schemes on the set of problem
instances used in Tas¸kin et al. [89]. All computation times
are in seconds.
As we can see from the results in Table 3.5, there is in general not a clear
winner among the three methods, given that the computation time for the UB
method is the best for the most difficult case, we choose to use the UB method
in our numerical comparisons with Taskin et al. [89] and Cambazard et al. [20]
in Tables 3.12 and 3.14.
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3.7 Results
Our numerical experiments for different objective functions, namely the Minimum
Cardinality Problem (MPC), Restricted Minimum Cardinality Problem (RMCP),
and Total Treatment Time (TTT) are comprised of three parts. Firstly, we
present the set of results published in (Ernst et al. [39]), with some changes where
appropriate. Second, we present a set of updated results showing improved CPU
times when using the efficiency enhancements discussed in Section 3.5.1, Section
3.3.3, and in Table 3.2. Lastly we present the results published in (Mason et al.
[72]), which focus on the TTT objective.
For the first group of experiments, published in (Ernst et al. [39]), some results
have been removed or updated. Our results against (Nußbaum [74]) remain un-
changed and are presented first. The results presented comparing our algorithm
with that of (Baatar et al. [7]) have been updated to reflect the improvements
made to their formulation, where we have taken newer run times from (Baatar
et al. [9]). Our experiments in this case have not been rerun with the efficiency
enhancements. The original comparison with (Tas¸kin et al. [89]) has been re-
moved as a new comparison with the final accepted version of the paper has been
performed and presented in (Mason et al. [72]) and is also presented here. Two
tables showing the performance of the MU-RD algorithm in (Ernst et al. [39])
have been presented here, and the run times remain the same as those published.
Our Table presented in (Ernst et al. [39]) showing the performance of the MU-RD
algorithm against a large selection of problems has been updated with results of
the MU-RD algorithm with efficiency enhancements discussed in this chapter.
These results show the improvement made to the MU-RD algorithm since the
publication of (Ernst et al. [39]). Finally we presented the results from (Mason
et al. [72]) which shows the enhanced MU-RD algorithm against the two most
recent algorithms. We presents the MU-RD algorithm against (Tas¸kin et al. [89])
comparing the performance of all objectives, and the results against (Cambazard
et al. [20]) with the TTT objective.
For the randomly generated data sets, problem classes are indicated as m ×
n × a˜, for m the number of rows in the intensity matrix A, n the number of
columns, and a˜ the maximum entry of A. Intensity matrices are generated with
each element randomly chosen in [0, a˜]. All our computational experiments are
executed on a cluster with each CPU core either a 2.3GHz or 2.46GHz AMD
Opteron Processors, running CentOS 5 Linux. Each problem instance, however,
only used 1 CPU and is limited to 4 Gb or 6 Gb of RAM. We used the cluster
simply for the convenience of executing a larger number of problems in a shorter
time.
The constraint programming approach discussed in this chapter has been built
using C++, and uses no existing solver interface. While there are a number of
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existing solvers that allow a user to implement custom propagators (see [42]) we
decided to build our own system due to our future planned research. Our future
research was always to expand the approach, to run in a parallel environment.
Due to significant challenges in running any system in a parallel environment,
we felt that the best results could be obtained by implementing our own system
where we have full control of the execution. While it may be possible to parallelise
an open source solver, the technical challenges would not be trivial.
As far as we can tell, all results presented in (Nußbaum [74]), even for the
exact method of Kalinowski presented therein, are produced on a Dual Xeon
3.20Ghz with 4 Gb RAM, running Linux. All results presented in (Baatar et al.
[9]) are executed on a 2.0Ghz Intel Pentium M processor with 2 Gb Ram, and
those presented in (Tas¸kin et al. [89]) are carried out on a 3.4GHz CPU with
2 Gb Ram running Windows XP. The results in Table 3.14, 3.13 and 3.12 were
performed on an Intel core i7 920 @ 2.67 Ghz with 6Gb RAM. The comparison
results for Table 3.12 were taken from their paper, (Tas¸kin et al. [89]), while the
comparison results in Table 3.14 and 3.13 were all executed on the same machine.
The key below explains the various labels used in the tables we present in this
section.
DC the optimal objective value for the problems
under investigation, i.e. the minimum number of
shapes required to decompose the matrix
DT the total beam-on time, i.e. the sum of
intensities of the MUs in the MU-sequence
TTT the total treatment time, i.e. the objective
of αDC +DT . α = 7 for the results
presented, as it is used by other authors.
Avg. Time the average computation time (over 100 problem
instances or otherwise as indicated)
Max. Time the maximum computation time used to solve a
single problem instance in a given problem
class (where ‘s’, ‘m’, and ‘h’ represent
seconds, minutes, and hours respectively)
3.7.1 Comparisons with the method of Nußbaum et al.
[74]
We compared our method with that of Nußbaum et al. on the clinical data set
presented therein. In Table 3.6, we can clearly see that our method is superior to
that of Nußbaum et al., rather significantly, in all cases. In the most remarkable
cases, whilst it takes the method of Nußbaum et al. hours to solve these problem
instances, it only takes our method seconds (see, e.g. Problem Instance Set 2,
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Problem Total Intensity Unrestricted Total Intensity = c(A) Nußbaum et al.
Instance DC DT Time (s) DC DT Time (s) DC DT Time
Set1 1 7 28 1.06 7 27 0.03 7 27 78.8 m
Set1 2 6 27 0.04 6 27 0.02 6 27 43.6 m
Set1 3 7 28 1.11 8 24 0.04 7 28 7.3 h
Set1 4 6 33 0.05 6 33 0.01 6 33 51.4 m
Set1 5 8 44 16.89 9 41 0.32 8 44 8.4 h
Set2 1 8 13 0 8 13 0 8 13 8 s
Set2 2 9 12 0 9 12 0.01 9 12 27 s
Set2 3 8 12 1.43 8 12 0.01 8 12 46.4 m
Set2 4 9 12 0.58 9 12 0 9 12 38.1 m
Set2 5 9 11 2.54 9 11 0 9 11 15.1 h
Set2 6 6 11 0 6 11 0 6 11 9 s
Set2 7 7 10 0 7 10 0 7 10 0 s
Set3 1 8 18 0.3 8 17 0.01 8 17 8 m
Set3 2 7 20 0.02 7 19 0.02 7 19 14.8 m
Set3 3 7 15 0.02 7 15 0 7 15 20.4 m
Set3 4 7 16 0.02 7 16 0.01 7 16 6.8 m
Set3 5 8 20 0.07 8 20 0 8 20 6.4 m
Set3 6 7 16 0.01 7 16 0.01 7 16 8.5 m
Set3 7 7 18 0.02 7 18 0 7 18 17.3 m
Set4 1 8 22 0.13 8 22 0.02 8 22 14 m
Set4 2 9 25 0.31 10 22 0.03 9 25 22.3 m
Set4 3 9 26 0.15 9 26 0.02 9 26 11.6 m
Set4 4 9 23 0.25 9 23 0.01 9 23 74.7 m
Set4 5 9 24 0.34 9 23 0.04 9 23 29.9 m
Set4 6 9 22 0.25 9 22 0.02 9 22 17.9 m
dat 28 10 29 10.18 10 28 0.2 10 28 8.2 h
dat 29 7 27 0.16 8 26 0.02 7 27 26.6 m
dat 30 7 21 0.05 7 20 0.01 7 20 6.1 m
dat 31 8 24 0.53 8 23 0.06 8 23 41 m
dat 34 6 21 0.01 6 21 0.01 6 21 93 s
dat 35 8 22 0.07 9 19 0.01 8 21 40 s
dat 36 10 24 7.75 10 24 0.11 10 24 10.1 h
Table 3.6: Our method versus the method of [74] on clinical data
set. All computation times are in seconds unless otherwise
stated. Results were presented in [39].
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Problem 5, the computation time for the Nußbaum et al. method is 15.1 hours,
whereas the computation time for our method is only 2.54 seconds).
3.7.2 Comparisons with the method of Baatar et al. [9]
Problem Our method Counter-CP Ratio
Class Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Counter-CP/Ours
10×10×4 0 0.01 0 0 -
10×10×5 0 0.02 0.1 0.1 -
10×10×6 0 0.06 0.1 0.1 -
10×10×7 0.01 0.08 0.1 0.1 10.00
10×10×8 0.02 0.12 0.1 0.2 5.00
10×10×9 0.04 0.53 0.3 2.2 7.50
10×10×10 0.07 0.59 0.5 2.4 7.14
10×10×11 0.11 1.35 0.6 1.5 5.45
10×10×12 0.2 3.63 1.2 4.5 6.00
10×10×13 0.33 4.87 4 27.6 12.12
10×10×14 0.53 6.77 9.1 71.4 17.17
10×10×15 0.92 10.8 24.7 400.5 26.85
Table 3.7: Comparisons with the Counter CP [9]. (Total intensity
restricted to c(A)). 1000 problem instances are tested for
each problem class. All computation times are in seconds.
Results were presented in [39] however we have updated the
results given in [7] to newer results in [9]. Our computation
results were not updated.
In Table 3.7 We compared our method with that of (Baatar et al. [9]). We must
emphasize, again, that the problem of interest in this study is a generalization
of that studied in (Baatar et al. [9]). Our method minimizes the number of
shapes without any restrictions to the total intensity, however that of (Baatar
et al. [9]) restricts the total intensity to be c(A). Nevertheless we modified our
method and attempted the problem classes described, and as we can see in Table
3.7, our computation times are superior. Furthermore, there appears to be a
trend of increasing improvements as the complexity of the problem increases.
In our experiments, each problem class contains 1000 problem instances. We
did so to achieve a higher accuracy of the results. In (Baatar et al. [9]), each
problem class has 30 problem instances. Again we mention the results in Table
3.7 were published in (Ernst et al. [39]) however we have updated the results for
the Counter-CP to reflect the newer results published in (Baatar et al. [9]) while
we have retained our original numerical results. Our method remains superior.
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3.7.3 Additional experimentations on problems of larger
scale
Total Intensity Unrestricted Total Intensity = c(A)
Intensity DC DT Avg. Max. DC DT Avg. Max.
5 6.65 13.01 0.00 0.01 6.76 12.79 0.00 0.01
6 7.04 15.34 0.01 0.04 7.17 15.17 0.00 0.01
7 7.21 17.92 0.01 0.08 7.47 17.4 0.00 0.02
8 7.57 20.15 0.03 0.15 7.76 19.76 0.01 0.03
9 7.7 22.38 0.04 0.15 7.84 22.01 0.01 0.04
10 7.91 24.79 0.08 0.35 8.15 24.29 0.01 0.06
11 8 27.36 0.13 0.99 8.19 26.81 0.02 0.08
12 8.13 29.31 0.28 1.77 8.36 28.67 0.04 0.11
13 8.21 31.81 0.37 2.17 8.48 30.89 0.05 0.15
14 8.39 34.88 0.74 4.68 8.63 34.11 0.09 0.46
15 8.54 36.01 1.40 8.7 8.74 35.27 0.12 0.33
16 8.61 37.8 1.91 5.66 8.87 36.72 0.16 0.64
17 8.77 40.59 2.93 11.91 8.9 39.89 0.23 1.27
18 8.93 43.49 5.65 32.18 9.11 42.66 0.42 3.57
19 8.91 45.96 6.38 21.83 9.1 44.76 0.51 1.84
20 8.99 49.1 11.30 90.75 9.2 47.85 0.88 7.87
Table 3.8: 8 × 8 problems with max intensity [5,10]. 100 instances
at each intensity level. DC and DT represent the average
DC and DT, while other results indicate CPU times. All
computation times are in seconds. Results presented in [39]
We performed a number experiments to study the impact of the order of an
intensity matrices on the computation time. The table 3.8 and 3.9 show results
on problems of dimension 8 × 8 and 10 × 10. These results were published in
(Ernst et al. [39]) and have not been updated. The Tables 3.10 and 3.11 show
the results originally published in (Ernst et al. [39]) as well as an updated set
of results which include the efficiency enhancements. Both sets of results were
performed on the same computer. While the general conclusions remain the same
we can see that the modifications to the algorithm result in a superior run times
and better scalability as problem size increases.
In Table 3.10, we can see that if n and a˜ are held constant, the increase in m,
the number of rows in an intensity matrix, does not produce a significant increase
on the computation time. E.g., the average computation time for solving a 15
rows by 10 columns problem with a maximum intensity of 10 is 0.619 seconds.
When the number of rows is increased to 20, the average computation time is
only increased to 0.779 seconds. When m and a˜ are held constant, however, the
increase in n does result in a substantial increase in the computation time. E.g.
the average time for solving intensity matrices of order 8 by 15, with a maximum
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Intensity DC DT Avg. Time Max. Time
3 6.77 10.1 0.00 0.01
4 7.48 12.96 0.00 0.02
5 7.92 15.67 0.01 0.05
6 8.31 18.46 0.02 0.12
7 8.62 21.11 0.04 0.21
8 8.93 24.03 0.10 0.68
9 9.12 27.34 0.25 3.17
10 9.25 29.88 0.53 2.89
11 9.44 32.22 1.04 6.39
12 9.68 35.19 2.17 12.77
13 9.84 37.87 4.79 43.91
14 9.98 40.52 6.88 29.67
15 10.06 44.03 13.55 55.25
Table 3.9: 10 × 10 Problems. 100 instances at each intensity level.
Total intensity unrestricted. (Results for total intensity set
to c(A) are presented in Table 3.7 for comparisons with [9]).
All computation times are in seconds. Results presented in
[39]
intensity of 10, is only 26.83 seconds, however, when the number of columns is
increased to 20, the average solution time becomes 5411.79 seconds. Furthermore,
with our method, given the same problem class, it only takes a fraction of the
computation time for solving the RMCP compared with the MCP, shown in 3.11.
3.7.4 Comparisons with Tas¸kin et al. [89]
In Table 3.12, we present our computational results against [89]. We tested the
25 problem instances from the clinical data set presented in both of [89] and [20].
For each method, three computational experiments are performed.
(a) The columns labeled “TTT” refers to the minimization of the total treat-
ment time, which is given by: 7× number of shapes + total beam-on time.
(The parameters are precisely those used in [89].)
(b) The columns labeled “kmin” refers to the minimization of the number of
MLC apertures.
(c) The columns labeled “Lex Min” refers to the lexigraphical bi-criteria opti-
mization wherein the total beam-on time is first minimized, and then the
number of MLC apertures is minimized given the total beam-on time is set
to the minimum total beam-on time.
Note that the time does not include solving the single-row integer programming
problem for obtaining lower bounds. We should point out that in (Tas¸kin et al.
[89]), computation time for the single-row IP were included. These times are
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Total Intensity Unrestricted
Problem With Enhancements Old Method
Class DC DT Avg. Max. DC DT Avg. Max.
5× 5× 10 5.52 16.6 0.00 0.01 5.52 16.48 0.00 0.02
8× 5× 10 6 17.68 0.01 0.03 6 17.7 0.01 0.04
10× 5× 10 6 18.28 0.00 0.01 6 18.28 0.05 0.01
15× 5× 10 6.16 18.58 0.01 0.02 6.16 18.64 0.01 0.04
20× 5× 10 6.28 19.22 0.01 0.04 6.28 19.24 0.01 0.05
5× 10× 10 8.9 27.86 0.15 1.22 8.9 27.98 0.52 4.57
8× 10× 10 9.08 29.38 0.18 1.10 9.08 29.44 0.48 2.28
10× 10× 10 9.34 29.44 0.20 1.51 9.34 29.52 0.65 3.90
15× 10× 10 9.56 30.76 0.21 1.03 9.56 30.78 0.62 2.79
20× 10× 10 9.76 32.06 0.27 2.39 9.76 32.08 0.78 5.10
8× 5× 5 4.94 9.42 0.01 0.01 4.94 9.42 0.00 0.01
8× 8× 5 6.64 13.34 0.01 0.01 6.64 13.36 0.00 0.02
8× 10× 5 7.9 15.3 0.01 0.02 7.9 15.32 0.00 0.04
8× 15× 5 10.7 21.14 0.02 0.18 10.7 21.3 0.08 0.48
8× 20× 5 13.54 27.14 0.40 4.05 13.54 27.42 2.07 18.26
8× 5× 10 5.92 18.4 0.01 0.01 5.92 18.4 0.04 0.02
8× 8× 10 7.86 24.38 0.03 0.19 7.86 24.52 0.07 0.31
8× 10× 10 9.08 29.7 0.13 0.64 9.08 29.74 0.34 1.51
8× 15× 10 12.4 39.94 6.09 58.17 12.4 40.04 26.83 128.21
8× 20× 10 15.8 51.16 502.33 3576.87 15.8 51.36 5411.79 67848.60
Table 3.10: Our method on randomly generated matrices. DC and DT
represent the average DC and DT, while other results in-
dicate CPU times. All computation times are in seconds.
Here we compare our original results presented in [39] to
the algorithm with the efficiency enhancements discussed.
Total Intensity is unrestricted in these problems
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Total Intensity = c(A)
Problem With Enhancements Old Method
Class DC DT Avg. Max. DC DT Avg. Max.
5× 5× 10 5.66 16.24 0.01 0.01 5.66 16.24 0.00 0.01
8× 5× 10 6 17.68 0.01 0.01 6 17.68 0.00 0.01
10× 5× 10 6.08 18.1 0.01 0.01 6.08 18.1 0.02 0.01
15× 5× 10 6.24 18.34 0.01 0.01 6.24 18.34 0.03 0.01
20× 5× 10 6.4 19.02 0.01 0.02 6.4 19.02 0.04 0.01
5× 10× 10 9.24 27.16 0.03 0.23 9.24 27.16 0.05 0.57
8× 10× 10 9.4 28.48 0.03 0.11 9.4 28.48 0.06 0.21
10× 10× 10 9.56 28.88 0.04 0.17 9.56 28.88 0.07 0.32
15× 10× 10 9.76 30.16 0.04 0.17 9.76 30.16 0.08 0.28
20× 10× 10 9.98 31.54 0.06 0.17 9.98 31.54 0.12 0.38
8× 5× 5 4.96 9.4 0.01 0.01 4.96 9.4 0.00 0.01
8× 8× 5 6.8 13.1 0.01 0.01 6.8 13.1 0.00 0.01
8× 10× 5 8.02 15.14 0.01 0.01 8.02 15.14 0.00 0.01
8× 15× 5 11.04 20.62 0.01 0.05 11.04 20.62 0.01 0.05
8× 20× 5 13.88 26.68 0.10 1.62 13.88 26.68 0.17 2.13
8× 5× 10 6.08 18.18 0.01 0.01 6.08 18.18 0.01 0.01
8× 8× 10 8.02 24.08 0.01 0.05 8.02 24.08 0.01 0.05
8× 10× 10 9.36 28.88 0.03 0.10 9.36 28.88 0.06 0.33
8× 15× 10 12.78 38.96 0.71 4.15 12.78 38.96 1.27 5.64
8× 20× 10 16.24 49.84 36.40 346.08 16.24 49.84 70.80 360.44
Table 3.11: Our method on randomly generated matrices. DC and DT
represent the average DC and DT, while other results in-
dicate CPU times. All computation times are in seconds.
Here we compare our original results presented in [39] to
the algorithm with the efficiency enhancements discussed.
Total Intensity is restricted to C(A)in these problems
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trivial and insignificant if a quality IP solver, such as ILOG CPLEX, is used. We
orginally used the COIN-OR [24] solver. Recently we tested the shortest path
formulation presented in Cambazard et al. [20], and the same lower bound can be
derived while avoiding the need to solve any IP subproblems. The shortest path
formulation is also much quicker, even for the most complex problems we have
tested, the LB can be derived in under 0.5 seconds. Note also that Tas¸kin et al.
minimizes the violations of the Tongue and Groove effect as a post-optimization
procedure. They did not explicitly report the computation time taken to perform
this procedure. The results for Tas¸kin et al. were taken from their paper (Tas¸kin
et al. [89]) and were produced using a PC with a 3.4GHz CPU and 2Gb RAM.
Our m-CPI method were produced on a PC with Intel Core i7 920 (2.67GHz)
with 6Gb RAM.
From the results, we can clearly see that our method outperformed the method
of Tas¸kin et al. [89] in all problem instances, and more importantly, the improve-
ment in computation time is substantial in most cases. When solving problems
where the total beam-on time is fixed and we wish to minimize the number of
MLC apertures, our method has the clear advantage that the restriction in the
total beam-on time eliminates a large part of the solution space, and hence the
computation time is much faster than minimizing the number of shapes alone or
minimizing the total treatment time. In any case, our method is a clear winner.
In (Tas¸kin et al. [89]), it was suggested that a problem instance can either be
solved using the column convex or the row convex, (i.e. with A or AT as the
intensity matrix). The reason is, the MLC can be rotated by 90 degrees easily.
It is also explained in the same paper that there is an easy way to determine
which of row or column convex is likely to be easier to solve. The method de-
scribed therein is to determine the lower bound of each orientation, and solve
the orientation with the smallest lower bound. These lower bounds can also be
calculated with the shortest path formulation of (Cambazard et al. [20]). Should
there be a tie in the lower bound, it will be broken by choosing the orientation
with minimal beam on time. In order to make fair comparisons, we used exactly
the same “convex” as described in (Tas¸kin et al. [89]).
A note on column convex versus row convex solving
The numerical results presented in Tas¸kin et al. [89] show that solving problem
instances as either, column convex or row convex, can often result in significantly
different computational times. A simple algorithm that determines which convex
to solve is based on the lower bound of each problem when considered for each
convex. The reason for the significant difference in computational time comes
down to the structure of the problem. If we consider problems generated that
are random square matrices, then on average, we would not expect faster results
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Taskin et al. [89] Our method
Problem TTT kmin Lex Min TTT kmin Lex Min
Case 1 Beam 1* 4.7 2.3 4.8 1.8 1.6 0.6
Case 1 Beam 2 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.1 0.1 0
Case 1 Beam 3 3 4.5 4.5 0.2 0.1 0
Case 1 Beam 4* 41.2 27.1 12.2 8.7 16.3 0.4
Case 1 Beam 5 2.1 1.3 1.9 0.2 0.1 0
Case 2 Beam 1 15.6 14.9 14.4 0.6 0.3 0.1
Case 2 Beam 2 10.8 6.9 7.8 1.0 0.7 0.2
Case 2 Beam 3 8.9 9.9 10.8 0.7 0.5 0.2
Case 2 Beam 4 16.8 16.8 17.1 0.2 0.7 0.4
Case 2 Beam 5 6.1 6.2 6.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
Case 3 Beam 1* 315 62.1 31.4 114.0 151.1 2.7
Case 3 Beam 2 4.4 4.5 5.6 0.2 0.1 0
Case 3 Beam 3 27.4 894.7 20.1 3.5 1.1 0.3
Case 3 Beam 4 442.2 548.8 55.1 67.7 570.3 4.2
Case 3 Beam 5 5.6 5.4 5.7 0.3 0.5 0.1
Case 4 Beam 1 16.8 10.6 11.3 97.0 150.2 10
Case 4 Beam 2 45.5 56.2 35 4.2 9.9 0.2
Case 4 Beam 3 15.7 14.9 15.6 0.1 0.1 0.1
Case 4 Beam 4 32 32.6 29.9 3.0 3.5 0.5
Case 4 Beam 5 27.8 27 27 2.8 6.1 0.1
Case 5 Beam 1* 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.1 0 0
Case 5 Beam 2 1.1 1 1.1 0.1 0.1 0
Case 5 Beam 3 3.6 3.2 3.1 0.3 0.2 0
Case 5 Beam 4 5.8 2.7 2.8 1.0 1.2 0.1
Case 5 Beam 5 1.4 1.2 1.1 0.2 0.1 0
Table 3.12: Comparisons with Taskin et al. [89]. All computation
times are in seconds.
Note: Under Tas¸kin et al. and our methods, the problems marked with an
asterisk were solved using row convex in [89]. All other problems are column
convex.
Note: The problem instances in bold font in the first column were claimed to
be solved to optimality in Tas¸kin et al. [89]. According to our numerical
verification, however, this is not the case. The same observation has also been
made in Cambazard et al. [20].
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by solving as row or column convex. However the problem instances used in
Tas¸kin et al. [89] are not randomly generated instances, rather they are clinical
instances. As a result, the clinical problems can contain rows which consist mostly
of zero intensity, display smoother intensity changes and are not always square
matrices. As a result, these problems can be significantly easier to solve when
one orientation is compared to another. This insight presented in Tas¸kin et al.
[89] can be very useful in a clinical setting. For our numerical tests we wouldnt
expect the transpose of the matrix to be significantly easier to solve except for
non-square problems.
3.8 Comparisons of column-convex and row-convex
results with Cambazard et al.
Comparisons with the method of Cambazard et al. [20] are presented in Tables
3.13, and 3.14. We have downloaded their codes, and ran their algorithms on the
same computer– a Core i7 @ 2.67GHz with 6 Gb RAM–that we used for running
our m-CPI method, using the setting specified at [18]. In Table 3.13, we present
results of the clinical instances with column-convex. From the last column where
we indicate the ratios of the run times of our algorithm against that of the CPSP
and the BP methods of Cambazard, it is clear that our method outperformed
theirs in 23 out of 25 problem instances.
When comparing the run times for the row-convex, however, their method
outperformed that of ours in most hard problem instances. Our run time is
faster only in 10 and 9 out of 25 problem instances when compared with their
CPSP and BP methods respectively.
3.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a Constraint Programming method for solving the
Minimal Cardinality Problem. We compared our method against four of the most
recent exact methods: the methods of Baatar et al. [9], Cambazard et al. [20],
Nußbaum [74] and, Tas¸kin et al. [89], and for solving the MCP, RMCP and TTT
objectives. Our extensive computational experiments showed that our method
performed well against most methods.
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Our Method Cambazard et al. Ratio
Problem TTT CPU TTT CPSPT BPT
CPSP
Ours
BP
Ours
Case1 Beam1 108 0.16 108 19.13 6.29 123.25 40.53
Case1 Beam2 79 0.05 79 0.58 0.67 11.27 13.02
Case1 Beam3 91 0.20 91 1.26 2.53 6.26 12.56
Case1 Beam4 114 5.22 114 19.25 12.82 3.69 2.46
Case1 Beam5 87 0.23 87 1.67 1.55 7.15 6.64
Case2 Beam1 107 0.55 107 3.69 2.34 6.66 4.22
Case2 Beam2 110 1.01 110 31.28 11.83 31.04 11.74
Case2 Beam3 105 0.68 105 4.93 8.98 7.22 13.15
Case2 Beam4 118 0.21 118 52.84 10.68 248.04 50.13
Case2 Beam5 97 0.09 97 1.9 9.35 20.05 98.69
Case3 Beam1 138 0.03 138 6.01 9.02 187.71 281.72
Case3 Beam2 79 0.16 79 4.19 7.63 26.39 48.05
Case3 Beam3 124 3.50 124 4.91 19.6 1.40 5.60
Case3 Beam4 124 67.67 124 11.33 23.09 0.17 0.34
Case3 Beam5 90 0.25 90 6.92 7.46 27.57 29.72
Case4 Beam1 130 97.00 130 68.04 20.79 0.70 0.21
Case4 Beam2 90 4.15 90 25.53 29.97 6.15 7.21
Case4 Beam3 102 0.10 102 21.9 8.49 208.88 80.98
Case4 Beam4 97 3.04 97 4.23 4.69 1.39 1.54
Case4 Beam5 87 2.77 87 5.15 11.41 1.86 4.12
Case5 Beam1 105 0.03 105 5.16 1.79 147.76 51.26
Case5 Beam2 81 0.09 81 4.76 7.49 51.09 80.39
Case5 Beam3 86 0.28 86 7.18 4.23 25.33 14.92
Case5 Beam4 102 1.00 102 6.22 2.77 6.24 2.78
Case5 Beam5 87 0.17 87 7.23 10.79 42.41 63.29
Table 3.13: Comparisons with Cambazard et al. for Column convex
only. All computation times are in seconds.
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Our Method Cambazard et al. Ratio
Problem TTT CPU TTT CPSPT BPT
CPSP
Ours
BP
Ours
Case1 Beam1 111 1.76 111 6.03 4.39 3.43 2.49
Case1 Beam2 104 0.84 104 0.34 1.08 0.40 1.29
Case1 Beam3 108 5.47 108 3.63 2.4 0.66 0.44
Case1 Beam4 110 8.65 110 4.95 4.93 0.57 0.57
Case1 Beam5 104 0.48 104 0.2 0.98 0.42 2.04
Case2 Beam1 132 10.44 132 18.56 8.33 1.78 0.80
Case2 Beam2 132 40.34 132 45.79 7.81 1.14 0.19
Case2 Beam3 140 0.27 140 1.48 5.03 5.48 18.63
Case2 Beam4 149 174 149 418.98 46.14 2.41 0.27
Case2 Beam5 132 50.78 132 10.95 16.97 0.22 0.33
Case3 Beam1 132 113.99 132 14.44 17.84 0.13 0.16
Case3 Beam2 144 428.95 144 31.59 18.02 0.07 0.04
Case3 Beam3 140 3014.87 140 410.15 442.63 0.14 0.15
Case3 Beam4 127 0.3 127 1.84 9.94 6.13 33.13
Case3 Beam5 125 0.01 125 0.94 2.22 94.00 222.00
Case4 Beam1 152 0.01 152 0.33 1.18 33.00 118.00
Case4 Beam2 181 22604.1 181 30.78 33.59 0.01 0.01
Case4 Beam3 139 47.82 139 11.76 4.49 0.25 0.09
Case4 Beam4 142 61.14 142 9.13 9.01 0.15 0.15
Case4 Beam5 192 83485.3 192 1454.62 387.7 0.02 0.01
Case5 Beam1 96 0.06 96 0.07 0.31 1.17 5.17
Case5 Beam2 125 32.09 125 10.26 14.05 0.32 0.44
Case5 Beam3 104 4.18 104 0.44 1.92 0.11 0.46
Case5 Beam4 124 2.31 124 118.33 25.48 51.23 11.03
Case5 Beam5 130 13.55 130 1.41 1.74 0.10 0.13
Table 3.14: Comparisons with Cambazard et al. for Row convex only.
All computation times are in seconds.
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Chapter 4
A Parallel Approach to the
MU-RD Algorithm
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a parallel approach to the unrestricted Minimum
Cardinality Problem (MCP) in IMRT, also called the decomposition cardinality
problem in the literature. The MU-RD algorithm has been presented and detailed
as an approach to solving the realisation problem in Chapter 3. Here, the MU-
RD algorithm will be moved into a parallel environment where the changes and
challenges in implementing the MU-RD algorithm in a parallel environment will
be discussed. Particular attention will be given to how load balancing and the
trajectory through the solution space are controlled, as these aspects are vital to
the success of any parallel algorithm.
Firstly, an overview of existing parallel optimisation solvers will be presented,
followed by a proposed parallel approach to the minimum cardinality realisation
problem. We conclude this chapter with results of the parallel approach. Our
motivation for a parallel approach is to confront problems on a larger scale and
take advantage of the fact that current computer architecture is moving towards
a parallel architecture.
4.2 Background
Specialised parallel systems aimed at solving optimisation problems have existed
for a number of years, with parallel solvers even existing for specific well known
optimisation problems, for example (Applegate et al. [5]) and (Fujimoto and
Tsutsui [41]) as well as parallel solvers for general optimisation problems (Labs.
[59]) and (Coin-OR [24]). We will examine the design of these parallel general
optimisation solvers to gain an insight into some of the design decisions required
in a parallel search approach. The efficiency of these solvers will be tested on a
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small set of problems where possible.
4.2.1 Branch and bound
This general description for the Branch and Bound procedure has been described
in (Crainic et al. [25]). Given a discrete set X, a function F : X → R, and
a set S where S ⊆ X, and an optimal solution x∗ ∈ S and that f(x∗) =
minx∈S {f(x)|∀x ∈ S}. The set S represents the feasible domain. All elements
x ∈ S are feasible solutions, and x∗ represents an optimal solution to f(x). Branch
and Bound will solve the above problem by implicitly enumerating S. The prob-
lem is assumed to be either infeasible or have a finite number of solutions. The
branch and bound algorithm will converge under certain assumptions (for those
assumptions and proof of convergence see (Crainic et al. [25])).
The branch and bound algorithm is a specialisation of the divide and conquer
approach. The algorithm will decompose a given sub-problem (or the original
problem at the root) into a set of sub-problems. This is called a branching op-
eration. This decomposition will continue until the sub-problems can be easily
solved or the sub-problem can be pruned by a bounding operation. If the decom-
position of a sub-problem is disjointed, the decomposition is called a partition. A
good branching strategy should create partitions rather than sub-problems with
overlapping feasible solutions. The branching and bounding operation is repeated
until all sub-problems are solved or pruned, in which case the problem is solved.
When a sub-problem is partitioned, multiple new sub-problems will be gen-
erated with all sub sub-problems being related by a tree structure. The edges of
the tree represent relationships between the sub-problems, where the root node is
the original problem. Each sub-problem is a partition of its parent problem, with
the union of all child sub-problems representing the same feasible space as the
parent sub-problem. A leaf node is either solved, pruned or infeasible. A solved
sub-problem represents a feasible solution to the original problem and an upper
bound (UB) can be used for the search, with the current best solution known as
the incumbent. A lower bound leaf node can be derived by solving a relaxation of
the sub-problem to provide an interval for the search between the smallest lower
bound and the smallest upper bound of all unexplored nodes, which corresponds
to the best known solution. When sub-problems are generated, inequalities are
added to the sub-problems to strengthen the formulation. Most commonly the
inequalities will partition violated constraints in the formulation. This is called
branching on a variable. The other common form of branching is called branching
on a hyper plane, however this form of branching is commonly problem specific.
The order in which nodes are explored is important in the branch and bound
algorithm. Two of the common search orders are best first and depth first. The
distinction between breadth first and depth first is important. In a best first
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search unexplored nodes are ordered by the relaxed solution before the best node
is partitioned. Depending on which order the nodes are searched, there can be
a large difference in the shape and size of the final tree, however there will be a
number of nodes that will always be explored regardless of the search scheme used.
If you consider a branch and bound tree with a single optimal solution found at
node n∗, then the parent nodes of the node n∗ must be searched to obtain the
optimal solution. If the search scheme is perfect then only the minimal tree is
generated, however since the search algorithm cannot know which node contains
the optimal solution, the set of explored nodes will be significantly larger. A
combination of depth first and best first can be used. For example, a depth first
search could be used to find a feasible solution quickly, which becomes an upper
bound. A best first search can then be used for the remainder of the search.
The branch and bound algorithm will terminate when there are no more sub-
problems to be searched. This will occur when all sub-problems have been solved
or pruned. At this point the best incumbent becomes the optimal solution and
the algorithm will terminate.
4.2.2 Parallel algorithm design
In parallel computing, the environment in which parallel programs are executed
is very important, as the environment is a major influence on how the algorithm
is designed, built and the results that can be expected from the parallel system.
Although there are different architectures that can be used in a parallel environ-
ment (see (Santoro [86])) our focus will be on the Beowulf cluster type (Ridge
et al. [81]). These are characterised by a collection of processing nodes connected
by a high speed interconnect. The processing nodes are independent of each other
and each node has its own CPU and memory. In basic terms, a processing node
is similar to a standard PC. This will be our target platform since these systems
can be built cheaper than specialised parallel hardware, plus these clusters are
more accessible. The type of interconnect used can be commodity equipment, or
specialised high speed interconnects.
The type of interconnect can also influence the design of the algorithm as
slower interconnects can drastically increase communication overhead and idle
time. This aspect of the design is commonly known as the grain of the algorithm.
The grain refers to the size of the tasks that can be given to a node. A fine
grained approach sends many small units of work and as a consequence, will
perform lots of communication. A course grained approach will submit tasks that
take longer to solve which means less frequent communication is made. Each
approach has its advantages and disadvantages. The fine grained approach is
more appropriate on a shared memory system, such as multi core CPUs, whereas a
course grained approach is better suited to distributed memory computing, where
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message passing over an interconnect is required and the cost of communication
is much higher. Some experiments will be run on a Symmetric Multi Processor
(SMP) machine, which is a single PC consisting of multiple physical CPUs, with
each CPU containing multiple processing cores. Each set of results will indicate
the environment they were executed in. Due to the prevalence of multi core
CPUs, it is no longer common for a single physical CPU to contain only a single
processing core. In all our numerical testing, when we refer to a CPU, we will
be referring to a CPU core, where multiple cores can be contained on a single
physical CPU.
4.2.3 Parallel branch and bound
When looking at the parallelisation of the branch and bound algorithm, there
are general approaches that can be taken to distribute the processing over mul-
tiple nodes. These can be classified into three broad approaches as discussed in
(Gendron and Crainic [43]).
• Type 1: This involves parallelisation of sub-problem processing. In this
approach, the processing nodes are used to work on a sub-problem in par-
allel. The search trajectory for the parallel algorithm will be the same as
the serial algorithm where the speed up is determined by the speed up of
the sub-problem parallelisation.
• Type 2: Building a branch and bound tree in parallel where each pro-
cessor solves a given sub-problem. This technique involves spreading the
evaluation of sub-problems over multiple processing nodes, as results are
generated on a tree which is constructed in parallel. There are many dif-
ferent design decisions when implementing an algorithm of this type. This
method can change the search trajectory as tighter bounds can be found
sooner, however poor quality sub-problems can also be explored where they
would be cut in a sequential environment. An increase in the number of
nodes and time required may occur as a result.
• Type 3: Building several search trees in parallel. Multiple trees are built
independent of each other, with critical information shared between pro-
cessors to avoid wasted computation. Different rules, solving techniques or
priorities can be used on each tree to create different search trajectories for
each tree. This method is the least frequently used, however this type of
parallelisation can be applied to heuristic search methods
These methods of parallelisation can be combined to increase the performance
and overcome the shortfalls of each approach. Type 3 has not been the focus of
much study, however there have been some approaches using this method (for
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more information on these approaches see (Gendron and Crainic [43])). As men-
tioned in (Lai and Sahni [62]), any approach which changes the serial search
trajectory can result in super linear speed up or slow down, however if the tra-
jectory is not altered such speed up and slow down cannot occur.
Type 2 has been the focus of most studies and most parallel solvers imple-
mented are based around this method, for example [3], [27], [29], [79] and [97].
There are several distinctions within Type 2 that can be used to differentiate
between approaches. These are broadly classified by the use of asynchronous or
synchronous execution and by the organisation of search knowledge and work
pools. The different aspects of parallel search algorithms presented below have
been generalised from [43], [61], [60], [76], [78], [90], [77] and [98] and while these
sources deal with parallel BB algorithms, these issues are common for any parallel
search algorithm.
4.2.3.1 Communication modes
Communication can be synchronous or asynchronous, with synchronous commu-
nication implying that each process will reach a common point before continuing
execution. This breaks the algorithm into blocks where parallel execution occurs,
followed by a synchronisation period where all workers wait for the slowest worker,
with information exchange then occuring in a predictable manner. Synchronous
communication methods allow for easier implementation and fewer problems aris-
ing from parallel programming such as race conditions and deadlocks. Another
advantage is the execution time and search trajectory which remains stable be-
tween multiple runs of the same problem. However, this is potentially at the cost
of performance when compared to a synchronous designs.
Asynchronous communication implies there is no waiting for communications
and it may occur at any time. This approach will lead to less overhead in hand-
shaking and less waiting time for other nodes, however the complexity of the
program increases as communication can occur at any time and information may
not be available when required. An algorithm with asynchronous communica-
tion may have a different search trajectory each time the algorithm is executed.
While the utilisation of CPU cycles is expected to be higher for an asynchronous
algorithm, the speed up can vary based on the search path taken in a particular
execution of a problem.
4.2.3.2 Knowledge sharing
The search knowledge that an algorithm holds can be distributed or centralised.
In a central environment, a master node will keep all knowledge of the search
while receiving, maintaining, and distributing the knowledge to other nodes where
appropriate. This is commonly known as a master-slave paradigm. Decentralised
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knowledge can be arranged by partitions where a node is part of a partition
which is a subgroup of all processing nodes, yet each node maintains its own
knowledge pool. Mixed approaches can also be used with local knowledge and
global knowledge. Central approaches to maintaining knowledge and work pools
allow trajectory to be heavily controlled and redundant work reduced as much as
possible, but limitations exist when a large number of processors are used. Clearly
a central node becomes a bottle neck and a potential single point of failure. A
decentralised knowledge system allows for greater scalability, where as if more
processors were added, new knowledge bases would be created to service extra
nodes. If no single node has a full view of the search process, the decisions made
by local controller nodes is sub-optimal, and this can lead to redundant work
and bad choices in search direction. To overcome this, critical knowledge can
be shared by local controllers to reduce the side effects of distributed knowledge
bases. Both (Mans and Roucairol [69]) and (Sanders [85]) talk about conditions
that must be satisfied in a parallel BB search to avoid performance hits and
how important knowledge sharing and queue management are in the design of a
parallel BB algorithm.
4.2.4 Parallel phases
When looking at a parallel algorithm, there are clear phases that most parallel
algorithms will pass through during execution. This is especially true in the
search algorithms, such as branch and bound or general tree search algorithms.
These are called the ramp up, primary, and ramp down phases (Ralphs et al.
[77]).
4.2.4.1 Ramp up phase
In this phase, the algorithm starts with only one sub-problem. This is the original
problem or the root node. The algorithm must create and distribute work to
other nodes as soon as possible to make use of the other processing nodes, which
are currently idle. Although this part is inherently sequential, there are things
that can be done to reduce the time this phase takes. A node can simply run
in a sequential manner and distribute problems as they are generated or run in
sequential manner until a minimal amount of work units are created to distribute
to other nodes. A specialised branching procedure can also be employed where
more sub-problems are generated than the standard branching procedure to fill a
work pool. Another approach is to have each node generate their own search tree,
where different branching rules or search orders are used, until there is enough
diversity in the generated sub-problems to have each process work on different
tasks. Care has to be taken that only quality sub-problems are inspected even
in the initial stages of the algorithm. In cases where all sub-problems are given
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to worker nodes is it possible that poor quality nodes are solved, where as in the
serial case such nodes would never have been explored. This can lead to decreased
efficiency and lead to the quantity of sub-problems being much larger than the
serial case. The parallel solving of a root problem can also be done to speed
up processing or idle nodes can run heuristic algorithms in an attempt to find
feasible solutions. These root problems which become upper bounds and help to
improve the search.
4.2.4.2 Primary phase
In the primary phase, the algorithm conducts a search of the solution space.
This phase begins when there is sufficient work for all processors and any special
tactics used in the ramp up phase are stopped. During this phase one of the
most important aspects of algorithm design is to ensure idle time is reduced and
the load is evenly balanced over processing nodes. Knowledge exchange is also
an important part of the algorithm as this can help eliminate sub-problems and
reduce the search space. Valid inequalities or domain reduction information can
be shared across processors which means sub-problems can be solved quicker or
eliminated entirely.
Knowledge management can be approached in several different ways. A
master-slave paradigm will allocate a processor as the master. The master is
responsible for distributing work to all other nodes as well as managing the knowl-
edge returned from a search. The management of search knowledge is centralised
and a single work pool is maintained. This makes organisation, load balancing
and search ordering easier, and allows each decision to be made with full knowl-
edge of all solved sub-problems. However, this approach does not scale as well
as a decentralised approach due to a bottle neck on the master node. In a dis-
tributed environment, a set of nodes may be partitioned where several hub nodes
store search knowledge and work pools. Hub nodes can communicate with each
other to exchange information or sub-problems if a work pool falls below a limit
or the quality of the sub-problems falls below a threshold. Worker nodes are
only allowed to communicate with their own hub node. This method removes the
reliance on a single master node and therefore will scale better as more hub nodes
are set aside to manage workers. The downside to this approach is that there may
be repeated or redundant work due to search decisions being made with incom-
plete information and as more nodes are used to control workers, more CPU time
is used on the management of a search, rather than solving the sub-problems.
4.2.4.3 Ramp down phase
The ramp down phase begins when the amount of work falls below the number of
nodes that can process work, or when no new sub-problems or tree nodes can be
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generated. In this phase, the finalisation of the algorithm is the most important
aspect. Care must be taken to ensure information is gathered from each node
and all results are collected and to ensure each node has finished computation,
and is not in the process of sending any further information. Once all nodes are
finished, the algorithm can display its results and terminate.
4.3 Existing Platforms
Parallel MIP solvers have been in active development for some time. As a conse-
quence, there are now multiple mature MIP solvers that one could choose from
to use as a general MIP solver. Firstly, we will discuss the strategy used by
multiple open source MIP solvers in a parallel environment followed by an eval-
uation of the MIP solvers using an MILP formulation of the IMRT realisation
problem. Multiple mature solvers such as MALLBA [3], Bob++ [27], MW[44]
and PEBBL [30] will not be used due to their focus in different environments such
as grid computing, or because user defined functions are required. Commercial
solvers by IBM CPLEX [49] and Gurobi [13] support solving parallel BB on SMP
platforms, however very little is known about the approach used for the parallel
BB.
4.3.1 SYMPHONY
The SYMPHONY package is an out of the box parallel MILP solver (Ralphs et al.
[79]). This solver is able to function in serial environments as well as in a parallel
environment. The overall design of SYMPHONY is a single pool, master-slave
paradigm. The design is very modular and a node can take on many different
roles. The different modules are the master, tree management, node processing,
cut generation and cut management.
The master module is in charge of running the overall search and it will initiate
and terminate the search. The master will also keep track of all other nodes
and maintain static problem information. The tree management module will
keep unsolved sub-problems and will maintain the work pool for all other nodes.
The incumbent is also maintained and transmitted by this module. The node
processing module is the most computationally complex module and is responsible
for solving sub-problems. This node will also request more work from the tree
management module, decide if cuts will be sent to global pools and will send
branching information to the tree module. The cut generation module will create
and send cuts for the node processing module. The cut management module is
responsible for storing a global pool of cuts. As cuts are generated, they are added
to this pool. The cut management module will also send out cuts that are valid
for new sub-problems. This module will also remove ineffective or duplicated
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cuts.
Although there are many different modules, a module does not have to be
assigned to a processor. A processor can move between different modules if
required. For example, a cut generator and node processor can run together on
the same physical node, although CPU time will be shared between modules and
any communication will be done with shared memory. The SYMPHONY system
will write the state of the search to disk periodically. This will enable a level of
fault tolerance and warm starting.
4.3.2 ALPS
The ALPS/BiCePs/BLIS stack is a set of frameworks (Xu et al. [97]) for solving
search problems in parallel. ALPS (Abstract Library for Parallel Search) is a
general tree search algorithm, BiCePs is a data handling layer and BLIS is the
LP relaxation solver built on BiCePs. These three layers form a parallel MILP
solver. This solver was created to address the problems found in SYMPHONY
associated with a lack of scalability. The ALPS solver uses a master-hub-worker
paradigm which is different to the master-slave paradigm as it has a layer of
hub nodes inserted between master and slaves. These hubs are allocated a fixed
number of workers that will only communicate with their allocated hub. To
make this approach adaptive the granularity of work units can increase to lower
communication overhead, as more CPUs are allowed. Instead of submitting sub-
problems to workers, the hubs will submit sub-trees for the workers to solve.
With this change in granularity, each worker must be capable of performing
a greater range of tasks and internally manage the solving of the sub-tree. As a
result, the hubs will poll the workers to inspect the state of the solving process.
This is to allow the hub to monitor the quality of work done. If the sub-tree’s
quality drops, the hub can tell the worker to abandon the sub-tree and allocate
something new. To increase the ability to balance a load, hubs are also allowed
to communicate between each other and exchange sub-problems and other search
related information. This other search information allows hubs to keep track of
the quality of the work produced by its workers.
The master hub will coordinate the exchange of work by maintaining a skele-
ton of the search tree to determine which hub has the most promising sub-
problems and which has the poorer quality sub-problems. The ALPS solver
continues to be improved and highlights the challenges faced in the development
of complex parallel search algorithms.
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4.3.3 PICO
PICO is a Parallel Integer and Combinatorial Optimiser (Eckstein et al. [29]). Its
design goals are to overcome the limitations of systems that use a master-server
paradigm. The limitations of this master-slave approach have been seen as a result
of trying to run experiments on large numbers of nodes which have resulted in a
loss in efficiency as nodes increase beyond a certain threshold. As a result, the
PICO package takes the multi-pool hub-worker approach. The set of nodes are
broken into partitions and each is assigned a hub. The hub will maintain the
work pool for its assigned workers. PICO employs a complex system to manage
work pools between hubs and workers.
Sub-problems generated by workers are not transmitted to hubs immediately
and a worker can maintain a small internal work pool. A worker may also decide
not to keep the sub-problem and send it to the hub instead. These decisions are
based on program parameters. When hub work pools become low, the workers
are more likely to hand over sub-problems, otherwise, they are more likely to
keep them and work on the sub-problems they generate. Hubs will also send
sub-problems to workers if their internal pool is low or if the quality of the sub-
problems is lower than the sub-problems in the hub. Any exchange of work is all
dependent on thresholds. A hub can exchange information with other hubs in an
effort to balance the loads over all hubs. Although hubs generally do not do any
solving work, they are able to do so if one hub cluster is smaller than another
hub cluster, for example, if the number of processors does not create equal sized
partitions.
All nodes are able to perform multiple tasks by using an internal threading
system. The internal threading is non pre-emptive so all thread tasks will run
until they give control to a scheduler. A node may move between a worker thread,
an incumbent heuristic thread, a hub thread, an incumbent broadcast thread, a
sub-problem server thread, a sub-problem receiver thread, a worker auxiliary
thread or a load balancer thread. Thread names are obvious enough in the role
they perform, however for a detailed description see (Eckstein et al. [29]). The
termination of the algorithm is done by polling each processing node to ensure
there are no outstanding sub-problems and no outstanding communication. Only
once this has been done can the algorithm be terminated.
4.3.4 Comparison of solvers
While we did not expect to solve the realisation problem in IMRT efficiently
using these parallel MIP solvers (as our serial approach is already much faster
than any MIP formulation), we were interested in how efficient these applica-
tions are in terms of their ability to perform a parallel search. We were not able
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to test all solvers discussed due to technical difficulties, however we were able to
test SYMPHONY and CPLEX. SYMPHONY [79] is an actively maintained open
source parallel MILP solver that operates mainly in a shared memory environ-
ment. CPLEX [49] on the other hand, is a closed source system that will only
operate, in parallel, on a shared memory systems. The CPLEX solver is among
the best performing MIP solvers.
We solved the MIP model proposed in [68] on a number of problem instances
using these parallel solvers. The instances we selected required between a minute
to an hour to solve, representing different challenges for the parallelisation.
In general, we experienced issues with stability and poor scalability with small
problem instances on the SYMPHONY platform. Table 4.1 contains a summary
of results in terms of efficiency, the ratio between the single threaded runtime and
n times the elapsed time using n threads. We tried to pick problem sizes that
could be solved in a runtime of between 1 second and 1 hour in serial mode by
each of the solvers, hence used different instances for the two solvers. Nevertheless
there were two instances in which CPLEX did not complete the branch and bound
in an hour (so only the optimality gap is provided and the 8 thread run is used
as baseline for efficiency calculations). There are also several instances where
SYMPHONY failed in parallel mode with a cryptic error message. The CPLEX
platform showed a far greater efficiency as we added more CPUs compared to the
SYMPHONY solver. This illustrates the gap in performance between open source
and closed source solutions and highlights the difficulties faced in producing an
efficient parallel algorithm. Furthermore, both SYMPHONY and CPLEX (in
non-deterministic mode) occasionally scale so poorly that the serial time was less
than the parallel wall-clock (elapsed) time.
The results presented by (Xu et al. [97]) for the ALPS solver indicate an
average efficiency of 0.89 over a number of problems, while using up to 16 CPUs
with an idle time around 0-0.2% of the total run time. The results in (Eckstein
et al. [29]) for the PICO solver show an average efficiency of 0.7 for 4 CPUs,
which falls to 0.33 for 128 CPUs. Idle times over all these problems climb as
more CPUs are allowed. For up to 6 CPUs, idle time is less than 4%, however
it climbs as high as 33% for 128 CPUs. Clearly we cannot read too much into
the performance of these solvers as they are designed to be customised by the
end user for specific applications. The performance that could be obtained by
these platforms with some modification is unknown. What is clear is that the
time required to solve the realisation problem in IMRT for MILP solvers cannot
compete with our constraint programming approach.
In order to determine the variability of the run times for the CPLEX solver,
we ran each of the 15 problem instances (from Table 4.1) with CPLEX running
in the non-deterministic mode, 10 times on 32 CPUs and recorded the wall time
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required for each run. From the 10 wall times for each problem instance, we
calculated the standardised standard deviation. We averaged this result over all
problem instances to arrive at an averaged standardised standard deviation of
73% of the total wall time. This is a very large variance in the expected run time
and illustrates the significant challenge in maintaining a stable search trajectory
in these parallel branch and bound algorithms. For the results in Table 4.1 we
have used the median result for the CPLEX results with 32 CPUs. Again, the
results we present here show that producing an algorithm to perform a complex
search task is non trivial and that even the state of the art solvers struggle to
achieve a consistent efficiency.
Additionally, both these systems are aimed at the SMP environment where
memory is shared and the number of CPUs can be limited (or very expensive
beyond a certain point). An MPI based solution on the other hand must deal
with the additional challenges of individual memory spaces, however it allows
access to larger system.
SYMPHONY CPLEX
Problem 1(s) 8 20 32 Problem 1(s) 8 16 32
4-4-8-0 0.77 0.15 0.04 0.02 8-8-15-0 356.54 1.33 0.24 0.34
4-4-8-1 0.29 0.11 0.02 0.01 8-8-15-1 2412.72 5.63 0.15 0.29
4-4-8-2 0.54 0.18 0.09 0.03 8-8-15-2 2906.29 0.69 1.55 0.71
4-4-8-3 0.33 0.07 0.05 0.02 8-8-15-3 18.89% 1.00 1.00 3.57
4-4-8-4 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.01 8-8-15-4 540.83 0.68 2.03 0.67
5-5-10-0 28.07 1.34 0.14 0.19 9-9-10-0 61.95 1.22 0.42 0.39
5-5-10-1 76.55 0.23 0.10 0.05 9-9-10-1 11.11% 1.00 1.97 0.53
5-5-10-2 11.20 0.55 0.35 0.02 9-9-10-2 221.99 1.68 0.09 0.19
5-5-10-3 10.73 0.36 0.03 0.02 9-9-10-3 8.71 0.27 0.14 0.06
5-5-10-4 13.54 0.44 0.30 0.06 9-9-10-4 46.84 1.35 0.48 0.21
6-6-10-0 2624.93 0.78 0.26 - 10-10-10-0 36.21 0.10 0.03 0.02
6-6-10-1 987.77 0.23 0.42 0.30 10-10-10-1 389.96 2.57 0.07 1.45
6-6-10-2 697.21 - 0.10 0.07 10-10-10-2 316.39 0.61 0.96 0.73
6-6-10-3 69.10 0.24 0.10 0.15 10-10-10-3 79.70 0.88 0.66 0.32
6-6-10-4 109.96 - 0.10 0.02 10-10-10-4 172.86 0.81 0.66 0.46
Average 0.36 0.14 0.07 Average 1.32 0.70 0.66
Table 4.1: Efficiency for the SYMPHONY and CPLEX solver in non-
deterministic mode, with the average for each number of
threads. Numbers greater than one indicate superlinear
performance while numbers in bold indicate that the par-
allel version was slower than the serial version. The column
“1(s)” gives the time in seconds required to solve the prob-
lem with a single thread or the optimality gap after 1 hour.
The ‘-’ entries indicates that SYMPHONY failed to solve
the problem.
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CPLEX SYMPHONY
Problem 1 8 20 32 1 8 20 32
4-4-8-0 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.77 0.64 0.92 1.21
4-4-8-1 0.08 0.07 0.16 0.30 0.29 0.35 0.90 1.40
4-4-8-2 0.12 0.13 0.31 0.43 0.54 0.38 0.29 0.56
4-4-8-3 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.33 0.60 0.35 0.67
4-4-8-4 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.09
5-5-10-0 0.29 0.18 0.25 0.42 28.07 2.61 9.70 4.72
5-5-10-1 0.35 1.17 0.59 2.67 76.55 42.33 39.66 44.88
5-5-10-2 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.15 11.20 2.55 1.59 15.74
5-5-10-3 0.14 0.23 0.43 0.47 10.73 3.76 19.00 16.81
5-5-10-4 0.13 0.36 0.46 0.55 13.54 3.82 2.23 7.12
6-6-10-0 1.91 0.40 0.40 0.40 2624.95 418.11 501.49 -
6-6-10-1 0.42 0.77 1.27 1.82 987.77 530.83 116.81 102.82
6-6-10-2 0.70 1.37 1.94 1.30 697.21 - 362.75 304.09
6-6-10-3 0.94 0.41 0.50 1.36 69.10 36.02 33.35 14.12
6-6-10-4 1.46 2.34 2.99 3.67 109.97 - 54.02 180.34
Table 4.2: Comparison of the wall time for CPLEX and SYMPHONY
BB solvers. A result of ‘-’ indicates that the program failed
to complete. The allowed number of threads are indicated
4.4 MU-RD algorithm
The MU-RD algorithm has previously been described in detail in Chapter 3. For
the purpose of discussing the move to a parallel environment, we will once again
discuss the relevant aspects in this section. The MU-RD algorithm solves the
realisation problem in IMRT by breaking the solving process into two phases.
The first is MU sequence enumeration, while the second is feasibility checking
of each sequence discovered in Phase One. In the first phase, MU sequences
are generated at lengths between some computed lower and upper bounds. To
generate sequences, a tree is explored for each feasible length with a unique MU
sequence generated when an unpruned leaf node is reached in the tree.
Once a sequence is generated it will be tested for feasibility against the given
intensity matrix. A tree is once again used to explore all possible left and right
leaf sets against each MU combination. Each row of the original problem is solved
independently since there are no constraints linking rows. The RD algorithm will
terminate on the first row to be found infeasible. If all rows are solved, then the
MU sequence is feasible for the current problem. The algorithm continues until
the best known solution is shown to be optimal. The approach is made feasible
by pruning and symmetry elimination in the MU and RD trees, which have been
described in detail previously.
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4.4.1 Overview
We now present the approach taken to move the MU-RD algorithm to a parallel
environment. Firstly, the environment that hosts the parallel execution will be
described, followed by the parallel approach. Then we conclude with the results of
the parallel algorithm. A high priority will be placed on showing how to mitigate
idle time and redundant processing in the design. Results will be compared to a
serial version of the algorithm to determine the extent of the speed up observed.
Environment
The environment that will host the parallel MU-RD algorithm is an important
consideration and must be known before the design of the algorithm can begin.
While there are a number of choices with parallel architecture, the algorithm will
be deployed on a Beowulf cluster (Gropp et al. [45]). This type of cluster has
three common properties across them. These properties are:
• Homogeneous processing nodes - All nodes are the same architecture for
example x86-64.
• High speed interconnects - All nodes can communicate through a dedicated
network.
• No shared memory access - No processor has direct access to the memory
of another processing node.
MPI
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) (Gropp et al. [45]) will be used as the
method of communication. Any synchronisation between processors must be
conducted by transferring messages between processors, where CPU clocks are
considered asynchronous and no assumptions can be made about speed of execu-
tion or timely information delivery. The advantage of using MPI over a shared
memory parallelisation system such as OpenMP (Dagum and Menon [26]) or op-
erating system threading, is the ability to use the parallel version on any cluster
that supports the MPI standard. MPI has wide support for many platforms, a
highly documented interface and well maintained implementations. MPI is also
supported in all environments where the algorithm is expected to be tested.
As the name suggests communication is achieved by passing messages between
processors. Each process will have its own memory address space and any shared
information must pass through MPI. MPI supports the basic variable types in the
C programming language such as int, float, double and char, while support
for other data types can be achieved by user derived types. Message passing as
a method for parallel execution is strongest when an application execution can
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be broken into loosely coupled components that do not require a large amount of
synchronisation, due mainly to the slower nature of point to point communication
versus shared memory communication.
When an MPI program is started the number of required CPUs is specified at
runtime and for each CPU a program image is created and executed. Differences
between each process only occurs in the initial information provided by the MPI
interface, with each process specifically given a unique ‘rank’, or number, which
is used to differentiate between each process at runtime. Once a number of CPUs
are allocated to a job, the number of CPUs cannot be altered and if a single node
fails, the job must be restarted on a different set of processors. The application
has no ability for fault tolerance as the operating environment is assumed to be
stable. Throughout this chapter a processor will always refer to a single CPU
and memory.
While MPI supports many features, only a subset of these features is required
for the parallel MU-RD algorithm. MPI supports blocking and non blocking com-
munication for both send and receive commands. Where non blocking communi-
cation is used, MPI allows a program to test if a communication was successfully
completed while a blocking communication will not return until the communica-
tion is complete. When the size of a message is not known until run time, MPI
allows a program to probe the MPI system to determine the size of any incoming
messages before allocating the correct amount of memory for the message. The
main MPI functions that will be used are:
• MPI Barrier – Will not allow the program to advance until all nodes have
called this function. This is used to synchronise all nodes.
• MPI Probe – A blocking test for a message that will return information on
the pending message.
• MPI Recv – A blocking receive that only returns after collecting a message.
• MPI Irecv – A non-blocking receive that will return immediately, allowing
allocated memory to be filled with a message as soon as it arrives.
• MPI Ssend – A blocking synchronous send that will return after the message
is sent and the receiver has accepted the message.
• MPI Isend – A non-blocking send that will return immediately. The buffer
memory should not be used until the send is verified complete.
• MPI Test – Tests the completion of an MPI command, where the MPI
command allows the user to provide an MPI Status variable.
• MPI Wait – Waits for a given MPI communication command to complete,
where the command allows the user to provide an MPI Status variable.
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• MPI Cancel – Cancel a communication request.
As we will see, the message passing is well suited to the MU-RD algorithm
where many independent tasks must take place. An important point to note is
that even when MPI is running on an SMP machine, multiple instances of the
same program will be executed. Each process has its own memory address space
and must use the MPI system to communicate. On a SMP system, the underlying
operating system will schedule the execution of the processors; however we will
never start MPI with more processes than there are CPU cores on the machine.
4.4.2 The Parallel MU-RD Algorithm
When examining the MU-RD algorithm it becomes clear that there are two dis-
tinct tasks that are performed by the algorithm. The first is finding potential
MU sequences and the second is to determine if the sequences are feasible. This
gives two distinct tasks which can be done independently, and are the core of the
parallel design.
A master-slave paradigm has been chosen for the implementation due to the
need to have at least one processor control the search algorithm, with this node
unable be burdened with other complex tasks. In this design there is one master
process which will control the overall execution of the algorithm. This involves
controlling ramp up, work assignment and termination conditions. To keep the
design flexible a slave node can take on different roles, and these are determined
by the master at run time as jobs are allocated. The two main tasks that need to
be performed are MU generation and RD evaluation. However, there are other
tasks that a worker will need to perform initially. The master node will maintain
an internal work pool which will contain jobs to be allocated to workers.
The types of jobs the work pool holds will be discussed shortly. The work
pool is structured as a queue system, however this is not a strict queue, with
some flexibility allowed for different circumstances. Before we provide details of
the master node function in our parallel method, we will first explain the function
of the slave nodes and how they deal with the two major search problems: the
MU sequence generation problem and the Row Decomposition problem.
4.5 Slave nodes
Since the number of worker nodes is unknown until run time, the algorithm needs
to be adaptive with respect to the number of processors given. A worker will
simply sit idle on a blocking MPI receive call until a job is received from the master
node. When a job is collected the contents are examined and action is taken. Jobs
are packed into variable length vectors which contain all the information needed
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 Figure 4.1: An overview of the master-slave paradigm
for the job to be processed. Once the job is complete the worker will return the
result and post a blocking receive, once more, while waiting for a signal from the
master. Since workers cannot do any jobs without a signal from the master, it is
important to always have work in a queue ready to be given to free workers. For
a basic overview of the operation of a worker node, see Figure 4.2. The details of
the jobs that can be received are as follows.
4.5.1 Row decomposition jobs
For a Row Decomposition (RD) job, a node will receive a single MU sequence
and a single row from the intensity matrix. The task is to determine if there is a
feasible set of left and right leaf positions that realise the given row with respect
to the given MU sequence. This is done using the method described in detail in
Section 3.4.1. The RD workers will report success or failure for the MU sequence
and row combination to the master.
The master can force a slave node to solve the RD problem with the given MU
sequence for all rows of the intensity matrix, rather than just a single row. In this
situation the slave will attempt to solve each row of the matrix before returning
the result, and will stop when a row is infeasible. This means an MU sequence
can be identified as feasible or infeasible in a single job as opposed to having to
send out the sequence multiple times. This is based on the results in Tables 4.3
and 4.4 that show a significant number of MU sequences tried cannot be found
feasible for the most complex row (the first row tried). If the MU sequence is
feasible for the first row, the worker can continue to check for feasibility.
The master is aware of which jobs are sent to be solved as single rows or
solved as all rows of the matrix, and this is reflected when the result is returned.
The parameter to determine if the worker will solve a single row or all rows is
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Worker NodeMaster Node MPILayer
Wait
Initialisation
Main Loop
Termination
Process
Abort
LB Jobs
LB Jobs
RD Jobs
MU Jobs
Termination
Generation Loop
MU Sequences
Feasibility 
Results
Job Packets
Termination
Signal
Abort Job
Results
Figure 4.2: An overview of the worker nodes
controlled at run time by the master. If the work pool has sufficient work (to
be discussed later) the master will force all row solving, otherwise the master
will revert to single row solving to allow higher work distribution. To avoid
unnecessary computation, if any worker is evaluating a sequence shown to be
infeasible or not optimal, the worker can be told to terminate early and return.
The termination condition is checked after a node in the MU tree is expanded
and before moving onto the next node which means workers can react quickly to
given signal.
4.5.2 Monitor unit jobs
While the evaluation of RD jobs will consume work pool elements, Monitor Unit
(MU) jobs on the other hand will contribute jobs to the work pool. Any node
selected to become a MU generator is sent the LB vector, the sequence length to
generate and the bounds on the beam on time. The LB vector, described in detail
in Section 3.3.2, used to remove infeasible sequences. Beam on time bounds can
be used to produce sequences with unrestricted beam on time, minimal beam on
time, or within a beam range, where the number of shapes, k, and the maximum
intensity in a given problem, a˜, create an implied upper bound on BOT, k × a˜.
Generating sequences within a beam range is useful to divide the MU search space
between processors, allowing multiple processors to generate MU sequences at the
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same length k, (to be discussed later).
An MU generator will keep producing sequences until no further MU sequences
exist or when the generator is told to stop by the master. The generator maintains
an internal queue that is used to send MU sequences to the master, which allows
the generator to keep producing sequences even when communications are taking
place. When data sending is in progress, the MU generator will continue to add
new sequences to its internal queue. The MU sequences will be given to the master
in groups, where a lower and upper limit on the number of sequences sent in a
single communication can be specified, although these are set at compilation time.
The upper bound prevents the application from sending data packets which are
too large, while the lower bound can limit the thrashing of send commands. The
MU generator is designed to minimise the time spent waiting for communications
to finish. This is achieved by using non blocking sends and building up a number
of MU sequences internally while waiting for sends to be completed. Blocking
communication is used once the MU generator has finished making new sequences
and the worker is sending elements from the internal queue.
MU generators have the ability to terminate early and this can happen for
two reasons. Firstly, consider a slave generates MU sequences at length k, the
first reason a generator might stop is that a solution was found, at say kbest MUs
and that kbest ≤ k. While the second reason is that the MU sequences at length
k are infeasible. If we are searching two sequence lengths, k and k + 1, and no
solution is found for k + 1 MUs then k will also be infeasible. When an MU
generator is terminated, the master will decide if new MU generators will begin
and what the parameters of these generators are. Care must be taken to ensure
that all sequences at a particular length have been searched before terminating
other MU trees. Once a node has finished generating MU sequences, it returns
to a wait state to receive another job, where the job can be any type.
For each MU sequence returned to the master node, a single job entry is
created in the work pool. The job entry tracks the MU sequence feasibility against
the problem matrix while the workers attempt to find a solution by potentially
executing multiple RD jobs against the single job entry.
4.5.3 Lower bound jobs
The Lower Bound (LB) is calculated in parallel initially by the algorithm. For de-
tails on the process of finding the lower bound see Section 3.3.2. This is achieved
by adding a single job for each row and each intensity level into the work queue.
No MU generators begin until the lower bound is calculated so all workers are
dedicated to the same task at the start of the algorithm. This calculation intro-
duces a ramp up and a ramp down period which is separate to the ramp up and
ramp down created by the main search algorithm, however this time is not sig-
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nificant when compared to the main execution time (typically under 1 second).
In the early development of the parallel application, an IP solver was used to
solve each of these sub-problems, as described in Section 3.3.1. This introduced a
significant source of idle time in the initial stages of the algorithm, however with
the application of the SPP described by (Cambazard et al. [21]) and in Section
2.6.1, the single row sub-problems can be solved very rapidly. The LB can still
be solved in parallel and by using this faster approach, the overall time to solve
all LB sub-problems is kept to under one second. Once all LB sub-problems are
solved a LB vector is created that will be used by MU generators to eliminate
infeasible nodes in the MU tree search.
4.6 Master Processor
The master will control the overall flow of the algorithm and is responsible for
maintaining work pools, the collection and distribution of jobs and reacting to
results. It is assumed that all nodes allocated to solving the problem are homoge-
neous to the extent that no single node allocated is disproportionally better than
any other node. The algorithm will therefore make no attempt to benchmark the
nodes for allocation to particular roles, however if the system is heterogeneous
such actions should be taken.
4.6.1 Task allocation
After initialisation, the first responsibility of the master is to transmit work units
or jobs to any idle workers, where a queue is maintained that records all idle
slave nodes. The two main jobs executed are the RD and MU jobs, which have
been discussed previously. During this phase the master will collect a job from
the work pool and create a packaged job. Each job package contains the required
information for the master to track the progress of the job and for slave nodes to
determine what needs to be done with the job.
The job information is then recorded against each slave and the relevant job
information is sent to the actual slave node, and then the slave is marked as
occupied. This process is the same for both MU and RD type jobs and is repeated
until all slaves are busy or the work queue is empty. Each job record in the pool is
maintained until a result is known, however the status of a job is recorded (busy
or not busy) to ensure jobs are not run multiple times.
4.6.2 Results collection
Next the master must collect results from completed workers. MU and RD jobs
mentioned above are dealt with separately. With RD jobs, the master must
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determine if a worker has completed an allocated RD job by performing a test
to see if a result has been submitted. If the result is submitted the worker has
finished the allocated job and is added to the free pool. If the result is still
pending, the worker is still executing and the master will check the result in the
next iteration. For each RD job, feasibility of the MU sequence is returned simply
with a Boolean value. Regardless of the feasibility of the MU sequence, the queue
record is updated when a result is returned, and in the next phase the queue will
be examined to determine the next action on the job entry.
At this point before moving on to queue management, any failed RD jobs need
to be compared to the RD jobs of other workers. If an RD job was unsuccessful,
the master must ensure that no other workers are attempting to solve the same
sequence as it is already known to be infeasible. This situation can occur where a
worker is allocated a single row and MU combination. If there are other workers
using this sequence, they are sent a signal which is checked when branching in
the RD tree occurs. The signal will cause the thread to terminate and the result
will be returned early, however the master must wait until the worker returns
in the same manner as other workers because it is unknown whether the signal
was received. The result of any workers that have been sent an abort signal will
be ignored and they are added to the free pool once they return. Although this
will not reduce idle time, this will reduce the time spent working on sequences
already shown to be infeasible.
4.6.3 Queue management
When a worker returns a result the queue management system is triggered. This
involves checking the stored results and updating job details accordingly. When
a RD job returns the result is used to determine if the job should be removed
from the work pool, marked not busy or marked as a solution.
If the result was infeasible then the job is removed from the work pool. If
the result was feasible, the number of solved rows is checked against the total
number of rows in the original intensity matrix. If there are still unsolved rows,
the job is marked as non-busy, and becomes a higher priority for execution by
other workers. If the number of solved rows is the equal to the number of rows in
the intensity matrix, the job is marked as a solution and will be acted on by the
master in the next step. If the RD worker was instructed to attempt to solve the
entire matrix, an infeasible result will have the job removed and a feasible result
will indicate a solution.
When a solution to the entire matrix is found, the upper bounds and best
solution (say a solution with k shapes) will be updated, which are then used to
update the remaining search space of the algorithm. This is where the master
will determine if any MU generators or RD workers need to be given an abort
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signal. If RD or MU workers are evaluating a sequence with a k value the same
as or greater than the newly found upper bound, they are signalled to abort. The
work pool is cleaned to remove redundant jobs that were pending. This operation
is only done when a solution is found and may involve the removal of thousands
of jobs which were waiting in the pool. Clearly this step can result in idle time
if the pool is significantly large, however this step is not executed frequently and
therefore, idle time is kept to a minimum.
4.6.4 MU sequence collection
The master then needs to receive MU sequences from any MU generators running,
and if required add MU jobs to the pool. The master will query each of the MU
generators and if a communication has completed, the master will collect a vector
which contains a number of MU sequences. A feature of the MU generators is
that sequences are not always sent as individual MU sequences, but can be sent
in groups. This allows multiple MU sequences to be transmitted in a single
communication. The vector is then processed into individual sequences and each
sequence is processed and added to the job queue. The length of each sequence
is checked before it is added to the queue to ensure that sequences that are too
long or too short are not added. This is due to the delay in terminating an
MU generator where a solution was found, or where an MU length was found
infeasible. The method of MU generation might involve running multiple MU
generators at once, which will be discussed later.
4.6.5 Search management
Once these tasks are complete the master must ensure there is an MU genera-
tor running. The method for determining when to start MU generators will be
discussed later. The master will monitor the feasible solution space with respect
to the length of MU sequences and will reduce the search space as the algorithm
progresses by finding solutions or proving infeasibility. If there are any poten-
tially improving solutions that can still be found, the algorithm must continue
the search process. Any MU generation jobs created will be forced onto the front
of the work queue as they are important in providing work for all other proces-
sors. If these jobs are placed at the back of the queue, MU generators will be
delayed and this can lead to excess idle time. The number of generators can be
hard coded or dynamic and different strategies for static and dynamic MU job
creation will be discussed. The termination condition for the algorithm is simply
that; if there are no jobs in the work queue and all workers are idle, the algorithm
can terminate and the problem is therefore solved. An overview of the master
process is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: An overview of the Master node
4.7 Work Queue system
The Parallel MU-RD algorithm has the requirement for a job queue system, be-
cause unlike the serial version, MU sequences are created before they are needed.
Obtaining sequences on demand would lead to excessive idle times and the work
queue allows MU sequences to be gathered and stored for later distribution. The
queue system:
1. Allows jobs to be tracked throughout the solving process until shown either
feasible or infeasible;
2. Will handle all types of jobs that can be given to workers, making this the
only way to allocate work units to slave nodes;
3. Is a First In First Out (FIFO) queue, with priority inserts and the ability
to add and remove single items or groups of items;
4. Is weakly sorted, and no active sorting is performed.
The lack of active queue sorting is due to the following. Firstly, the algorithm
for MU sequence generation is designed to return what is considered ‘good’ se-
quences first (see Section 3.3.5), which provides what we call a weak sorting of
the work pool. We also need to remember there may be several MU generators.
Second, the constant sorting would be an expensive operation if the work pool
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became a significant size. Finally, there is no obvious sorting scheme for MU se-
quences which would always accelerate the solving time, in addition to the search
trajectory we attempt to promote.
Each MU sequence added to the queue for feasibility testing is called an RD
job, with only one queue element added for each unique MU sequence. Since
only one job entry is maintained for each MU sequence, counters are maintained
which indicate the number of rows that are sent to workers and how many have
been solved. This allows row solutions to not necessarily return following the
row index, but still allows the solution to be found. When a slave worker returns
that an MU sequence was feasible, the master only tracks the number of rows
solved. With the assistance of the job counters, a single RD job is actually m
sub-jobs, where m is the number of rows in the intensity matrix, and only at
most m sub-jobs will ever be sent out.
Through observation, it was noticed that the vast majority of potential MU
sequences will fail on the most complex row of the matrix. Since the matrix is
initially sorted by row complexity, it becomes very likely that the first row will
actually fail. The standard behaviour is to avoid sending out jobs which are
seen as busy unless all elements in the queue are busy. This behaviour allows
the algorithm to work through multiple sequences in parallel rather than a single
sequence in parallel. If a slave returns a positive result for a row and MU sequence,
then the MU sequence may be feasible. The job entry is then marked as not busy
and becomes a priority for the queue system to distribute due to its proximity to
the front of the queue.
Busy jobs are not removed from the queue, they are simply skipped over until
they are no longer busy. The alternative is that a worker is told to solve the
entire matrix, in which case, the counters are ignored and an overall result for an
RD job is obtained in a single job.
When a result is returned for a job, the record entry must be examined to
determine if the job should be removed or kept. There are multiple actions that
can happen to a RD job upon return, and the queue system will handle this
depending on the results returned.
When a worker returns a result the queue system must find the corresponding
queue element to make updates. Even if the queue system contains a large number
of jobs, the queue system only has to search as many as p − 1 elements, where
p is the number of processors that were allocated to the execution. MU jobs are
placed on the front of the queue since their addition to the queue usually means
that more sequences are required immediately. Once any MU job is transmitted
to a worker, the queue entry is removed shortly after since MU jobs are not
tracked separately by a master through the queue system. An overview of queue
management can be obtained in Figure 4.4.
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4.8 Controlling The Search Trajectory
In this section, we introduce the problems associated with searching through the
MU space in a parallel environment and the methods used to overcome these
problems. In the serial search algorithm the MU space is explored in two main
ways: either by top down or bottom up search. The serial MU-RD algorithm
will generate a single sequence, test this sequence and continue until the problem
is solved. This is not the case in a parallel environment, where there are many
choices in how we explore the solution space. The choices we pick must be
adaptive to the number processors and the problem that is to be solved, both
of which are only known at run time. While there are numerous choices that
can be made with respect to how a parallel search should progress, our goal is
to create an algorithm with a speed up proportional to the number of processes
that are allocated to the problem. This will be achieved by using techniques
to avoid unnecessary computations, avoid any worker idle time and provide a
stable path through the search space. We will not attempt to test every possible
variation on the parallel search, however we will provide details of the variations
we considered, along with results to support the choices made in designing the
algorithm. While we have mentioned that MU jobs exist, and which are solved to
generate more sequences, we have not discussed any of the specifics with respect
to starting a MU generator. Here we shall now discuss how MU jobs can be
created and the options in MU jobs that allow for an efficient parallel search.
4.8.1 Single MU Tree
The simplest method for sequence generation is to have a single worker runing
a single MU tree. This is the least complex method of MU generation, where
a single worker simply provides sequences to the master, as fast as they are
generated, which are then distributed to other workers. The length for the MU
sequence would be selected as the current best choice, depending on a top down
or bottom up search.
Clearly this method has limitations, and if the number of workers increases
sufficiently, then starvation will occur. The search trajectory will remain similar
to that of the serial MU-RD algorithm because only a single tree is searched at
any one time. This should lead to a stable speed up where worker starvation does
not occur.
If we examine the results in Table 4.5, which documents the wall time, and
Table 4.6, which documents worker idle times, it becomes clear that the single
MU tree does not utilise CPU resources efficiently. While a limited number of
problems report a speed up, and low idle times, the majority of results show that
this is not a good method. For 8 CPUs, 6 out of 10 problems report an idle
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time of more than 10% of the total running time. This indicates that worker
starvation is appearing, and the limit of scalability for most of these problems is
also appearing. At 12 processors, 8 problems report a 20% idle time or larger, and
at 16 processors, 8 processors are reporting 30-40% idle times, with the lowest
relative idle time 9% of total time (problem P20-20-12-9). When 20 processors
are allocated, some problems report as much as 40%+ idle times (P20-20-12-3 and
P20-20-12-8). Another interesting aspect is that the total CPU time increases
for some problems as CPUs are added, specifically P20-20-12-3. The suspected
reason for this slow down is due to the algorithm attempting to solve the same
sequence over multiple CPUs by sending different matrix rows to each CPU. This
distributes the evaluation of a single MU sequence over multiple CPUs. The
problem here is that when one row is shown infeasible, all workers evaluating
that same sequence need to be signalled to abort that sequence and return for
more work. However, there can be some delay between the master sending an
abort and the worker receiving the abort and finally returning. This might help
explain why wall times are increasing for some problems when more CPUs are
given to the algorithm.
Number of CPUs
Problem 8 12 16 20
P20-20-12-0 819.57 822.13 884.95 923.50
P20-20-12-1 211.87 206.84 215.40 226.00
P20-20-12-2 1242.26 1134.87 1182.05 1274.12
P20-20-12-3 2772.94 2881.19 2881.24 3231.11
P20-20-12-4 36.22 37.44 37.53 37.95
P20-20-12-5 141.22 118.99 111.08 118.34
P20-20-12-6 95.51 63.29 49.44 51.22
P20-20-12-7 293.95 306.08 305.68 342.36
P20-20-12-8 363.93 369.58 372.56 413.20
P20-20-12-9 1400.45 891.24 703.59 707.53
Table 4.5: Wall clock time in seconds for ten 20×20 problem instances
with maximum intensity 12 with one node dedicated to MU
generation. Number of CPUs includes the master. These
problems were executed on a SMP system.
4.8.2 Multiple MU trees
The next step taken towards a parallel MU search is to introduce multiple MU
trees. In this step we simply allow more than one MU tree to execute at the
same time. It is obvious how this can be used to avoid the problem of starvation
presented in the previous section. Running multiple MU trees means more work
is created, and if starvation continues, additional MU trees can be started, within
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Number of CPUs
8 12 16 20
Problem Max Med. Max Med. Max Med. Max Med.
P20-20-12-0 26.00 25.57 160.36 159.46 259.76 258.46 274.60 273.70
P20-20-12-1 27.32 26.67 51.81 51.53 73.04 72.18 79.42 78.91
P20-20-12-2 180.56 174.93 296.62 293.63 406.91 406.00 442.98 442.36
P20-20-12-3 402.84 385.80 870.80 861.04 1104.79 1098.86 1320.79 1319.32
P20-20-12-4 5.37 5.28 8.97 8.76 11.08 10.92 13.46 13.31
P20-20-12-5 17.73 17.47 26.73 26.49 35.63 35.49 41.08 40.80
P20-20-12-6 0.81 0.78 1.36 1.33 1.61 1.56 5.08 5.00
P20-20-12-7 22.12 21.29 73.12 72.62 95.09 94.54 116.56 116.12
P20-20-12-8 67.07 64.98 123.36 122.63 152.66 151.54 181.83 181.45
P20-20-12-9 3.47 3.39 5.90 5.77 23.46 22.86 65.88 65.45
Table 4.6: Maximum and median idle times in seconds for ten 20×20
problem instances with maximum intensity 12 with one
node dedicated to MU generation. Number of CPUs in-
dicated. These problems were executed on a SMP system.
the range of bounds on the number of shapes. The introduction of this method
introduces a new set of choices. Most importantly would be how many MU trees
should run and when they should be started. If too many MU trees start we may
introduce:
1. Large work pools
2. Large trajectory changes
3. Unbalanced workers
A very large work pool for this parallel algorithm can indicate poor control
over the search. This would indicate that too many resources have been invested
in generating MU sequences and therefore, consumption of sequences is suffering
as a result. The algorithm may initially start multiple MU trees to assist with a
period of starvation, however this can quickly turn to a flood of work if a careful
approach is not used. Although some trajectory changes may be good for the
algorithm, it becomes undesirable to change too much. When the serial MU-RD
algorithm was designed, care was taken to promote good sequences early on to
find faster solutions. This ordering should be preserved to a degree in a parallel
environment. A similar search trajectory to the serial algorithm means that a
linear speedup is more likely to appear, however a super linear speedup (and
slowdown) will only appear when the search trajectory is modified, (Mans and
Roucairol [69]), although the severity of this change in trajectory is important to
control.
The change in trajectory introduced by running many MU trees simultane-
ously may be too severe and delay solutions. Solutions can be delayed since many
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MU sequences, which may never be searched, or searched at a later stage are dis-
covered sooner and added to the queue. This can result in a large number of MU
sequences that must be evaluated before the solution is reached. When the gap
between the LB and UB is small, or at a late stages in the search process, this
approach is also limited. If there is only a single MU tree to run this approach is
still no better than the previous one.
Number of CPUs
Problem 8 12 16 20
P20-20-12-0 827.76 820.66 852.31 918.76
P20-20-12-1 420.26 249.95 223.65 234.92
P20-20-12-2 1019.46 655.88 617.40 694.03
P20-20-12-3 2740.13 2857.67 3062.47 3227.22
P20-20-12-4 37.18 37.64 39.01 37.58
P20-20-12-5 343.57 218.54 170.59 151.45
P20-20-12-6 106.85 71.58 54.78 51.42
P20-20-12-7 298.92 296.77 298.09 334.29
P20-20-12-8 285.40 229.10 229.41 258.52
P20-20-12-9 1776.93 1084.73 791.36 706.12
Table 4.7: Wall clock time in seconds for ten 20 × 20 problem in-
stances with maximum intensity 12 with two nodes ded-
icated to MU generation. Number of CPUs includes the
master. These problems were executed on a SMP system.
Number of CPUs
Problem 8 12 16 20
P20-20-12-0 905.86 823.29 878.47 921.99
P20-20-12-1 692.25 381.35 268.73 234.09
P20-20-12-2 2252.61 1300.01 918.87 800.65
P20-20-12-3 2749.60 2844.74 2898.33 3205.03
P20-20-12-4 36.20 37.60 38.19 6.09
P20-20-12-5 615.28 351.49 262.36 224.84
P20-20-12-6 107.17 71.10 54.66 50.84
P20-20-12-7 366.17 296.63 299.39 333.94
P20-20-12-8 334.23 229.84 248.48 261.23
P20-20-12-9 2490.99 1444.80 1032.23 860.56
Table 4.8: Wall clock time in seconds for ten 20 × 20 problem in-
stances with maximum intensity 12 with three nodes ded-
icated to MU generation. Number of CPUs includes the
master. These problems were executed on a SMP system.
The results presented in Tables 4.7 – 4.12 show the effects of simply allowing
more MU generators to run simultaneously. When the algorithm is started the
master will start 2, 3 or 4 MU generators and maintain this number of generators
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CPUs
Problem 8 12 16 20
P20-20-12-0 910.36 822.27 877.42 919.26
P20-20-12-1 694.79 380.90 267.39 234.28
P20-20-12-2 2729.39 1511.49 1064.64 892.42
P20-20-12-3 2719.05 2859.78 3045.52 3201.82
P20-20-12-4 85.55 37.33 35.97 37.90
P20-20-12-5 616.03 352.54 258.72 225.27
P20-20-12-6 107.02 71.30 54.89 51.38
P20-20-12-7 506.52 352.35 318.90 333.94
P20-20-12-8 335.54 228.98 230.69 256.49
P20-20-12-9 2525.98 1445.01 1029.91 861.20
Table 4.9: Wall clock time in seconds for ten 20 × 20 problem in-
stances with maximum intensity 12 with four nodes ded-
icated to MU generation. Number of CPUs includes the
master. These problems were executed on a SMP system.
Number of CPUs
8 12 16 20
Problem Max Med. Max Med. Max Med. Max Med.
P20-20-12-0 5.84 5.70 143.94 143.24 217.82 217.06 254.78 253.79
P20-20-12-1 0.30 0.29 2.04 1.88 13.47 13.19 16.67 16.46
P20-20-12-2 0.67 0.61 5.53 5.44 70.29 67.27 99.39 98.82
P20-20-12-3 342.64 335.49 817.36 809.36 1242.11 1235.53 1291.20 1290.19
P20-20-12-4 3.70 3.67 7.06 7.04 10.47 10.34 11.49 11.25
P20-20-12-5 0.35 0.26 0.56 0.48 0.71 0.64 0.88 0.83
P20-20-12-6 0.39 0.35 0.49 0.42 0.37 0.36 2.22 2.17
P20-20-12-7 0.22 0.20 50.88 50.54 71.83 71.12 93.48 93.18
P20-20-12-8 0.26 0.25 33.89 33.59 54.68 53.85 70.52 70.21
P20-20-12-9 0.67 0.59 0.64 0.56 0.65 0.58 13.32 13.08
Table 4.10: Maximum and median idle times in seconds for ten 20×20
problem instances with maximum intensity 12 with two
nodes dedicated to MU generation. Number of CPUs in-
dicated. These problems were executed on a SMP system.
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Number of CPUs
8 12 16 20
Problem Max Med. Max Med. Max Med. Max Med.
P20-20-12-0 0.44 0.42 125.26 124.29 228.71 227.86 249.94 249.40
P20-20-12-1 0.36 0.33 0.23 0.21 0.47 0.40 1.41 1.21
P20-20-12-2 1.19 0.87 0.77 0.59 2.79 2.71 5.30 5.13
P20-20-12-3 265.26 259.42 777.19 774.47 1081.23 1076.85 1261.89 1260.48
P20-20-12-4 1.19 1.11 6.94 6.80 8.85 8.68 0.47 0.43
P20-20-12-5 0.45 0.25 0.46 0.26 0.36 0.31 0.60 0.33
P20-20-12-6 0.35 0.32 0.43 0.42 0.37 0.35 1.90 1.79
P20-20-12-7 0.23 0.18 38.37 37.99 65.77 65.31 82.23 81.77
P20-20-12-8 0.25 0.24 14.18 13.89 61.46 61.23 68.19 67.73
P20-20-12-9 0.78 0.54 0.88 0.60 0.83 0.59 0.69 0.60
Table 4.11: Maximum and median idle times in seconds for ten 20×20
problem instances with maximum intensity 12 with three
nodes dedicated to MU generation. Number of CPUs in-
dicated. These problems were executed on a SMP system.
CPUs
8 12 16 20
Problem Max Med. Max Med. Max Med. Max Med.
P20-20-12-0 0.42 0.40 124.53 123.35 225.72 225.08 247.39 246.61
P20-20-12-1 0.27 0.23 0.35 0.30 0.50 0.47 1.79 1.67
P20-20-12-2 1.16 0.80 0.77 0.64 0.68 0.55 0.85 0.75
P20-20-12-3 238.61 233.86 790.87 787.71 1207.95 1200.69 1260.35 1258.44
P20-20-12-4 0.18 0.02 3.42 3.32 9.43 9.24 10.21 10.06
P20-20-12-5 0.37 0.29 0.45 0.29 0.61 0.32 0.52 0.32
P20-20-12-6 0.35 0.34 0.44 0.43 0.37 0.35 2.11 2.07
P20-20-12-7 0.38 0.19 0.65 0.20 38.05 37.68 58.92 58.52
P20-20-12-8 0.25 0.24 13.03 12.86 49.40 48.69 65.43 64.99
P20-20-12-9 0.94 0.65 0.73 0.59 0.92 0.66 0.80 0.65
Table 4.12: Maximum and median idle times in seconds for ten 20×20
problem instances with maximum intensity 12 with four
nodes dedicated to MU generation. Number of CPUs in-
dicated. These problems were executed on a SMP system.
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where possible. While it is clear this helps overcome idle time in the workers for
the majority of the problems, there are some special cases. Problem P20-20-12-3
as an example, the results show that no matter how many MU trees are started,
the algorithm will always run into idle time, and this idle time will increase as
the number of CPUs is increases.
An examination of the output generated for this specific problem shows that
after approximately 80 seconds of CPU, time a solution is found. The result
is that only a single MU tree exists in the solution space to be searched. This
returns the problem to a single MU tree, with the solver starting to experience
significant idle time and no improvement to the wall time. Most of the problems
which show very small idle time also show some speed up in the wall time as
CPUs are added. While running multiple MU trees helps part of the problem, it
still does not allow efficient parallelisation of the MU-RD algorithm.
4.9 MU Tree partitioning for a parallel MU search
In the previous section we observed that introducing multiple MU trees can over-
come starvation. Poor selection of which MU trees to explore can lead to delayed
optimal solutions and poor speed up. It is preferred to look for solutions with
k monitor units before looking for solutions with k + 1 monitor units. While
allowing more MU generators to execute allows for more MU sequences, it does
not allow for the search to remain focused on a particular MU length.
As the results in Table 4.6 show, a single MU generator is unable to produce
enough MU sequences to keep workers occupied in the small set of problem in-
stances tried. We must therefore create an approach that allows the exploration
of the particular MU length, k, in parallel while avoiding the search of MU se-
quences at length k+1 or greater. The two methods we use to achieve this Beam
On Time (BOT) partitioning and Micro MU (MMU) partitioning.
4.9.1 BOT Partitioning
Beam on time partitioning allows multiple workers to search a single MU sequence
length. This is achieved by creating partitions of the BOT space, and allocating
a partition when starting an MU generator at length k. As mentioned previously
when an MU tree begins, bounds on BOT are passed in with the tree. These
bounds are exactly how the BOT can be partitioned with the master process
keeping track of which BOT partition have been explored for every MU length.
The MU generator only needs to generate sequences that sum within the range
allowed. This also allows the search to ignore BOT values in the MU trees where
solutions are unlikely to exist, or where the total treatment time is very poor.
Clearly, a method of division is required for the BOT space as this must be
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performed before any MU trees are created.
When selecting a method for partitioning the BOT space, there are a number
of considerations we need to be aware of. These major considerations are:
• Partitions should split BOT space into trees which are similar in effort to
search
• Too few partitions may induce starvation
• Too many partitions will cause duplication of intermediate search
If we consider two MU sequences, µ1 and µ2, with µ1i = µ
2
i for all i = 1, . . . , k−1,
but, µ1k 6= µ2k, thus we have
∑
µ1 6= ∑µ2. If two or more BOT partitions are
created, then at least two MU tree jobs will be creating the same branches which
produce an identical partial sequence up to uk−1, see Figure 4.5. With multiple
workers producing the same partial sequences, we can see that all the CPU effort
to produce the partial sequence is performed more than once. While there is
no easy way to avoid this problem, we believe the duplication in search effort
is worth the advantages the BOT partitioning offers. These advantages are the
exploration of a single tree by multiple workers, and the ability to ignore search
space with a poor total treatment time values.
The BOT partitioning should also allow the algorithm to prioritise sets of
MU sequences which have a low total treatment time value. Results previously
presented show that when BOT is not restricted to the minimum value, the
BOT does not increase by a large amount. In our tests between restricted and
unrestricted BOT, for problems with 20 columns, the average difference in BOT
is as little as two units of intensity, see Table 3.9 and 3.7.
A partitioning method that allows a smaller BOT values to be finely discre-
tised and larger BOT values to be coarsely discertised is more likely to result in
a balanced set of partitions. Creating partitions of BOT, where each partition
represents approximately the same CPU effort, is a very difficult task. The num-
ber of MU sequences with each BOT value can be determined prior to search
only if no tree cutting is performed. However this is not true when cutting has
been performed. The tree cutting schemes will severely change the shape of the
tree and therefore, change how many MU sequences are produced that sum to a
particular BOT value. The extent of the cuts in the tree search is also problem
dependent, as we can see from the set of graphs in Figure 4.6 with no cuts and
the graphs in Figure 4.7. From Figure 4.6, we can see that the distribution is
largely normal. To obtain balanced partitions, we can use the standard normal
distribution statistic z = x−µ
σ
, where µ is the mean and σ is the standard de-
viation, to determine percentile values. When MU-tree pruning is performed,
however, from Figure 4.7, we can see that there is no longer a normal feature,
and different problem instances behave differently but in general, there are more
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Figure 4.5: Nodes that will be explored in multiple MU generators
when BOT partitioning is used. The two dark shaded
areas are leaf nodes of different BOT partitions, while the
top shaded area must be created by both MU tree workers.
Input:
• µLB, the minimum BOT for the given problem;
• µUB, an upper bound on the BOT derived by a˜× k;
• g, the gap in the BOT between µLB and µUB;
Output: Set of BOT partitions
while µUB ≥ µLB do
Set µtLB ← µUB −
⌊
g
2
⌋
;
CreatePartition(µtLB, µUB) Set µUB ← µtLB − 1;
Set g ← µUB − µLB;
end
Output partitions
Algorithm 5: An algorithm to create BOT partitions. This process is
repeated for every feasible k in the search space.
sequences with a smaller BOT and less with larger BOTs when the parameter k
is low. When the k parameter becomes larger, we observe there are significantly
more sequences. This is due to the increase in the solution space as k increases,
and that our cutting schemes become less effective as it becomes harder to show
partial sequences are infeasible. Hence we created a simple algorithm for binning
the BOTs, with wider bins for larger BOTs and thinner bins for smaller BOT
values. The selected method for BOT partitioning is shown in Figure 4.8 and
detailed in Algorithm 5.
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Figure 4.6: The frequency of sequences with a BOT sum value. a rep-
resents the maximum element in the MU tree (maximum
intensity in A), while k is the number of shapes or the
depth of the tree.
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Figure 4.7: The frequency of sequences with a BOT sum value for 3
different problem instances. a represents the maximum
element in the tree (maximum intensity in A), while k is
the number of shapes, or the depth of the tree. These
graphs show the results when tree pruning is enabled and
therefore, are problem dependent. This illustrates that it
is difficult to predict a balanced BOT partitioning scheme
for all problems.
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Figure 4.8: A method for dividing MU space, which is based on allow-
ing the algorithm to prioritise lower TTT solutions
4.9.2 Micro MU Partitioning
We have discussed the BOT partitioning for each MU tree that is explored, and
while this allows for a parallel exploration of a single MU length k, there are still
limitations and drawbacks. These limitations are, firstly, that each partition can-
not be altered after algorithm initialisation. Secondly, the number of partitions
that can be created is limited, especially if the beam on time is restricted by a
secondary objective. This does not allow for generalised parallel MU generation,
but still allows the search to be focused under some situations. For example, if a
single MU generator is executing at length k, additional MU generators at length
k can be started, before starting a generator with k + 1 shapes, if required to
prevent starvation. However, if there are no additional MU trees at length k, the
search is forced to start looking at k + 1 shapes to avoid starvation. A further
limitation, as mentioned previously, is the partitioning scheme means the same
partial sequences are generated in different partitions.
To overcome these limitations we introduce a new method for parallelisation.
called Micro MU Jobs (MMU). Parallel tree search algorithms such as [29], [79]
and [97] will expand a tree node and allow the child nodes to be evaluated on
another processor, which allows a tree to be searched entirely in parallel. In the
case of the MU tree search, this approach is not as efficient. If we consider the
characteristics of generating MU sequences, we can use them to help deriving
a method for a parallel MU search. Finding the number of possible (though
not necessarily feasible) MU sequences is the same as finding the solution to the
following:
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x1 + x2 + . . .+ xa¯ = k.
Where a¯ is the maximum intensity and k is the required number of shapes.
We can calculate the BOT of the solution by 1x1 + 2x2 + . . . + a¯xa¯. Clearly
there are a large number of solutions for each BOT value with length k, with the
exception of the extreme values. From the classic discrete mathematics problem
of counting the number of combinations when repetition is allowed, we know that
the number of potential MU sequences for a˜ and k is:
(
a¯+ k − 1
k
)
. (4.1)
If we consider that a problem with max intensity 10, (ie., a˜ = 10), and the
number of shapes, k, as 14, the number of potential MU sequences is 817,190.
Equation (4.1) will count the number of leaf nodes that exist in a particular MU
tree, with a maximum intensity is a˜ and length k. The total number of nodes,
both leaf nodes and intermediate nodes, is calculated by (4.2).
k∑
`=1
(
a¯+ `− 1
`
)
(4.2)
For the example above, this gives a total of 1,961,255 nodes in the MU tree.
Clearly this number will be greatly reduced by the tree pruning schemes used,
however this still represents a large number of nodes that would be generated. A
problem with k = 14 and a˜ = 10 is a problem that our algorithm is capable of
solving in a reasonable amount of time, so these values for k and a˜ can be typical.
This suggests that the time required to process an individual node in the MU
tree is very small, otherwise the algorithm would not be successful. Considering
that the processing time of a single MU tree node is very small, it does not make
sense to allow every MU tree child node to run on another slave, as used in those
typical parallel branch-and-bound algorithms (for example [29], [79] and [97]).
Communication and synchronisation overhead coupled with a very small node
processing time does not yield an efficient approach.
Instead our approach will be to distribute special sub-trees to other slave
nodes, where the sub-tree is of a known size. This allows the algorithm to have
some control over how complex the sub-tree jobs are.
Using the ideas discussed above we can, at any point in the MU tree, determine
how many unpruned leaf nodes are attached to a particular node. Unlike in a
branch and bound tree where the structure is unknown until exploration, the MU
tree has a predictable structure when no cutting is applied. This allows certain
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Figure 4.9: A method for allowing distribution of MU tree processing
over multiple slave nodes.
nodes to be considered candidates for becoming MMU jobs, while other nodes
which have overly large or very small sub-trees can continue to be explored by
the original MU generator. Our goal is to distribute nodes from the MU tree to
other workers, but only when the MU tree nodes generate a reasonable amount of
computational work. With careful selection, MU nodes can contain a reasonable
amount of work, while still allowing the original MU generator to be in overall
control of the MU tree search trajectory. Since the computational effort of these
MMU jobs can be controlled, they will be considered individual jobs that are
started and completed by the same worker. MMU workers will not return further
MMU jobs but will explore the entire sub-tree given. For an overview of the
Micro MU job creation process see Figure (4.9).
A parameter will be given and a MU generator is started. This parameter will
indicate the desired amount of leaf nodes that must be attached to a node for it
to be considered suitable for the creation of a MMU job. There is a tolerance on
this number since it is unlikely that an exact match would ever be found. When
the MU worker is exploring a node in the MU tree, the number of leaf nodes
are evaluated by (4.1) and if it falls within the criteria for selection, a partial
sequence is returned, thus indicating the monitor unit values of the current node
to the parent node. The MU generator will then move on from this node as if it
has already been explored. The partial sequence is added to the queue of monitor
units and returned to the master in the same manner as all MU sequences are.
The master will collect the partial MU sequence, and by knowing the final length
to be created and bounds on beam values, the master will create a Micro MU job
with the partial sequence and other information required to create an MU tree.
When the Micro MU job is given to a slave, the information will be used
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to construct an MU tree where the search resumes from the point at which the
original MU generator left and will terminate upon exploration of the sub-tree.
From this point, the Micro MU worker will return any sequences generated at the
length required to the master. Once the job is completed, the slave will go back
to requesting another job. In the next section, we discuss the parameter used to
control how many leaf nodes must exist at a node in the MU tree for it to be
considered for a Micro MU job.
4.9.3 Leaf node parameter
The MMU job allows a parallel search of a single MU tree for both length and
beam on time, thus allowing a search to be focused on a particular area of the
solution space. A parameter, LN size has been created which allows the MMU
jobs to be returned with a known number of leaf nodes, and now we need to
examine how adjusting this parameter affects worker starvation and how many
MMU jobs can be created. To test the effects of this parameter we consider
previous parameters that caused a significant amount of idle time. When the
parallel algorithm was only allowed a single MU generator, most problems suffered
from idle time, which was made worse as the number of processors increased. We
experiment with LN size ∈ [0.9× (4.1), 1.1× (4.1)].
To test this parameter the algorithm will be allowed to create a single MU
generator on 16 and 32 CPUs and various values of the MMU parameter will
be tried to determine what values, if any, allow enough work to be generated to
avoid idle time. Tables 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 show the results of a single problem
instance with different values of LN size with 16 and 32 CPUs.
This parameter test has been run with a small number of problem instances.
The results show that this method will always result in less idle time when com-
pared to a single MU generator. This is obvious as this method allocated more
resources for MU sequences generation. The results for 32 CPUs show that using
this technique in its simplest form is not sufficient for eliminating all idle time,
however, when using 16, CPUs there are some instances where idle time is less
than 0.01% of the overall wall time. We consider this a good result as it shows
that slave nodes are used to a very high degree.
Inspecting the problem in Table 4.13 with a leaf node value of 12,000 and
16 CPUs, the data output (not shown) indicates that 75,530 sequences were
produced by MMU jobs while 89,119 sequences were produced by the main MU
tree job. When 12,000 leaf nodes are specified, the MMU produced on average
890 MU sequences. While this is a good result for this specific problem, the fact
that only 85 MMU jobs could be made with this parameter suggests that the
LN size value may be too high. Within the same problem, moving from 200 to
400 leaf nodes also causes an increase in idle time, however both have low idle
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32 CPU 16 CPU
LN size Time Med. Max MMU Time Median max MMU
0 997.65 320.48 322.55 0 1001.65 201.65 202.60 0
100 820.31 220.58 222.13 2738 813.17 109.05 109.91 2743
200 507.52 88.02 89.74 1976 633.42 1.20 1.29 2354
400 544.76 102.30 103.60 968 677.80 7.21 7.44 1134
600 722.89 181.63 183.47 823 719.35 70.84 73.21 830
1000 657.51 146.92 149.36 520 652.67 33.51 34.08 527
1500 528.46 110.82 112.23 264 637.35 5.19 5.33 300
2000 643.91 174.39 175.99 167 677.38 47.66 48.98 175
5000 573.25 89.50 91.01 117 596.61 2.86 2.98 121
10000 521.30 107.05 110.40 73 642.87 0.92 0.96 85
12000 500.66 100.04 103.17 73 653.44 0.45 0.50 88
15000 527.18 90.19 91.97 53 652.48 1.50 1.51 62
20000 663.57 139.73 142.01 39 665.85 38.24 38.62 39
25000 599.80 77.88 79.27 30 610.49 5.23 5.32 31
30000 540.59 80.91 81.75 21 604.80 2.48 2.57 25
40000 632.42 141.07 141.85 14 652.75 26.20 27.17 15
Table 4.13: Effect of changing the leaf node size parameter (LN size)
on a 20 × 20 problem with a maximum intensity of 12.
Time is wall clock time, Median and Maximum represent
the median and maximum idle times experienced by slave
nodes and MMU shows the number of MMU jobs created
respectively. All times are in seconds.
32 CPU 16 CPU
LN size Time Med. Max MMU Time Median max MMU
0 249.07 95.88 96.42 0 245.90 62.34 62.78 0
100 181.11 57.01 57.62 1056 184.83 34.55 35.27 1071
200 104.36 15.41 15.82 755 143.53 2.92 3.08 920
400 125.15 21.37 21.94 583 155.63 9.04 9.50 670
600 154.73 41.68 42.15 293 161.40 23.16 23.60 299
1000 104.45 13.85 14.20 173 119.05 2.02 2.12 185
1500 108.81 21.34 21.94 128 148.37 6.70 6.79 152
2000 162.36 53.50 54.03 86 186.78 32.91 33.23 90
5000 128.87 22.60 22.94 55 141.11 9.45 9.72 58
10000 114.40 27.09 27.57 32 153.10 12.58 12.77 35
12000 111.40 27.32 27.85 32 153.56 11.52 11.70 37
15000 116.32 20.42 20.77 24 132.35 10.21 10.40 25
20000 158.75 37.30 37.66 17 163.98 17.84 18.16 18
25000 138.65 16.70 17.06 13 149.37 7.15 7.28 14
30000 110.05 13.68 13.91 9 142.69 3.83 3.91 10
40000 127.00 26.31 26.62 7 157.41 16.27 16.47 7
Table 4.14: Effect of changing the leaf node size parameter (LN size)
on a 20 × 20 problem with a maximum intensity of 12.
Time is wall clock time, Median and Maximum represent
the median and maximum idle times experienced by slave
nodes and MMU shows the number of MMU jobs created
respectively. All times are in seconds.
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32 CPU 16 CPU
LN size Time Med. Max MMU Time Med. max MMU
0 1390.41 333.234 336.304 0 1803.43 282.421 283.229 0
100 878.96 203.697 205.99 7739 927.53 150.141 152.888 7918
200 668.15 93.816 95.8097 4299 756.71 53.4872 54.9364 4519
400 709.22 118.862 121.164 3153 794.87 80.4972 81.6806 3312
600 725.81 132.517 135.898 1841 801.02 87.0369 88.99 1906
1000 625.41 93.7963 96.6264 1176 714.19 44.9742 47.0496 1233
1500 889.97 218.742 220.237 526 1103.75 162.386 163.893 569
2000 955.57 253.992 255.86 612 1003.95 198.565 199.854 625
5000 625.76 93.3513 95.2984 257 736.12 44.8321 47.3167 272
10000 744.11 148.612 151.718 171 1015.37 104.71 106.07 194
12000 732.32 139.783 142.079 171 999.91 100.031 101.806 195
15000 673.04 94.6408 98.0159 129 748.43 58.8701 61.6854 134
20000 848.25 164.511 168.21 81 930.07 121.391 123.826 84
25000 705.70 100.511 102.289 71 808.77 66.2437 68.3812 76
30000 741.42 157.263 159.379 44 994.92 110.704 111.733 48
40000 787.79 154.782 156.463 48 1037.06 108.536 111.776 53
Table 4.15: Effect of changing the leaf node size parameter (LN size)
on a 20 × 20 problem with a maximum intensity of 12.
Time is wall clock time, Median and Maximum represent
the median and maximum idle times experienced by slave
nodes and MMU shows the number of MMU jobs created
respectively. All times are in seconds.
times compared to wall time. Variance in run time can be attributed to a change
in trajectory caused by these MMU jobs, where the effect can be both positive
or negative.
We have noticed that sometimes the overall wall time can increase (as well as
decrease) when compared to no MMU partitioning. Consider the following.
Suppose an optimal MU sequence exists at leaf node s∗ in the MU tree. If no
parent node of s∗ meets the criteria for allocation to a MMU job, then the MU
sequence associated with s∗, say µ∗, is created and placed in the job queue. This
is equivalent to the serial search efficiency required to find the optimal solution,
µ∗. On the other hand if a parent node, sp, of node s∗ satisfies the requirements
of MMU job creation, the partial sequence associated with sp, say µp, is added
to the queue. Once µp is allocated to a worker node, the partial MU sequence
is expanded, and the MU sequence associated with s∗, given by µ∗, is discovered
and added to the queue. While the partial sequence µp is in the queue, other
worker nodes are also contributing elements to the queue, and finally by the time
µp is expanded and µ∗ is added to the queue, many elements which were not
evaluated by RD workers in the serial search are evaluated ahead of µ∗, hence
results in a longer run time.
An acceleration, on the other hand, would occur under the following scenario.
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If a sibling node ss, of sp satisfies the conditions for creation as a MMU job,
then the partial sequence associated with node ss, given by µs is added to the
queue as a MMU job. At this point the MU tree search will move on from ss
node sp, which contains the leaf node s∗. Assuming the queue waiting time and
a sufficient processing time of the partial sequence µs, the MU sequence µ∗ is
discovered and added to the queue before all of µs is explored by an MMU job.
Hence the solution µ∗ will appear in the queue sooner than it would in the serial
search. If both ss and sp are added as MMU jobs, then the processing time of
each node will determine if any speed up or slow down is experienced.
This process of MMU job creation and BOT partitioning gives two powerful
methods for avoiding idle time while maintaining an intelligent search trajectory.
Our preliminary numerical tests showed that sometimes the tolerance on the
LN size parameter is not wide enough. Therefore, in our final design of the
algorithm, we used a dynamic tolerance on the LN size parameter, resulting in a
wider range to allow for more MMU jobs to be created when necessary. We adjust
the LN size parameter as the algorithm runs, allowing us to create an environment
that will generate more or less MMU jobs as required, and MMU jobs that are
likely to contain more sequences, depending on the algorithms current demand
for MU sequences.
4.10 MU Sleeping
So far there has been a large focus on promoting the discovery of quality MU
sequences using our main tools of BOT partition and MMU jobs while avoiding
starvation. What we have not yet considered is a situation where too many
MU sequences have been generated. When the main work pool consists of a
large number of elements and continues to gain more elements at a rate faster
than they are consumed, it signifies that too many resources are invested in MU
production. When production outweighs consumption, it would be desirable to
be able to shift more resources to the consumption of sequences.
The reasons for a balanced rate of production and consumption as follows.
Firstly, while production of MU sequences is required, it does not progress the
search to the solution. Only when RD jobs are executed does the search progress
by eliminating infeasibility and finding the feasible sequences. Second, when a
solution is found, the removal of a vast number of queue elements means that
the time spent creating the removed sequences is wasted, and if the search was
managed better, it would have resulted in solution discovery sooner. With these
reasons in mind, we introduce our method for slowing MU sequence production
which we call MU sleeping.
MU sleeping forces workers to stop working on a current MU job while still
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allowing the search to resume from the same point at a later time. When the
master determines that an MU generator must sleep a message is sent to the
worker. When an MU generator collects the message it will cease generating MU
sequences and perform two actions. Firstly, the MU generator will send all the
MU sequences contained in its own internal queue to the master. Secondly, the
MU generator will create a vector with information on the structure of the MU
tree. This means that signalling a generator to sleep does not cause an immediate
stop on new MU sequences, but does allow slave nodes to change roles in their
own time. Once the MU generators internal queue is empty the tree structure
information is sent back to the master and this contains all the information re-
quired to resume the search of that particular MU tree. The advantage of this is
that we do not need the same worker to resume the MU search at a later point in
time. The resume information can be sent to any worker and the MU generation
will continue where the search was paused. This MU sleeping allows the master
to carefully control the number of jobs in the queue by pausing and resuming MU
generation as required.
4.11 Search Management
We have introduced techniques for controlling the parallel MU-RD search, such
as running multiple MU trees, creating Micro MU jobs and MU sleeping. These
techniques are designed to allow a higher utilisation of CPU time while keeping
the search path relatively stable,we now discuss how these elements are controlled
in the algorithm. This brings us to the search management, where we shall discuss
how the algorithm will manage the search.
Firstly, it is important to consider the goals of the algorithm, and these can
be defined as
• Prevention of idle time of worker nodes
• Providing a relatively stable search trajectory
• Attempting to close the gap on bounds
Clearly, an important aspect in any parallel application is to ensure that all
resources are used to the highest efficiency possible. In the parallel MU-RD algo-
rithm, idle time is overcome by having a work queue which will maintain a pool of
unprocessed work, however if work production and work consumption are unbal-
anced then problems can occur. When too much time is committed to sequence
production, the solving process can be delayed. The queue can be filled with
many elements where the preference would be to instead consume rather than
produce sequences. The solution can be further delayed by filling the queue with
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elements that would normally be searched much later or never at all in a serial
search. If we do not allocate enough resources to the production of sequences,
the algorithm will suffer from the simpler problem of starvation. Workers will
simply not have a sufficient amount of unsolved jobs and will therefore be forced
to wait while jobs are produced, thus wasting computing resources.
The desire to keep the search trajectory stable comes from the careful design
of the serial MU-RD algorithm, an algorithm which attempts to find solutions by
exploring what we consider to be the best possible solution space first. However,
once again, there is a balance that needs to be addressed. If the algorithm followed
the exact search trajectory of the serial algorithm, we can expect a linear speed up
factor based on how many processors we have and the efficiency of the algorithm,
which allows for stable results. If we change the search trajectory we can expect
that some problems will experience super linear speed up and some will experience
a super linear slow down. This will occur when the changed trajectory leads to
solutions in a shorter path or the trajectory takes a longer path respectively. If
we were able to experience a super linear speed up in all situations, then the serial
algorithm trajectory could be adjusted to follow a similar path. The approach
we take is that through the techniques of BOT partitioning and MMU jobs, the
trajectory will naturally experience some changes. However we do not wish to
diverge more than this, as the results would become dependent on the luck of
the path taken. The algorithm will prefer to search the MU sequences with the
lowest total treatment time, and by using these ideas of BOT partitioning and
Micro MU jobs to increase the ability to search a narrow space in parallel.
The final goal is derived by the fact that the algorithm might not be allowed
to find optimality. In cases where there is an upper limit on the wall time of
the algorithm, the algorithm should be able to better the initial bounds of the
algorithm, either by showing feasibility or infeasibility of an MU length and re-
ducing feasible BOT regions. This condition is secondary to the others, however
the algorithm should report that the bounds can be implied by the search that
has been performed.
While there are many possibilities on how such a search can be controlled
and what values parameters can take, we are satisfied with an algorithm that
results in a close to linear speed up with respect to the number of processors,
and which keeps CPU idle time to a minimum over the course of the search.
One could produce many different varieties of a parallel search that could yield
similar results but due to limitations on time, it is simply not possible to try
every combination of parameter and design variations. With this in mind, we
present the search management algorithm used by the master controller.
For the control algorithm, the master process needs to have an idea of how
the search is currently progressing. To do this the master will periodically collect
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information on the search. This is not done every iteration, but rather on timed
intervals of 0.1 seconds. This is selected so the algorithm does not try to mod-
ify search parameters thousands of times per second at the algorithms iteration
speed.
Firstly, the algorithm collects information on:
1. The number of MU sequences added
2. The number of MU sequences sent to slave nodes
3. The frequency of queue starvation
4. The queue size
5. How many busy jobs were sent (despite being marked as busy)
The master will then determine what state the algorithm is in according to those
given below.
4.11.1 Severe work shortage
Firstly the management algorithm will determine if the algorithm is experiencing
work shortage. Severe work shortage is assumed if the queue size is smaller than
the number of CPUs or if busy jobs have been distributed since the last time the
search management was called. Sending busy jobs indicates that, at some point
between the last management check and now, the number of queue elements was
less than the number of CPUs, and therefore, the algorithm is suffering from a
lack of items in the work pool. The action taken here is that MMU jobs are
ramped up and two MU trees are allowed to start. MU trees are started by
another module of the master node, and this will pick the MU tree which has
the best TTT, based on the k parameter and the LB on the BOT allowed by the
MU tree job (when BOT partitioning is active). MU trees may or may not start
as this depends on what the remaining search space looks like. The LB for the
number of leaf nodes for MMU jobs is set to 100, while the upper bound is set to
2% of the total number of leaf nodes for the MU generators, with a lower limit of
2000 nodes and an upper limit of 10000 nodes. While these choices are arbitrary,
they allow the algorithm to get more slave nodes producing sequences while not
losing control of the MU search. The MMU job parameters are changed for all
active MU generators. With such a large range on allowed leaf node sizes, the
work pool should contain many MMU jobs in a short space of time to overcome
the starvation.
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4.11.2 Diminishing queue
If the master is not facing a drastic work shortage, the management considers
whether the number of queue elements might be diminishing. If the number of
queue elements is diminishing, there could be a work shortage in the near future.
The master will therefore take a pre-emptive measure at this stage to ensure that
the search continues to examine preferred solution space, while making slight
adjustments to produce more queue elements, thus essentially adjusting work
effort slightly.
This is performed by looking at timing information. The master looks at the
last 100 times the management module has been activated (the last 10 seconds
with an interval of 0.1 seconds) and determines the rate of work consumption
against work production. Based on the speed of MU sequence production and
consumption, the manager estimates the number of jobs that will arrive in the
next 10 seconds. If the current queue size plus expected incoming jobs minus
outgoing jobs leads to a negative queue size, the algorithm will take action to
increase queue elements. These actions are allowing one additional MU generator
to begin and allowing MMU jobs to be returned. MU jobs are picked in the
manner previously stated and may or may not be started. MMU jobs are allowed
to have a leaf node count of between 100 and 1% of the total leaf count, however
must be greater than 2000 and less than 5000, based on problem instances we
have testet. The parameter adjustment is performed for all active MU generators.
This action should allow more MMU jobs to enter the queue and avoid potential
starvation of the slave nodes in the near future. Again the choices on parameters
is reasonably arbitrary, however guidance has been taken from results testing.
4.11.3 Large work queue
If the master has not triggered any action so far the management module will
consider that the work pool is too large. Again using timing information from the
previous 100 activations of the management module, the master will determine
the rate of incoming and outgoing work. If the current queue size plus expected
incoming work minus expected outgoing work is greater than zero and there are
currently MU jobs running, the management will trigger. The actions taken are
to disable the MMU job production, by setting the allowed leaf node parameters
to zero and selecting an MU tree to sleep. The MU tree selected to sleep is picked
by the worst TTT search based on the parameter k and the LB on the allowed
BOT for the MU tree job. The results indicate that once the search has settled
past the initial stages, and enough data is collected, the algorithm will oscillate
between diminishing queue and large work queue modes. We consider this an
acceptable outcome as this indicates that the algorithm is able to maintain a
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good search path, without having to take a brute force approach to keep all the
workers busy.
4.12 Results
In Chapter 3 we have already presented the extensive numerical comparison of
the serial MU-RD algorithm to a number of different approaches. In this we
focus on the algorithms ability to avoid idle time and the speed up achieved by
the algorithm. The performance of the algorithm will be compared to the serial
algorithm for a number of small problems, where the problems can be solved in
a reasonable time on a single CPU. As mentioned earlier the algorithm has been
designed using the MPI API for process communication. The parallel program
will execute on a cluster managed by VPAC [91], which is an AMD based cluster
with 111 cluster nodes and 888 cores running at 2.3Ghz and 2.46Ghz using an
InfiniBand interconnect, which is a high speed low latency interconnect. Each
node has 32GB of RAM, which is shared between 8 CPU cores. The cluster is
a shared cluster so our processor utilisation will be much lower than the total
number of nodes. CPU allocation is done at run time, so we have no way to
get specific CPU nodes. CPU nodes can be located on the same physical node,
however this is determined by the cluster management system. Where groups of
problems are compared, we will execute them together insuring they run on the
same set of CPUs.
Since the parallel algorithm is running in a shared environment, the allocation
of CPUs is dependent on the cluster management system and the current utili-
sation of the system. While the processors are not shared with other significant
tasks, RAM is shared between a number of CPUs on the same physical node.
Some different CPUs are in operation on the cluster and this may have an affect
on performance.
The stability of the program is an important issue. Writing and debugging
parallel applications is a complex task and when asynchronous communications
methodologies coupled with the use of blocking and non-blocking communication
are used, program errors can be notoriously difficult to reproduce consistently to
find the cause of the problem. In the early stages of the parallel development
a software bug persisted which only occurred on a larger (above 16) number of
processors. The difficulty in locating this defect resulted in a large portion of
code to be rewritten, however this also made implementation of more advanced
methods of parallel search possible. The version that was executed to create the
results presented below, still suffers from a minor software defect that causes a
paused MU tree not to be returned to the master. When this occurs the master
will abort the execution as the search cannot continue. This defect caused the
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early termination of a single problem instance and was required to rerun. While
in a commercial product this would not be acceptable due to time and cost
limitations we ignored this defect until further research. (its impact is very minor
for the problems we tested).
The results presented for wall time indicate the time elapsed by the execution
of the program. It includes idle time and CPU time, however it does not count
all CPU time used, just the time that has elapsed during the programs execution,
regardless of how many CPUs are used by the program.
We used problems of sizes 10× 20 and 20× 20 with a maximum intensity of
10 and 15 giving a total of 4 problem classes, each consists of 10 problems, hence
giving a total of 40 problems. These 40 problems were solved with a single CPU
limited to 100 hours. For these problems we tested from 8 CPUs up to 32 CPUs
in increments of 8 and for the 20× 20 problems, we also tested 48 and 64 CPUs.
The actual wall clock times are presented as well as the efficiency, as defined by
(Eager et al. [28]). The efficiency is calculated as En =
Sn
n
and Sn =
T1
Tn
. Sn is
the speed up from serial execution, given by T1, to a parallel execution, given
by Tn and n is the number of processors. The efficiency gives the algorithms
efficiency relative to the number of CPUs allocated to the task. If the search
path is the same in both the serial and parallel search, an efficiency of 1 would
suggest perfect scalability. If the search path can differ in a parallel environment
one would expect to see values higher and lower than 1 in some cases, as the
trajectory changes in the parallel environment.
Tables 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 show the results for all the problems with a max-
imum intensity of 10, where we also have the results for the serial search. The
first point relates to the low idle times achieved. Most problems maintain an idle
time of 1-2% of the overall run time. Problems which report higher idle times
generally have a small wall clock time, which may indicate that idle times occur
earlier on in the search and become less significant later on. Idle time at this
stage comes from communication delays, rather than work shortage. This is due
to very low counts on aborted sequences and low counts on sent busy jobs (results
not presented).
Looking at the efficiency of the algorithm, the average efficiency sits above 1
for all counts on CPUs tried. This is an indication that slight trajectory changes
overall allow the algorithm to find a solution quicker. This also indicates that
the parallel approach taken was capable of providing for the number of CPUs we
used and that the search remained relatively stable.
If we focus on the problem 20-20-10-9, we see the efficiency slowly drops as the
number of CPUs increase, however recovers when 32 CPUs, are used. Looking
at the output generated by the algorithm for 24 and 32 CPUs the cause of the
slow down can be attributed to a change in search trajectory. The 24 CPU run
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created and solved more sequences than the 32 CPU run. This indicates that the
32 CPU run opened up part of the search space before the 24 CPU run and as a
result, found an optimal solution sooner. Of course the opposite can occur as the
results will show, however we are satisfied that the average efficiency is greater
than 1.
The results we have obtained here could not be achieved by automatic means
and the effort required to get such results is non trivial. The MU-RD algorithm
has been previously shown in [39] and [72] to be among the fastest approaches for
the restricted realisation problem, and the fastest for the unrestricted realisation
problem. What we have achieved here has allowed the MU-RD algorithm to scale
up to a large number of CPUs with very high efficiency.
In the interest of a complete assessment of the parallel approach we have con-
ducted a repeated set of experiments to determine the variability of the parallel
algorithm. A group of problems, (10-20-15 problems, restricted to minimal beam
on time) has been re-evaluated 10 times with the use of 32 CPUs. This particular
set of problems was selected as they represented non trivial run times. As with
the CPLEX tests, the standardised standard deviation is determined for each
problem instance. The average standardised standard deviation for the problems
we tried is 18% of the total run time (We determined this variability only exists
in the parallel version, the serial version of the algorithm has a variability of less
than 1% when running on different nodes within the cluster). This run time vari-
ability is significantly less than the 73% variability of CPLEX (see Section 4.3.4)
even when the expected run time of the problems is comparable. Our algorithm
also achieved better efficiency than both SYMPHONY and CPLEX as we scale
up to 32 CPUs, where CPLEX is a leading commercial MIP solver. Additionally
we have achieved these results on a cluster where we use MPI as a communica-
tion method. When using a cluster we are more prone to communication delays
and variable performance of individual nodes (as the cluster is shared between
a number of institutions). However, the advantage of using MPI as a method
of communication means we can run on systems with a larger number of CPUs.
It is also important to point out, that in none of the experiments tried did our
parallel method take longer than the serial wall time, while this was observed
with both SYMPHONY and CPLEX.
Tables 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 present the results for a more difficult of problems.
These problems have a maximum intensity of 15 and represent a significant chal-
lenge for the algorithm to solve. The serial solver allowed 100 hours to solve
each problem yet a number of problems remained unsolved. However the parallel
approach was able to find a solution for all problems. The longest took 23 hours
with 8 CPUs and was reduced to under 3 hours with 64 CPUs.
In the table, for problem instances where the serial solver did not solve, i.e.
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Maximum Median
Problem 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32
10-20-10-0 0.19 0.20 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.16 0.17
10-20-10-1 0.15 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.14
10-20-10-2 0.20 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.19 0.15 0.16
10-20-10-3 0.23 0.26 0.25 0.19 0.22 0.25 0.23 0.18
10-20-10-4 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.19 0.17
10-20-10-5 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.14
10-20-10-6 0.16 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.18 0.16
10-20-10-7 0.54 0.59 0.47 0.43 0.51 0.57 0.42 0.38
10-20-10-8 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.15
10-20-10-9 0.44 0.39 0.50 0.33 0.39 0.33 0.45 0.30
20-20-10-0 0.25 0.34 0.30 0.30 0.24 0.31 0.29 0.28
20-20-10-1 0.54 0.36 0.42 0.42 0.50 0.35 0.41 0.40
20-20-10-2 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.14
20-20-10-3 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.18
20-20-10-4 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.17
20-20-10-5 0.22 0.24 0.21 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.18
20-20-10-6 0.51 0.48 0.32 0.31 0.47 0.46 0.30 0.29
20-20-10-7 0.24 0.25 0.22 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.20 0.19
20-20-10-8 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.18
20-20-10-9 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.17
Table 4.17: Idle times in seconds for 10×20 and 20×20 problems with
max intensity 10. Times are max and median reported for
a single CPU. Number of CPUs indicated.
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Maximum Median
Problem 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32
10-20-10-0 1.17% 2.65% 8.93% 7.16% 1.11% 2.56% 8.68% 6.85%
10-20-10-1 1.52% 4.61% 3.55% 4.70% 1.44% 4.31% 3.38% 4.47%
10-20-10-2 1.78% 5.09% 6.26% 5.60% 1.76% 5.05% 6.00% 5.43%
10-20-10-3 0.21% 0.28% 0.39% 0.53% 0.20% 0.27% 0.37% 0.51%
10-20-10-4 2.08% 2.05% 2.97% 4.19% 2.00% 2.00% 2.88% 4.01%
10-20-10-5 0.82% 1.50% 2.09% 2.81% 0.80% 1.47% 2.02% 2.66%
10-20-10-6 1.28% 2.27% 3.54% 4.54% 1.26% 2.20% 3.38% 4.26%
10-20-10-7 0.17% 0.26% 0.40% 0.50% 0.16% 0.25% 0.36% 0.44%
10-20-10-8 2.40% 3.57% 5.93% 6.98% 2.37% 3.45% 5.04% 6.63%
10-20-10-9 0.16% 0.31% 0.57% 0.46% 0.14% 0.26% 0.51% 0.41%
20-20-10-0 0.33% 0.17% 0.35% 0.46% 0.33% 0.15% 0.33% 0.43%
20-20-10-1 0.09% 0.21% 0.22% 0.21% 0.08% 0.20% 0.21% 0.20%
20-20-10-2 1.74% 5.18% 7.60% 6.23% 1.65% 5.05% 7.32% 5.91%
20-20-10-3 1.54% 0.69% 1.56% 1.52% 1.44% 0.66% 1.51% 1.46%
20-20-10-4 0.46% 1.72% 2.33% 1.67% 0.43% 1.61% 2.27% 1.62%
20-20-10-5 0.71% 1.78% 2.20% 2.55% 0.68% 1.67% 2.08% 2.41%
20-20-10-6 0.20% 0.38% 0.43% 0.45% 0.18% 0.36% 0.41% 0.42%
20-20-10-7 0.43% 0.69% 1.28% 1.14% 0.39% 0.65% 1.16% 1.09%
20-20-10-8 1.08% 1.11% 2.01% 2.59% 1.03% 1.05% 1.89% 2.28%
20-20-10-9 0.53% 1.07% 0.61% 2.53% 0.50% 1.03% 0.55% 2.39%
Table 4.18: Idle times for 10 × 20 and 20 × 20 problems with max
intensity 10. Percentage of idle time against overall wall
clock time. Number of CPUs indicated.
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T1 unknown, when calculating En, we assigned T8 an efficiency of 1 (that is
T1 = 8 × T8) and En for n > 8 is calculated as normal. For problemsinstances
with significantly longer run times, the idle time now represents an even smaller
percentage of the overall run time and is under 1% for all problems with max
intensity 15. The average efficiency for the 10 × 20 group of problems suffers
slightly as it diminishes when more CPUs are added. However the 20× 20 group
maintains an average efficiency of 1 or greater, even when using 64 CPUs. Again,
we observe that the efficiency is never low enough to allow the parallel wall time
to be higher than the serial search time, in fact is it always significantly higher.
Although the efficiency drops off slightly, we are able to scale this algorithm up to
64 CPUs and we continue to see a reduction in the required wall time indicating
that the algorithm has not reached its performance limits.
4.12.1 Restricted beam on time
The parallel algorithm presented has a strong focus on solving the realisation
problem with unrestricted beam on time, a difficult objective which only a small
number of solution approaches deal with. A method we present to allow a bal-
anced parallel search is the partitioning of beam on time. This partitioning
method cannot be used in a search with restricted beam on time. With a re-
stricted beam on time minimum cardinality objective, the only method for a
focused parallel MU search is by the MMU jobs. In this section we take the
40 problems previously tested with unrestricted beam on time, and restrict the
beam on time to minimal while searching for the optimal cardinality. The only
modifications to the algorithm is to restrict the beam on time for all MU jobs to
the minimum beam on time, described in Section 1.5.
In Table 4.22 - 4.24 the results for problems with a maximum intensity of 10
presented. The results show the parallel approach suffers from a lower efficiency
when compared to the unrestricted version. An important point to note is that
the actual idle time does not change significantly as more CPUs are added to
the problem. While the efficiency decreases as more CPUs are added, the idle
time does not significantly change, suggesting that idle time is caused by ramp
up and not by starvation. The lower efficiency is due to a change in the search
trajectory to avoid idle time. The results indicate the parallel approach is useful
in providing results faster, however the efficiency is not as good as previously
seen.
Tables 4.25 - 4.27 show results for a class of problems that have a maximum
intensity of 15. When beam on time was unrestricted some of these problems
could not be solved by a serial solver, even when allowed large run times. For
the restricted beam on time objective all problems were solved, with an average
CPU time of approximately 3 hours. The parallel results continue to show the
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algorithm is capable of good efficiency with some results showing and efficiency
higher than 1. Overall the efficiency is less than 1, indicating the algorithm is
having trouble following a similar trajectory to the serial version, when beam on
time partitioning is not available. Given that CPU times for problems with a
max intensity of 15 are longer than with a maximum intensity of 10, the ramp up
is less significant and the results indicate that idle time is only a small portion of
the overall wall time.
In Table 4.28 we present the initial solution given by (Engel [36]) and the
optimal objective for constrained and unconstrained minimum cardinality objec-
tive. It is important to note that there may exist solutions with a lower beam on
times but with the same cardinality for the unconstrained results. The algorithm
will accept the first solution that has the lowest k value. A total treatment time
objective would be required to find small BOT values with small k values. The
gap between the heuristic solution and optimal k value clearly increase as the
problem become larger. For problems of sizes lower than 10× 10 with maximum
intensity 10 it was not uncommon to obtain the optimal solution from the heuris-
tic. When the problems grow larger we see the gap has become as many as 5
shapes for problems of dimension 20× 20 with maximum intensity 15.
While it clearly seems worth the effort to improve the heuristic solution, in
only two cases the gap between restricted and unrestricted k values was as high as
2 shapes. Most problems tested had a gap of zero or 1 shape. Given the difference
in execution time between the restricted and unrestricted problem it would make
sense to restrict beam on time to minimal in a clinical environment, when timely
solutions are required. Efficient algorithms for the unrestricted problems are still
of interest. Good algorithms to the unrestricted problem can translate to good
algorithms for the total treatment time and restricted beam on time objectives
with little effort.
4.13 Conclusion
We have presented a brief overview of current state of the art parallel branch
and bound solvers. A branch and bound search is the search of a tree structure
and this is where we draw similarities with our own MU-RD algorithm. This
involved a tree search for both MU and RD components of the algorithm. Using
the approaches from these parallel solvers, we have developed a parallel version
of the MU-RD algorithm and this has been tested on a number of problems. We
emphasise that we are not presenting a new formulation to the realisation prob-
lem, rather we are presenting and efficient parallel scheme that can be adopted
by other search algorithms that solve this problem, or problems with a similar
structure.
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Maximum Median
Problem 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32
10-20-10-0 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.16
10-20-10-1 0.55 0.21 0.18 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.17 0.14
10-20-10-2 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.18 0.22 0.21 0.20
10-20-10-3 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.14
10-20-10-4 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.19
10-20-10-5 1.30 0.18 0.17 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.18
10-20-10-6 0.25 0.19 0.17 0.28 0.15 0.18 0.16 0.25
10-20-10-7 0.25 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.16
10-20-10-8 0.27 0.18 0.17 0.36 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.33
10-20-10-9 0.91 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.16
20-20-10-0 0.22 0.24 0.32 0.32 0.20 0.23 0.30 0.30
20-20-10-1 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.26
20-20-10-2 0.17 0.18 0.24 0.20 0.16 0.18 0.22 0.19
20-20-10-3 0.22 0.25 0.23 0.31 0.20 0.23 0.22 0.29
20-20-10-4 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.17
20-20-10-5 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.18
20-20-10-6 0.21 0.23 0.22 0.25 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.23
20-20-10-7 0.23 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.22 0.26 0.24 0.24
20-20-10-8 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.18
20-20-10-9 0.15 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.18 0.17 0.16
Table 4.23: Idle times in seconds for 10×20 and 20×20 problems with
max intensity 10. Times are max and median reported for
a single CPU. Beam on time is restricted to minimal and
number of CPUs indicated.
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Maximum Median
Problem 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32
10-20-10-0 3.65% 7.67% 11.43% 15.39% 2.33% 6.87% 10.83% 14.27%
10-20-10-1 3.66% 2.85% 3.71% 6.54% 1.15% 2.65% 3.51% 6.09%
10-20-10-2 8.75% 14.92% 19.68% 22.45% 6.86% 14.08% 17.26% 20.43%
10-20-10-3 2.92% 6.00% 8.86% 8.41% 1.97% 5.90% 8.47% 8.00%
10-20-10-4 7.05% 14.81% 21.13% 23.17% 6.62% 13.93% 20.18% 21.93%
10-20-10-5 5.05% 1.51% 2.15% 3.40% 0.68% 1.41% 2.05% 2.99%
10-20-10-6 3.13% 4.77% 8.86% 12.76% 1.92% 4.50% 8.38% 11.63%
10-20-10-7 1.01% 1.56% 2.35% 3.66% 0.79% 1.48% 2.20% 3.45%
10-20-10-8 2.91% 4.30% 9.62% 14.93% 1.76% 4.12% 9.09% 13.94%
10-20-10-9 3.78% 1.52% 2.22% 2.97% 0.73% 1.42% 2.11% 2.63%
20-20-10-0 0.62% 1.54% 3.26% 4.19% 0.57% 1.48% 3.11% 3.92%
20-20-10-1 0.22% 0.47% 0.69% 0.86% 0.20% 0.45% 0.66% 0.81%
20-20-10-2 1.84% 3.91% 6.79% 7.36% 1.77% 3.78% 6.28% 6.95%
20-20-10-3 0.71% 1.82% 2.60% 4.54% 0.67% 1.69% 2.42% 4.15%
20-20-10-4 1.82% 3.92% 4.58% 4.97% 1.75% 3.60% 4.27% 4.54%
20-20-10-5 1.09% 2.79% 3.68% 4.24% 0.97% 2.59% 3.56% 4.08%
20-20-10-6 0.32% 0.68% 1.01% 1.48% 0.28% 0.60% 0.94% 1.35%
20-20-10-7 0.74% 1.86% 3.11% 3.51% 0.70% 1.77% 2.90% 3.21%
20-20-10-8 0.72% 2.09% 2.70% 2.79% 0.66% 2.02% 2.53% 2.64%
20-20-10-9 1.61% 3.62% 4.92% 5.67% 1.50% 3.51% 4.52% 5.29%
Table 4.24: Idle times for 10 × 20 and 20 × 20 problems with max
intensity 10. Percentage of idle time against overall wall
clock time. Beam on time is restricted to minimal and
number of CPUs indicated.
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The parallel optimisation method presented in this chapter has a low idle time
and maintains an efficiency close to 1 as CPUs are added to the problem. The
efficiency of the parallel approach is key to determining how useful the paral-
lelisation is. While the methods we have presented avoids idle time, there are
always trajectory changes which sometimes, give better results and sometimes
worse. On average the efficiency of our method is generally greater than one,
indicating that with n processors problems typically solve in less than 1
n
th
of the
time needed by the serial method. This is an excellent result. The algorithm has
shown an efficiency greater than that obtained by the best parallel MIP solvers
even when these were running in a less challenging shared memory environment.
When the beam on time is restricted to be minimal, we see the parallel ap-
proach have a lowered efficiency as more CPUs are added, compared the the un-
restricted problem. This indicates that with the additional pruning which takes
place in the restricted version of the problem, trajectory changes occur that are
not working in favour of the search. However the algorithm is not experiencing
significant idle time.
Future research will continue to look at methods for allowing a parallel search
while providing a stable search trajectory for both unrestricted and unrestricted
beam on time, which in turn should lead to a stable efficiency. A particular issue
that occurs as problem size increases is that the solution of RD sub-problems
becomes significantly more time consuming and parallel solution methods for
these should be investigated. To date, we have only considered that a single
CPU may solve RD sub-problems. If a larger number of CPUs are allocated to
the task, it may be advantageous to allow more than a single CPU to solve these
RD problems. This is especially true if extra constraints are added to the problem
which complicate the RD sub-problems.
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Chapter 5
Additional constraints to the
realisation problem
5.1 Introduction
The MU-RD algorithm, as well as all approaches that have been examined in
detail, have only considered the simplest version of the realisation problem in
IMRT. In this chapter we will introduce additional constraints to the problem.
Firstly, we consider constraints that can exist on MU values, that is the MU step
constraint and the maximum MU constraint. Second, we consider row linking
constraints in the form of the Interleaf Collision Constraint (ICC), also known as
the interleaf motion constraint.
The MU step constraint enforces a maximum change in the monitor unit
values used in consecutive shapes. This constraint can be introduced to prevent
a large step in the delivered intensity, which could result in a high exposure
to critical structures due to patient movement. The maximum MU constraint
forces the largest possible monitor unit used in the decomposition to be less than
some predetermined value. This may be required as a hardware limitation or
as a safety measure for the patient. These constraints on the MU values have
not been included in any exact approaches in the literature; we are including
these constraints to determine the ability of the MU-RD algorithm to cope with
additional constraints.
The interleaf collision constraints were discussed in Section 1.4.1, however we
review the constraints here. The ICC arises due to the inability of the MLC
head to allow leaf travel past an opposite leaf in any adjacent row. We detail the
changes required in the MU-RD algorithm to enforce the new constraint as well as
examining existing algorithms which allow for the ICC. The modified algorithm
is run on set of problem instances to determine the effects on the performance of
the MU-RD algorithm.
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5.2 Monitor unit step constraint
The monitor unit step constraint restricts the change in consecutive monitor unit
values that are used in consecutive shapes to be, at most, 1. For short, we call
this the Max Step-size (MS). We have selected a small value for the max step-size
as we wish to ensure that this has an effect on the computational results. The
implementation of the constraint is relatively straight forward. We introduce a
constraint in the MU tree, during the branching operation. Any node in the MU
tree which is expanded, will observe that all MU values of the child node are within
the step size of the parent node. The constraint is simplified by the ordering we
place on monitor units in the MU tree where we force µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ . . . ≥ µk, where
k is the number of monitor units. We simply need to enforce that µb−1−µb ≤ ms
for all b = 2, . . . , k.
We will introduce this constraint into both the Counter model [9] (described as
Problem 2.6.1, in Chapter 2) and Mak’s model [68] (described as Problem 2.3.1,
in Chapter 2), since both models use the same variable zp, where p is the intensity
level, to represent the number of shapes used at intensity p. The constraints for
both models is the same.
To introduce the constraints we firstly introduce a new variable w, where
wp ∈ {0, 1}, is a binary decision variable to indicate that a shape with intensity
zp is used in the decomposition. The maximum step constraints are therefore
represented by:
Problem 5.2.1
wp ≤ zp ∀p ∈ {1, . . . , a˜} (5.1)
Mwp ≥ zp ∀p ∈ {1, . . . , a˜} (5.2)
wp + wp+ms+1 − 1 ≤
ms∑
r=1
wp+r ∀p ∈ {1, . . . , a˜− (ms+ 1)} (5.3)
Constraints (5.1) and (5.2) ensure that the polarity of w is correct, that is wp
is 1, if a shape of intensity p is used, and 0 otherwise. Constraint (5.3) ensures
that, when no shapes of intensity p+1, . . . , p+ms are used in a feasible solution,
then shapes with intensity p and p+ms+ 1 cannot be used simultaneously. The
value for M is a suitably large constant, which, in our implementation we use an
upper bound on zp, given by z¯p = maxi,j
{
bai,j
p
c
}
for all p, i, j These constraints
are added to the Counter model [9] and Mak’s model [68].
5.2.1 Maximum monitor unit constraint
For the maximum monitor unit constraint we consider that the largest monitor
unit that appears in a decomposition, which we denote as µ¯, is restricted to less
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than the maximum intensity. For the experiments we set µ¯ = b a˜
2
c, where a˜ is
the maximum intensity in the matrix A. The range for deliverable monitor units
therefore becomes:
µk ∈ {1, . . . , µ¯} .
Due to the ordering in the MU tree expansion, given by µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ . . . ≥ µk,
enforcing these constraints is simple. We add a constraint that enforces µ1 ≤ µ¯.
Once we restrict the first monitor unit to be less than or equal to µ¯, the maximum
monitor unit constraint is naturally enforced by the MU value ordering used in
the MU tree.
To enforce this constraint in the Counter model [9] and Mak’s model [68] we
simply modify the index variable such that p ∈ {1, . . . , µ¯}. No other changes are
required as the restricted index naturally denies any intensity levels outside of the
allowed range. The Counter model [9] (described as Problem 2.6.1, in Chapter 2)
and Mak’s model [68] (described as Problem 2.3.1, in Chapter 2) can be solved
with the redefined index for p.
5.2.2 Results for MU constraints
Tables 5.1 - 5.3 present the change in objective value, CPU time and the CPU
time ratios when compared to the unconstrained case for the MU-RD algorithm.
All problem instances for the constrained MU-RD algorithm have been executed
on the VPAC clusters [91] (utilising only a single CPU), were we obtain the
unconstrained execution time from Chapter 4. The MILP approaches have been
executed on an Intel Core i7 @ 2.67Ghz with 6G RAM on OPL studio 12.3 [49].
The MU-RD algorithm was run as a LB-and-up search as the heuristic solution
is no longer valid for the constrained case. We have executed different problem
instances for the MU-RD algorithm and the MILP approaches, as we are not
interested in comparing the MU-RD algorithm and MILP approaches directly.
We know that the MU-RD algorithm is superior to any MILP formulation, and
we would rather run problems that are difficult for each approach, over running
the same problem instances. The problem instances used for testing the MU-RD
algorithm are the problem instances used in Chapter 4. The problem instances
used for testing the MILP approaches are the problem instances from Chapter 2.
The average value for the CPU time ratio (CPUCCPUU
, for C and U the constrained
and unconstrained time respectively), for the MU step constraint is 0.19. This
illustrates how these constraints make the problem significantly easier to solve
for the MU-RD algorithm. For the maximum monitor unit constraint, the effects
were not as beneficial to the CPU time and the objective value often increases.
We see a number of cases where the optimal solution becomes larger that the
unconstrained heuristic solution. For the MU step constraints, the optimal so-
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lution was always below the unconstrained heuristic solution. The average CPU
time ratio for the maximum monitor unit constraint is 0.95. This indicates that
overall the CPU time is less than the unconstrained case, despite having to search
MU trees with longer lengths than in the unconstrained case. For some results
with the maximum monitor unit constraint we see a large increase in the required
CPU time. For example, problem p20-20-15-2 has an increased objective value of
two shapes compared to the unconstrained case. We suspect this increase in time
is due to the algorithm having to show infeasibility of additional MU sequence
lengths. Despite the constraint restricting the MU space, this is still a large num-
ber of extra sequences to enumerate, which will result in more CPU time. If we
decreased the maximum allowed monitor unit to 1, we reduce the problem to a
beam on time problem as the number of shapes is equal to the beam on time.
The beam on time objective is known to be polynomial solvable, and in practice
a number of algorithms can produce these solutions. If we performed this action
for the MU-RD algorithm we would end up with poor results. Setting the maxi-
mum allowed monitor unit to 1 would create deep RD trees with a large amount
of symmetry, where the solution time would become large. Our algorithm is not
designed to cope with these extreme cases.
When we have both the MU step and maximum monitor unit constraints en-
abled at the same time, the objective is dominated by the maximum monitor unit
constraint. With both constraints, no problem instances have an increased objec-
tive when compared to the maximum monitor unit constraint alone. The average
CPU time ratio is reduced to 0.78 when compared to the unconstrained CPU
time. Clearly we see that the MU step constraint simplifies the MU generation
process significantly, while generally, not affecting the objective value greatly.
In Tables 5.4 - 5.6 we present the results of adding these constraints to the
two MILP formulation, the Counter model [9] and Mak’s model [68]. We observe
a similar effect on the objective values, as those seen with the constrained MU-
RD algorithm, with respect to the same constraints. Both the Counter model
and Mak’s model show a small increase in the required CPU time with the MS
constraint. The average CPU time ratio for the Counter model is 1.24 and 1.06
for Maks model with respect to the MS constraint. While the MU-RD algorithms
CPU time fell dramatically, the MILP approaches, on average, require more CPU
time than the unconstrained case. Both models have decreased CPU time overall
for the max MU constraint with an average CPU time ratio of 0.63 and 0.57
for the Counter model and Maks model respectively. When both constraints
are enabled the CPU time ratios become 0.62 and 0.53 for the Counter model
and Maks model respectively. The results suggest that the constrained MU-
RD algorithm copes better with the MU step constraint, however the MILP
approaches are generally better at dealing with the maximum MU constraint.
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Optimal - CPU time ratio from Tabel 5.2
Problem MS Max MS +Max Problem MS Max MS +Max
p10-20-10-0 0.39 1.70 1.30 p10-20-15-0 0.18 0.32 0.14
p10-20-10-1 0.20 3.87 3.84 p10-20-15-1 0.04 0.23 0.09
p10-20-10-2 0.60 1.61 1.27 p10-20-15-2 0.02 0.08 0.03
p10-20-10-3 0.20 0.18 0.16 p10-20-15-3 0.02 0.24 0.16
p10-20-10-4 0.76 1.74 1.51 p10-20-15-4 0.02 0.04 0.02
p10-20-10-5 0.28 2.15 1.96 p10-20-15-5 0.18 1.23 1.06
p10-20-10-6 0.15 0.94 0.79 p10-20-15-6 0.09 0.22 0.10
p10-20-10-7 0.17 0.24 0.20 p10-20-15-7 0.05 0.13 0.04
p10-20-10-8 0.10 0.07 0.05 p10-20-15-8 0.20 0.32 0.18
p10-20-10-9 0.24 0.23 0.20 p10-20-15-9 0.02 1.29 1.03
p20-20-10-0 0.11 2.59 2.29 p20-20-15-0 0.12 1.06 0.73
p20-20-10-1 0.09 0.32 0.27 p20-20-15-1 0.03 0.22 0.20
p20-20-10-2 0.16 0.40 0.33 p20-20-15-2 0.19 1.86 1.57
p20-20-10-3 0.16 0.24 0.18 p20-20-15-3 0.05 0.05 0.03
p20-20-10-4 0.19 0.54 0.37 p20-20-15-4 0.01 0.12 0.07
p20-20-10-5 0.12 0.26 0.26 p20-20-15-5 0.48 0.60 0.47
p20-20-10-6 0.21 0.73 0.70 p20-20-15-6 0.89 0.87 0.64
p20-20-10-7 0.15 0.48 0.37 p20-20-15-7 0.05 0.22 0.09
p20-20-10-8 0.28 4.94 4.73 p20-20-15-8 0.10 3.79 2.78
p20-20-10-9 0.21 1.66 1.57 p20-20-15-9 0.01 0.02 0.01
Median: 0.20 0.70 0.60 Median: 0.07 0.29 0.16
Table 5.3: Comparison of CPU time ratio, MS is the case with re-
spect to the MU step constraint. Max is the case for the
maximum MU constraint and MS +Max is the case with
both constraints. All solutions were restricted to minimal
beam on time. CPU time from the unrestricted case in
Tabel 5.2 is used as the basis for the time ratio
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We also see that, on average, Maks model obtains a lower CPU time ratio for the
constrained case, when compared to the Counter model. While applying these
constraints generally reduces the required CPU time there are some anomalies in
the results. Specifically the result for Mak’s model on problem p6-6-15-0 with
both constraints enabled. Examining the log files for both the constrained and
unconstrained case shows a larger number of nodes in the Branch-and-Bound tree
are searched and the lower bound does not increase for most of the search in the
constrained case. The lower bound does increase in the unconstrained case as the
search progresses as well as obtaining a greater number of integer solutions in the
unconstrained case while the constrained case finds less integer feasible points.
These differences account for the significant difference in required CPU time
MILP objective value
Problem U MS Max MS +Max
p6-6-15-0 7 7 7 7
p6-6-15-1 7 7 7 7
p6-6-15-2 7 7 7 7
p6-6-15-3 7 7 7 7
p6-6-15-4 8 8 8 8
p7-7-15-0 8 8 9 9
p7-7-15-1 8 8 9 9
p7-7-15-2 8 8 8 8
p7-7-15-3 9 9 9 9
p7-7-15-4 8 8 9 9
p8-8-15-0 9 9 10 10
p8-8-15-1 8 8 9 9
p8-8-15-2 9 9 9 9
p8-8-15-3 9 9 9 9
p8-8-15-4 9 9 9 9
p9-9-10-0 9 9 10 10
p9-9-10-1 9 9 9 9
p9-9-10-2 9 9 9 9
p9-9-10-3 9 9 9 9
p9-9-10-4 9 9 10 10
p10-10-10-0 10 10 10 10
p10-10-10-1 10 10 10 10
p10-10-10-2 10 10 12 12
p10-10-10-3 10 10 11 11
p10-10-10-4 10 10 11 11
Table 5.4: The objective value with respect to U , the unconstrained
case, MS, the MU step constraint, Max, the maximum MU
constraint, and MS + Max, both MU step and max. MU
constraints. All problems are solved restricted to minimal
beam on time.
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Counter model Mak’s model
Problem MS Max MS +Max MS Max MS +Max
p6-6-15-0 1.04 0.68 0.65 1.26 1.09 2.59
p6-6-15-1 0.67 0.64 0.49 0.84 0.42 0.32
p6-6-15-2 1.51 1.26 1.51 0.75 0.88 0.87
p6-6-15-3 1.07 0.71 0.59 0.69 0.46 0.69
p6-6-15-4 1.06 0.29 0.38 1.14 0.43 0.29
p7-7-15-0 5.07 0.67 1.46 4.20 1.42 1.11
p7-7-15-1 2.08 0.35 0.35 1.86 0.17 0.13
p7-7-15-2 1.29 1.07 0.96 0.70 1.60 1
p7-7-15-3 0.74 0.32 0.84 1.86 0.79 0.43
p7-7-15-4 1.28 0.85 1.07 1.00 0.67 0.83
p8-8-15-0 0.01 0 0 0.70 0.15 0.18
p8-8-15-1 0.37 0.37 1.56 0.11 0.12 0.05
p8-8-15-2 0.77 0.7 0.57 1.38 0.26 0.28
p8-8-15-3 0.76 0.17 0.14 0.07 0.07 0.09
p8-8-15-4 2.52 0.37 0.77 1.50 0.86 0.66
p9-9-10-0 0.84 0.34 0.34 0.93 0.60 0.27
p9-9-10-1 2.6 1.43 1.3 2.15 0.93 0.93
p9-9-10-2 1 0.5 0.5 0.46 0.54 0.46
p9-9-10-3 1 0.36 0.36 0.93 0.40 0.47
p9-9-10-4 1.2 0.5 0.44 0.40 0.08 0.07
p10-10-10-0 1.54 0.64 0.39 0.30 1.03 0.3
p10-10-10-1 0.87 0.21 0.21 0.42 0.82 0.27
p10-10-10-2 0.2 0.02 0.04 2.13 0.17 0.17
p10-10-10-3 0.28 2.95 0.18 0.53 0.14 0.2
p10-10-10-4 0.83 0.39 0.35 0.31 0.12 0.62
Median: 1.00 0.50 0.49 0.84 0.46 0.32
Table 5.6: The CPU time ratio with respect to U , the unconstrained
case, MS, the MU step constraint, Max, the maximum MU
constraint, and MS + Max, both MU step and max. MU
constraints. All problems are solved restricted to minimal
beam on time.
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 a. Position allowed b. Position allowed c. Position not allowed  
Figure 5.1: The limits of the interleaf collision constraints.
5.3 Interleaf collision constraints
While the unconstrained realisation problem has many exact heuristic and ap-
proximate approaches, seen in Chapter 1, the number of approaches to the inter-
leaf collision constrained realisation problem is significantly less. Before looking
at existing literature on approaches with ICC we first define what the ICC are.
The interleaf collision constraints can be visualised by Figure 5.1. Exam-
ple one and two, show adjacent rows where no conflict exists between the leaf
positions, while the third case shows a violation where adjacent leaf pairs have
travelled past one another. If we use (li, ri) to represent a leaf pair for a row i
where the elements in the range [(l + 1)i, (r − 1)i] would be exposed by the leaf
pair, the ICC are the enforcement of (5.4) on the set of binary consecutive-one
matrices:
li+1 < ri
ri+1 > li
∀i = (2, . . . ,m) (5.4)
Here we introduce pervious research that has solved the realisation problem with
the addition of the ICC, with special attention paid to the methods which solve
the decomposition cardinality problem to optimality. The heuristic algorithm by
(Engel [36]) and (Baatar et al. [6]) have both been used as a base for heuristic
methods which add the ICC, however in (Baatar et al. [6]) both unconstrained and
ICC algorithms are presented, while (Engel [36]) solves only the unconstrained
problem. In (Kalinowski [52]) the ICC are added to the algorithm of (Engel
[36]), with the objective of minimal beam on time with heuristic decomposition
cardinality. The algorithm (Kalinowski [52]) outperforms, with respect to DC,
algorithms by (Bortfeld et al. [16]) and (Xia and Verhey [94]), even though [16]
and [94] do not consider the ICC.
An approach in (Baatar et al. [8]) presents a greedy extraction heuristic that
conforms to the ICC, which considerers a number of potential shape matrices
to extract from the intensity matrix and uses an integer programming approach
to determine the optimal shape to extract at each iteration. This algorithm is
restricted to minimal beam on time, while attempting to reduce decomposition
cardinality. The method by (Baatar et al. [8]) generally outperforms the algorithm
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of (Kalinowski [52]). A best of approach, where both heuristic algorithms, (Baatar
et al. [8]) and (Kalinowski [52]), are executed provides close to optimal results
when compared to exact solutions.
In (Engel and Kiesel [37]) the realisation problem is solved by creating and
solving an approximation of the intensity matrix, A. The approximation of A
will reduce the complexity of the matrix and keep intensity elements with a given
error bounds. The method by (Engel and Kiesel [37]) is extended in (Kalinowski
and Kiesel [56]) and (Kiesel and Gauer [58]) to solve approximated intensity
matrixes with respect to ICC, as well as other constraints. An algorithm by
(Engelbeen and Fiorini [38]) takes (Baatar et al. [6]) and reduces the complexity
of the algorithm while also showing that solutions to the realisation problem with
ICC and leaf distance constraints can be solved in polynomial time complexity,
while maintaining the minimal beam on time. The algorithm is presented in
(Engelbeen and Fiorini [38]), however no numerical results are presented. (Boland
et al. [14]) presents a network flow model, which is capable of solving with respect
to ICC and the tongue and groove constraints. The objective is to minimise beam
on time, with no constraints on the number of shapes, and shows that minimal
beam on time solutions can be generated in polynomial time.
All the approaches mentioned above minimise the beam on time with a heuris-
tic decomposition cardinality, while enforcing the interleaf collision constraints.
For an exact decomposition cardinality, the only published approaches that we
are aware of is the integer programming approach by (Baatar et al. [9]). The
integer program in (Baatar et al. [9]) is also implemented in a constraint pro-
gramming environment that results in a decrease to the required solving time.
The approach by (Baatar et al. [9]) solves the minimal decomposition cardinality
problem subject to minimal beam on time and the ICC.
5.4 The Leaf Orientated Counter Model
We now present the Leaf Orientated Counter Model (Baatar et al. [9]), an inte-
ger programming formulation to the realisation problem with ICC. The Counter
Model discussed in Section 2.6.1 is modified to allow the ICC to be included
in the model. Since the original counter model has no variables to encode leaf
positions, these are introduced. The variables required to select leaf positions
will complicate the model by requiring a larger number of extra variables and
constraints, and as expectd, this has had a negative effect on the performance of
the algorithm as shown in [9]. Firstly, we introduce the variables used in the Leaf
Orientated Counter Model [9] then describe the model formulation.
Nb– a variable that counts the number of shapes with intensity b where b ∈{
1, . . . , b¯
}
and b¯ = maxi,j ai,j.
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WLb,i,j– counts the number of shapes with intensity b, where the left leaf exposes
(i, j).
WRb,i,j– counts the number of shapes with intensity b, where the right leaf covers
(i, j). Let Qb,i,j, the original counter variables in the Counter model [7], be
defined as: Qb,i,j = W
L
b,i,j −WRb,i,j. The indices are given by i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},
and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with Am×n ∈ Z+m×n the given intensity matrix.
The constraints for the model are:
Problem 5.4.1 Leaf orientated counter model
min z =
b¯∑
b=1
Nb
subject to
b¯∑
b=1
b ·Nb = B∗ (5.5)
WLb,i,j ≤ WLb,i,j+1 ∀b, i, j (5.6)
WRb,i,j ≤ WRb,i,j+1 ∀b, i, j (5.7)
WLb,i,j ≥ WRb,i,j ∀b, i, j (5.8)
b¯∑
b=1
b · (WLb,i,j −WRb,i,j) = ai,j ∀i, j (5.9)
Nb ≥ WLb,i,n ∀b, i (5.10)
WLb,i,j ≥ WRb,i+1,j ∀b, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1} , j (5.11)
WLb,i+i,j ≥ WRb,i,j ∀b, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1} , j (5.12)
The objective function is to minimise the number of shape matrixes used in
the decomposition, subject to the minimal beam on time, given by (5.5). The
optimal value for B∗ must be pre calculated, however this value can be obtained
by the algorithm in (Baatar et al. [6]) (note, this is different to the BOT for the
unconstrained problem). Constraints (5.6) and (5.7) enforce that shape counters
cannot decrease from left to right, and (5.8) ensures that leaf pairs in the same row
must not overlap. Correct dosage to each bixel is given by (5.9) in similar manner
to the original counter model, see (Baatar et al. [7]). Constraint (5.10) force that
Nb variables count the correct number of shapes and finally (5.11) and (5.12)
will enforce the ICC. Without the last two constraints the model would solve the
unconstrained problem, but due to a large number of variables performance is
inferior to the original unconstrained counter model. An extra implied constraint
in (Baatar et al. [9]) removes infeasible leaf positions due to intensity values in the
matrix. This constraint is given by WLb,i,j = W
R
b,i,j if ai,j < b. Numerical results
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of this model are presented in Table 5.7 (in Section 5.8), with computation time
compared to our own modified MU-RD algorithm we present below.
5.5 The ICC MU-RD algorithm
The interleaf collision constraints remove the key assumption of row independence
from the MU-RD algorithm. In the base algorithm when each MU sequence is
considered, this is done in a row independent manner. The algorithm will attempt
to show feasibility for each row, with feasibility of one row having no effect on
determining feasibility for another row, except where any row is shown to be
infeasible. When ICCs are introduced this row independent solving is no longer
possible. The algorithm is free to consider the first row with no constraints,
however once a solution to the first unconstrained row is found, all other rows need
to be constrained by the solution to the adjacent row. This also has implications
on symmetry elimination, pruning and the solving process. In this section we will
consider all the changes that must be made to the MU-RD algorithm to produce
solutions which are ICC compatible.
5.5.1 MU Space
The existing MU-RD algorithm uses a lower bound derived by solving single row
sub-problems, and an upper bound derived by an initial heuristic solution. Since
adding constraints to a problem will increase the objective value the lower bounds
discovered are still valid. The upper bound however are no longer valid for the
constrained problem since the bounds are derived from a heuristic solution to
the unconstrained problem. New upper bounds can be derived from heuristic
algorithms which produce ICC compatible solutions, for example (Baatar et al.
[6]), (Baatar et al. [8]), (Engelbeen and Fiorini [38]) or (Kalinowski [52]). We
will not be implementing a heuristic algorithm as the ICC MU-RD algorithm
will search from the lower bound to find the optimal solution. Such a feature
may be added with further research. A new minimal beam on time algorithm is
required, and such an algorithm exists in (Baatar et al. [6]), which determined
the minimum beam on time for the problem with ICC.
The lower bounds derived in the original MU-RD algorithm are created for
each intensity level, which produces a lower bound vector, see Section 3.3.2.
This allows the MU trees search to eliminate infeasible portions of the solutions
space. Since these cuts are based on the derived lower bounds they remain valid
for the constrained problem with the ICC. The method for generating potential
MU sequences remains unchanged from the original MU-RD algorithm as any
potential feasible sequence generated will also be a candidate for the ICC solution.
Future research may consider applying cuts in the MU tree which are specific to
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the ICC.
5.5.2 Row Decomposition
As we have mentioned the MU sequences produced for the unconstrained problem
are still valid for the constrained problem, that is, no sequence which is feasible
for the constrained problem is infeasible for the unconstrained problem. However
when determining feasibility with the RD tree, the current approach does not
necessarily find solutions which are feasible with respect to the ICC. The main
assumption of the RD algorithm is that each row can be decomposed indepen-
dently and the order in which the rows are solved is not important. The first
solution discovered by the RD algorithm is accepted as a row solution, however
this is not the case when the ICCs are added to the model.
5.5.3 Infeasibility checks
In Section 3.4.4 the constraint propagation schemes for the RD algorithm are
described. These constraints are based on the ability to show infeasibility of a
residual intensity row, with a partial MU sequence. These infeasibility checks are
based on residual row complexity, residual row lower bounds and the ability of an
MU sequence to cover all elements of a residual row. Since all these methods are
based on discovering infeasibility in the unconstrained case, they remain valid for
the row decomposition algorithm with ICC. If, at any point the MU sequence is
infeasible with respect to the unconstrained problem, the MU sequence is clearly
infeasible with respect to the ICC problem. For this reason all constraints based
on feasibility checks will remain active in the ICC MU-RD algorithm.
5.5.4 Symmetry elimination
In Section 3.4.5 we presented a number of schemes to eliminate the symmetry that
exists in the row decomposition phase of the MU-RD algorithm. The symmetry
that we attempt to eliminate in the unconstrained problem includes:
• Symmetry by ordering, (e.g. SYMBV 3.4.5.1) – where we reduce the effects
of symmetry caused by permutations of different (l, r) positions with the
same µ value.
• Symmetry by (l, r) placement, (e.g. SYMBA 3.4.5.2) – where multiple µ
values are used to cover the same (l, r) positions can be achieved by different
combinations of µ values.
• Symmetry by (l, r) spanning, (e.g. SYMBO 3.4.5.3) – where the span of
multiple (l, r) positions with the same µ intensity could be covered by a
single (l, r) pair.
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• Symmetry by memory, (e.g. SYMBE 3.4.5.4) – where any residual at each
tree depth is recorded, and if seen again at the same depth, is considered
symmetry.
These symmetry elimination schemes have contributed to allowing the MU-RD
algorithm to be a competitive approach to the unconstrained realisation problem.
These schemes rely on the condition that leaf selection in any row, has no effect on
the leaf selection in another row. We now examine which symmetry schemes are
still valid for the constrained case, and disable schemes that will cause required
leaf positions to be removed.
5.5.4.1 Symmetry by ordering
If we use the ordering scheme in the constrained algorithm, the algorithm can
eliminate feasible leaf positions that are required to find a solution. The ordering
must not impose restrictions on the leaf positions in adjacent shapes, and this
ordering scheme does exactly that. We therefore disable any symmetry schemes
that order the leaf positions. We can apply the ordering scheme to the solutions
for the first row only as there are no existing constraints on the first row. We
expect this can reduce the number of feasible solutions that appear in the first
row.
5.5.4.2 Symmetry by placement and Spanning
These symmetry schemes must be disabled, as they consider symmetry caused
by using multiple monitor units in the same position, and symmetry caused by
using a number of MU’s to cover single equivalent spans. In both these cases
the symmetry schemes will remove leaf positions which will are required to be
considered in the case of ICC. If we consider symmetry by placement, and we
have an intensity matrix given by:
A =
[
3 0 0 3
2 1 0 3
]
,
if µ = {3, 2, 1}, then we have some symmetry on how we solve the first row. Either
{2, 1} or {3} can be used to cover each intensity 3 in the first row. Our symmetry
elimination scheme will remove one of these solutions (which one, depends on the
ordering). However, we can see that unless {2, 1} is used to cover the first element
in row 1, the µ sequence will be found infeasible for row 2 with the ICC, therefore
we need to consider all possibilities. Now if we consider symmetry by spanning,
consider an intensity matrix given by:
A =
[
1 1 2 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
]
.
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To solve the first row, with µ = {1, 1}, we have two choices, either[
1 1 1 0 0 0
]
+
[
0 0 1 1 1 1
]
or [
1 1 1 1 1 1
]
+
[
0 0 1 0 0 0
]
.
Again, both of these solutions are equivalent in the unconstrained case, and our
symmetry elimination scheme will remove one of them. When we look at the case
with the ICC, the second solution does not allow a valid set of leaf positions for
the second row to exist with the given µ set. However, the first solution allows an
ICC valid solution to be found. These examples illustrate why these symmetry
elimination schemes must be disabled.
5.5.4.3 Symmetry by memory
The RD algorithm will remove a large amount of symmetry which is difficult to
define by specific rules, by using a memory based system. All other symmetry
elimination schemes used in the RD tree are rule based elimination schemes. The
memory symmetry system has no such rules and is able to capture symmetry
that arise from highly complex permutations of leaf positions resulting in equiv-
alent residual rows in the RD search. The memory based symmetry elimination
functions by recording every residual row seen at each depth in the search tree.
When a new residual row is generated it is compared to each residual row saved
at that depth. If any new residual row is the same as one previously seen, it
is considered symmetry and the new branch is eliminated. This works in the
unconstrained RD algorithm because any time a residual row is seen after it is
recorded, we can conclude that the row was infeasible. Residual rows that lead to
a feasible solution are still recorded in the symmetry memory system, however,
solutions are never removed, because it is only seen once in the RD tree. When
the solution is found, it is accepted and the memory system is cleared.
In the constrained RD algorithm residual rows can only be added to a sym-
metry list if they have shown to be infeasible by domain reduction or contain
only infeasible child nodes. This clearly presents a problem since we cannot say
a residual row is infeasible until all the child residual rows have also been shown
infeasible. The solution to this problem is to maintain a boolean variable for each
depth in the tree, say sp ∈ {0, 1}. where p = 1, . . . , k, is the tree depth. If, at any
point in the search a solution is found, all variables can be set to false, sp = 0,
for all p. This indicates that no residual row, generated by the current selection
of (l, r) pairs from the leaf node to the root should be added to the symmetry
tree. If we consider that the RD tree search is a depth first search, any time the
search has moved from the current node, given by nc, to a sibling node, given
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by ns, one of the following two possibilities has to be true. The first is that all
child nodes on nc lead to infeasibility, and the algorithm is changing the current
partial decomposition. The second is that nc had at least one child node that
produced a feasible decomposition. If the former of these possibilities is true,
the residual row for nc needs to be recorded for symmetry, if the latter is true,
then the residual row for nc should not be added for symmetry. The purpose of
the boolean variables sp is to determine which of the two conditions is true and
record symmetry only where appropriate.
5.5.5 Leaf positions
In the unconstrained RD algorithm, only points where the intensity changes value
is considered as a candidate positions for either a left or a right leaf, that is when
ai,j 6= ai,j+1. The effect of this is that continuous blocks of the same intensity
level are not broken apart, and this avoids having to search every possible leaf
pair. It can be shown that any solution that places a leaf, in a position to break
a continuous block of elements, will never be better than a solution that exposes
the entire block, (Tas¸kin et al. [89]). However, this needs to be reconsidered for
the ICC. Since we do not break a continuous block of elements, the algorithm
is effectively removing the choice of some (l, r) values, and this has implications
on where the leaf pairs can be positioned in adjacent rows. If we consider the
example from (Baatar et al. [6]):
A =

1 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0

One such decomposition could be:
A =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
+

0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

While this is not the only possible solution, it is important to note that a min-
imum cardinality solution could not be found by exposing the continuous block
of elements in the second row of this problem. For the minimum cardinality so-
lution to be found, leaf positions must be considered at all points on the row.
Similarly, the algorithm considers all possible placements of a degenerate or closed
row during the search, since the position of the closed leaf pair is now important.
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5.6 Backtracking in MU-RD
The original RD algorithm must be modified in order to solve the problem with
row dependent constraints, such as the ICC. To overcome this problem a back-
tracking system is proposed to couple the rows and allow the solution to be
derived which conform to the ICC. The principle idea behind the backtracking
algorithm is to solve the intensity matrix, in row order, combined with a back-
tracking system when infeasibility is found. Upon finding a solution to a row i,
the solution is provided to the MU-RD algorithm solving row i + 1, where the
solution is used enforce the ICC in row i + 1. If i + 1 is solved, i is set to i + 1
and we repeat the process. This can continue until all rows are solved. If at any
point a row i is shown infeasible, with i > 1, i is set to i− 1 and a new solution
is found for row i. If the problem is shown infeasible for row i = 1 or all of the
solutions for row 1 have been tested with all solutions to row 2, there is no ICC
valid solution with the current set of MU values. Assuming we have k shapes,
and hence µ = {µ1, . . . , µk}, there will be k leaf pairs, (l, r), in any solution. The
k leaf pairs are given by:
(l, r)1i , (l, r)
2
i , . . . , (l, r)
k
i
Where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is a row in the intensity matrix. If we have a solution
to each row, we need to ensure that all row solutions are ICC compatible. For
example, row 1 with row 2, row 2 with row 3, until all rows are compatible. Since
the order of the elements in the µ sequence is consistent for each row, we only
need to ensure that
lbi < r
b
i+1 ∧ rbi > lbi+1 ∀i > 1, b = 1, . . . , k.
If a set of row solutions can be found that satisfy the above condition, then this
can be accepted as an ICC solution. Multiple ICC valid solutions may exist for
a single µ sequence, just as multiple single row solutions can exist. At this stage
we are only interested in finding the first feasible solution which satisfy the ICC.
Algorithm 6 illustrates how the RD algorithm would function to comply with the
ICC.
5.6.1 Restrictions to search space
Although the RD algorithm has lost the ability to solve rows independently, the
introduction of ICCs allows the algorithm to make additional cuts. If a solution
to row i exists, this solution is used to constrain row i + 1. The leaf positions
for each monitor unit in the previous row, are used to limit the leaf positions for
each monitor unit in the current row. This will help reduce the selection of (l, r)
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Input: A, an m× n intensity matrix with maximum element given by a˜
; Output: Boolean value indicating feasibility of the sequence
; Init Si,(µ,l,r) = ∅ The active solutions for each row i; while i < m do
if i = 0 then
Si = GetNextSolution(Ai);
end
else
Si = GetNextSolution(Ai, Si−1);
end
if Si = ∅ then
if i = 0 then
return false;
end
else
i = i− 1;
end
end
else
i = i+ 1;
end
end
return true;
Algorithm 6: A backtracking algorithm to find ICC feasible solutions.
GetNextSolution is a function that returns the next solution found the in
RD tree with or without the constraints of the previous row.
positions. We can also reduce the number of leaf positions that must be considered
for blank segments. Figure 5.3 illustrates that, when the RD algorithm selects a
closed segment for some monitor unit in some row, the actual leaf positions are
not important. It is only important that row i− 1 and i+ 1 can satisfy the ICC,
while ignoring the position of the leaf pair in row i. If these rows satisfy the ICC,
a blank segment can easily be selected that will allow the rows, i − 1, i, i + 1 to
satisfy the ICC. Knowing this, the algorithm therefore “mirrors” the leaf pairs
used in the previous row for the current monitor unit when a blank segment is
desired. If there is no previous row, then a leaf pair that is fully open is selected to
indicate that the blank segment can appear anywhere that satisfies the ICC with
respect to the next row. Any blank segment with these “mirrored” leaf positions
is tagged in the algorithm and a set of appropriate leaf positions are assigned
when the solution is produced. Results for the backtracking MU-RD algorithm
are shown in Table 5.7.
5.7 A simple path MU-RD algorithm
An alternative method to discover ICC valid solutions can be achieved by using a
simple path approach. Firstly we will discuss the simple path approach then look
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at how this affects the existing RD algorithm. Assuming we have an intensity
matrix given by A with Ai, a row of the matrix and i = (1, . . . ,m) and µ =
{µ1, . . . , µk} an MU sequence returned from the RD tree search. We use the
variable Siµ to represent a set of solutions for row i, with
Siµ,p = {µ1(l1, r1), . . . , µk(lk, rk)} ∈ Siµ,
one possible solution to row i with the monitor unit sequence µ where p ∈
{1, . . . , |Si|}. Assuming a function exists that will find all elements of Siµ and
that Siµ 6= ∅ for all i, that is, the µ sequence is feasible for the unconstrained case
we can find all solutions to all rows of the matrix. An unconstrained solution
can be constructed by selecting any solution to each row to create a full solution.
However, this does not give a solution to the ICC problem. To find a solution
which conforms to interleaf constraints a simple path method is proposed. A
multi layered graph will be constructed which will consist of m + 2 layers. The
vertices for each layer j ∈ {0, . . . ,m+ 1} will be constructed from the set of
solutions, Siµ, for the matrix row Ai, where the number of nodes in each layer is
|Siµ|. An edge will be added to adjacent vertices if they comply with the ICC. To
determine if adjacent vertices are compatible, we consider the following.
5.7.1 ICC compatibility
Given the pth solution to row i, and the qth solution to row i + 1 with Siµ,p =
{µ1(l1, r1)i, . . . , µk(lk, rk)i} and Si+1µ,q = {µ1(l1, r1)i+1, . . . , µk(lk, rk)i+1}, two arbi-
trary solutions for row i and i + 1 that use the same set of MU values. It is
important to note that for the ICC the (l, r) positions represent the actual loca-
tion of the leaf, therefore the elements (l + 1, . . . , r − 1) are exposed and valid
values for (l, r) positions are given by l ∈ {0, . . . , n} and r ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 1} . For
two rows to be interleaf compatible they must satisfy lib < r
i+1
b ∧ rib > li+1b for all
b ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
If two adjacent solutions, say Siµ,p and S
i+1
µ,q , comply with the ICC, then we
can add an edge between the vertices Siµ,p → Si+1µ,q . Source and sink nodes can be
considered solutions where all (l, r) pairs are fully open, that is, l = 0, r = n+ 1.
This allows source and sink nodes to be compatible with any solution. This
action is performed for all elements in adjacent layers to determine all the valid
edges in the graph. An example of the graph construction is shown in Figure
5.2. For simplicity of illustration, we removed the µ index. In this graph we can
take a path from the source to sink nodes with S12 , S
2
3 , S
3
6 , S
4
5 , S
5
4 , however this is
not the only solution. Once the graph is constructed any simple path from the
source to sink nodes will give a solution which complies with the ICC, where the
vertices in the path provide the row solutions. The edges are not given a cost
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Figure 5.2: A simple path problem for an intensity matrix with 5 rows.
Each vertex in a layer represents a solution to that row in
the intensity matrix.
since they will only indicate that two adjacent row solutions are ICC compatible,
and therefore an arc cost has no real meaning. If it was desired to minimise
ICC violations a function V (Sip, S
i+1
q ) could be defined to give an edge cost for
the violation between two adjacent solutions. This would make the graph a multi
layered complete bipartite graph and the shortest path would represent a solution
with the least violations.
5.7.2 Implementing the simple path method
This simple path method cannot be directly run from the existing MU-RD al-
gorithm due to the fact that the MU-RD algorithm in its standard operation
does not search for all row solutions. When the RD component of the MU-RD
algorithm finds a single solution, this is simply taken to become a part of the full
solution. The algorithm must be modified to find and store all discovered solu-
tions. While the changes required to the MU-RD algorithm to find all possible
solutions are not complex, special consideration of degenerate rows is required.
In any shape where an entire row is blocked by the left and right leaf, also known
as a degenerate row, we must observe that the placement of this left and right
leaf still complies with ICC. In the unconstrained MU-RD algorithm only a sin-
gle close segment was allowed for each row and each MU value. This avoids a
large amount of symmetry that would exist if all left and right leaf positions were
considered for a blank row. However in the constrained case, the location of the
left and right leaf becomes important. In an effort to control the large amounts
of symmetry that would exist by shifting left and right positions, for example
from (1, 2) to (2, 3) to (3, 4) to (4, 5), the algorithm will leave the leaf positions
undefined until the adjacent row solutions are known. When the adjacent solu-
tions are known, the leaf positions of the blank segments can be set, and this will
be done before the graph is constructed. The blank segments are set in such a
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Figure 5.3: If rows i− 1 and i + 1 satisfy ICC, then a blank segment
for row i can be found that satisfies ICC. If rows i−1 and
i+1 do not satisfy ICC, then no blank segments exist that
satisfy the ICC.
way to “mirror” the ICC, that the adjacent rows, i − 1 and i + 1 must satisfy.
For an example of this see Figure 5.3. When we know the leaf positions for the
bth monitor unit (shape) in row i − 1, for b ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we can define the leaf
positions for a blank segment with µb in row i. However we must create a new
solution for all unique (l, r) pairs used in row i− 1 with µb. For example if there
exists 20 solutions in row i−1, and for these 20 solutions, there are 6 different leaf
positions used for µb. If in row i there are 10 solutions where µb is closed (however
the leaf positions are not yet defined), then for each of the 10 solutions, we must
create 6 new solutions, one for each unique (l, r) position used in row i− 1, giv-
ing us 60 new solutions, and we will remove the 10 solutions with undefined leaf
positions for µb. While this does cause the number of solution to increase, which
will increase the size of the graph, it is more efficient than considering all possible
(l, r) position for blank segments when the adjacent solutions are unknown.
Solving the rows of the matrix in order of complexity has shown to significantly
increase the speed of the unconstrained MU-RD algorithm, and with the simple
path solving method, we retain that ability to solve by order of row complexity.
This is due to the ICC not being actively enforced until the graph is constructed,
and therefore each row is still solved independently.
The RD algorithm may terminate feasibility checks if any of the following
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conditions are met:
• Any row is infeasible (the set of solutions is empty)
• Si and Si+1 are non empty and the set of edges, Ei,i+1 is empty.
• No simple path from the source to sink vertex exists
The first condition is clear; if any row contains no solutions then the problem is
infeasible in the unconstrained and constrained cases for the given µ sequence.
The second condition shows that a solution exists for the unconstrained case,
however when enforcing the ICC there is no feasible pairs of solutions that can be
selected for row i and i+ 1 which satisfy ICC, therefore it is infeasible. The last
condition would occur when all rows solve, but no simple path can be constructed
through the solution graph, and therefore no ICC valid solution exists. We can
also further restrict the simple graph by observing the indegree and outdegree
of any vertex in the graph. If the indegree of any vertex is zero, then it cannot
be used in the construction of a path and can be ignored when constructing the
edges in the adjacent layer.
5.8 Results for the ICC algorithm
While we were able to run problems up to sizes of 10×10 with maximum intensity
10 using the leaf orientated counter model [9], this could not be achieved using
either of the approaches we have discussed here with the ICC MU-RD algorithm.
The MU-RD algorithm was able to solve 5×5 problems with maximum intensity
10 with relative ease, see Table 5.7, however once we tried 6×6 problem instances,
the algorithm started to show its limitations. This jump in size was significant
enough to cause both the backtracking and simple path approaches to become
stuck evaluating a small number of sequences. The ICC MU-RD algorithm will
first determine that a µ sequence is feasible for the unconstrained problem before
testing for ICC compatibility. This is to reduce the time spent by the backtracking
and simple path approach when only some of the rows are feasible for the given
µ sequence. We limit the CPU time to 1 hour for the ICC MU-RD algorithm.
As the results in Table 5.7 show, the backtracking algorithm is able to solve
more problems in the allowed time, however there are some cases where the simple
path approach is quicker. However, both of these approaches are generally inferior
to the MILP approach of the Leaf orientated counter model. Although there are
some problems where one of the backtracking or simple path MU-RD algorithm
outperforms the MILP approach, overall we see the MILP approach is much more
stable with respect to the CPU time. When we examine some of the problems
where the CPU time is very high, we notice the algorithm becomes ‘stuck’ trying
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CPU time
Problem Backtrack Simple path Leaf model [9]
5-5-10-0 0.04 61.36 3.27
5-5-10-1 0.19 0.03 7.15
5-5-10-2 0.17 0.18 4.17
5-5-10-3 0.33 0.51 10.07
5-5-10-4 0.16 1.20 7.76
5-5-10-5 0.03 0.04 3.30
5-5-10-6 0.05 552.18 4.41
5-5-10-7 0.23 426.60 4.94
5-5-10-8 0.58 0.04 3.30
5-5-10-9 1.40 0.09 5.58
6-6-10-0 1.10 1.81 3.16
6-6-10-1 3600.00 3600.00 4.46
6-6-10-2 3600.00 3600.00 6.96
6-6-10-3 238.53 2.04 3.98
6-6-10-4 947.80 3600.00 20.16
6-6-10-5 18.38 0.47 5.07
6-6-10-6 0.53 0.13 5.47
6-6-10-7 3600.00 126.87 21.15
6-6-10-8 3.11 18.08 13.00
6-6-10-9 0.21 4.88 2.75
7-7-10-0 3600.00 3600.00 28.04
7-7-10-1 3600.00 3600.00 49.02
7-7-10-2 19.08 1583.05 194.61
7-7-10-3 3600.00 3600.00 106.56
7-7-10-4 414.02 3600.00 84.08
7-7-10-5 1500.27 3600.00 87.43
7-7-10-6 3600.00 3600.00 3.71
7-7-10-7 3600.00 2082.62 293.87
7-7-10-8 483.43 3600.00 26.66
7-7-10-9 3600.00 3600.00 111.65
Table 5.7: Results for the Backtracking approach, simple path ap-
proach and the Leaf orientated counter model [9]. CPU
time of 3600 indicated a timeout in the allowed CPU time.
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to prove feasibility of a single µ sequence for a long period of time, before moving
on. This is cause by the huge number of symmetric solution where leaf position,
and especially blank leaf positions, are permutated from row to row (when the
µb values are the same).
5.9 Conclusion
The poor performance of the ICC MU-RD algorithm illustrate the need for a
ground up approach when building an algorithm to deal with these complex
constraints. Over the course of this thesis we have identified a number of ar-
eas for future research, however our primary focus of future research would the
addition of these constraints. By building a solver designed to cope with these
constraints we may reduce the symmetry and introduce additional pruning meth-
ods. What we have presented for the ICC is by no means a complete piece of
work. We present some approaches which might be considered, however there is
more research that must be performed before this approach is competitive. For
restrictions on MU values rather than leaf positions the MU-RD can easily be
extended and works very well.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis we have considered minimising the decomposition cardinality prob-
lem in Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy. An exact approach to the realisation
problem has been developed and extended in a non-trivial manner to run in a
parallel environment. We have considered existing approaches to the realisation
problem, mainly in the form of MILP models. The algorithm we developed has
been extended to cope with additional constraints that can be applied to the real-
isation problem. While the difficulty of the problem we solve has been established
as NP-hard, even when the beam on time is restricted to minimal, we are moti-
vated by directly solving the harder problem of finding the minimum cardinality
without any beam on time restrictions. Of the few approaches that consider this
objective in the literature, the MU-RD algorithm has been the fastest approach.
In Chapter 2, existing approaches that utilised MILP techniques are exam-
ined. There are a number of models that can solve the realisation problem,
however they are inherently limited by the problem sizes that can be addressed.
Numerical tests show these MILP approaches become difficult to solve, even with
only a small increase in problem dimensions. We found that the Counter model
is numerically the best performing MILP approach. Rather than solving the
MILP models directly, we looked at using the MILP models to generate auxiliary
information that can be used by other solution methods. We were mainly con-
cerned with finding good lower bounds to the realisation problem, which can be
used as a starting point for any other search algorithm. The LP relaxation of all
the MILP approaches considered did not yield strong lower bounds, however a
problem based relaxation yields stronger lower bounds. By removing row linking
constraints and considering each row as an independent optimisation problem,
we derive lower bounds by looking at the solutions to each row. The time re-
quired to solve these single row sub-problems was generally small, however there
is a quicker method to obtain the same information by using an existing SPP
formulation for the single row problem. We experimented with this SPP method
and a Lagrangian relaxation to strengthen the lower bounds further, however this
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approach did not improve the bounds obtained by the single row sub-problems.
While these MILP approaches can provide insight into the behaviour of the prob-
lem, ultimately they are not suitable for solving problems that might be seen in
clinical practice.
The MU-RD algorithm presented in Chapter 3 is the heart of this thesis. The
algorithm takes the approach of first, fixing a set of monitor units, then second,
to determine if the monitor units are feasible for the given problem. This allowed
us to develop two separate tree based search algorithms. The first problem is the
monitor unit enumeration problem that determines a potentially feasible set of
monitor units. When we force an ordering on the monitor unit sequence there is
no symmetry of the monitor units, however there are many infeasible sequences.
For the problems tested in this thesis a single MU tree can contain upwards
of 100,000 unique MU sequences and multiple MU trees can be searched for a
single problem. By introducing a number of rule based constraints we are able
to eliminate a significant number of MU sequences before needing to test for
feasibility. The rules we develop can be run on partial sequences to eliminate
a number of infeasible sequences. By performing these infeasibility checks, the
MU-RD approach starts to become computationally feasible as a much smaller
number of MU sequences need to be tested for feasibility.
The second phase of the MU-RD algorithm is again, a tree based search that
requires a complete MU sequence. The RD tree will determine if there exists a leaf
pair for each monitor unit that will realise each row of the intensity matrix. The
RD tree will contain a corresponding layer for each monitor unit in the sequence,
where the depth in the tree corresponds to the monitor unit in the sequence. Each
row of the intensity matrix is considered as a separate problem as there is no row
linking constraints. While this tree is initially very large we present a number of
rules to deal with symmetry and infeasibility, which significantly reduces the size
of the tree. This size reduction allows us to evaluate MU sequences very rapidly
and therefore the algorithm is computationally viable. The MU-RD algorithm
has been compared numerically to a number of alternative leading approaches on
both randomly generated problem instances as well as clinical data sets. While
the algorithm was designed to solve the minimum cardinality problem we have
adapted the algorithm to solve both the restricted minimum cardinality prob-
lem and the minimal total treatment time problem. In the numerical tests our
algorithm generally favours well in comparison to other approaches in the liter-
ature, however the recently presented approach by Cambazard et al. [21] is able
to produce better CPU times in some situations.
The solver we developed is built from our own code and the algorithm does
not rely on external solvers such as an MILP solver or other proprietary software.
High quality solvers can be expensive, and therefore MILP based approaches
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may not be suitable in a clinical practice. Our approach is essentially free to
be developed and implemented by any clinical planning software where optimal
solutions are desired.
In Chapter 4 we extend the utility of the MU-RD algorithm by adapting the
algorithm to run in a parallel environment. It is clear that CPU architectures
are moving towards an environment with multiple CPU cores, rather than faster
clock speeds. This is why it is essential for CPU bound algorithms to take full
advantage of this shift in CPU architecture. To achieve this we developed a
solution that allows MU trees to be explored in parallel while still maintaining a
search trajectory that is similar to the single CPU search. There were a number
of alternative approaches to overcome problems on scalability and starvation and
we presented results to support the design decisions made. The final algorithm
we present shows consistent performance, even achieving superior speed ups when
compared to commercial software. While the MU-RD algorithm was designed for
the unrestricted minimum cardinality problem, we tested the parallel solver on
the restricted minimum cardinality problem. We found that the performance was
not as good as the unrestricted case, however the algorithm was still capable of
avoiding idle time and provided a consistent speed up as more CPUs were used.
While the results from the parallel MU-RD algorithm are impressive, like any
piece of complex software, there are always changes and improvements that can
be made. Due to the lesser performance of the restricted minimum cardinality
objective it would be important to reconsider the methods used to parallelise the
MU search. The BOT partitioning is useful for the unrestricted search, however
it serves no purpose for the restricted search. Future iterations should consider
improving the ability to generally distribute the MU tree exploration. It was
argued that every node in the MU tree should not be allowed to become an
independent job but the current technique is limited and needs to be expanded
to allow better parallelisation. The second major consideration is the ability to
solve RD jobs in parallel. While it was not critical to parallelise the RD jobs in
the unconstrained case, the constrained case (for example, with ICC) presents
a strong argument for parallelisation of the RD algorithm. This addition would
certainly be non-trivial as there is a significant amount of information contained
in the RD tree, including a large amount of data to deal with symmetry. How
this is handled could be the subject of future research.
Despite some of these limitations, the current parallel MU-RD algorithm de-
scribed in this thesis appears to be the best performing algorithm for the un-
restricted minimum cardinality problem. It outperforms other exact algorithms
from the literature in terms of the size of problems that can be solved exactly
and the time required to solve non-trivial problems.
Lastly in this thesis, we considered the problem of adding additional con-
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straints to the MU-RD algorithm. We considered constraints that affect the MU
and the RD trees. While the constraints we introduced on the MU tree were easy
for the algorithm to deal with the constraints on the RD search did not follow
this trend. Adding the interleaf collision constraints to the MU-RD algorithm
showed a weakness, where the symmetry elimination schemes must be disabled.
For small problems a large number of feasible solutions can be generated for each
row, where these must be checked against adjacent rows for ICC compatibility.
The algorithm is limited by the size of the problems that can be solved, where a
small increase in problem dimension will cause a large jump in the required CPU
time.
Future research here is critical as introducing the interleaf collision constraints
should allow additional row linking constraints to be introduced into the solver.
The introduction of these constraints is however, not trivial and an algorithm
designed from the ground up would be required for solving this problem. The
MU-RD algorithm, as well as a number of other existing algorithms, can solve
the unconstrained minimum cardinality problem efficiently; however none of these
approaches allow the easy addition of row linking constraints. We consider the
ability to add row linking constraints as one of the most critical points for future
research.
We expect that the use of optimisation in the application of radiotherapy
will continue to be of interest to many researches in the future. The problems
that must be solved are indeed very complex; however the rewards for solving
these problems are great. With the use of optimal treatment plans, we will see
quicker and more accurate treatment procedures, while maximising the utility of
expensive treatment equipment.
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Appendix A
Data Files
A.1 Data Files
In this appendix we include a number of data files that we have used in this
thesis. Clearly there can be issues associated with maintaining public access to
data files, however we wish for these files to be available to future researchers.
To remove the burden of maintaining a website, the data files will be embedded
in this thesis file. The PDF standard allows support for file attachments and
we have included a number of data files as embedded attachments rather just
including the text. This reduces the task of converting inline text, into individual
files, to a simple task of ‘downloading the attachments in this document. If this
document is converted to an alternative file format or printed, these attachments
may become inaccessible. This thesis will be maintained by Deakin University in
a digital repository and we therefore we expect the original file format (pdf) will
be maintained and access to the data files should remain.
The Data files included in this appendix are the data files used in Chapter 2,
4, and 5. The data files in Chapter 5 are the same files that are used in both 2
and 4. Not all data files from Chapter 4 are included, only those presented in the
Results section of the chapter. Data files for Chapter 3 can be found by accessing
INFORMS Journal of Computing and locating the online portion of (Ernst et al.
[39]).
In the following tables data files can be downloaded by clicking on the for
each data file (or the zip file for all data files in the table). This file must be
viewed by an application that supports file attachments.
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Data File Link
p6-6-15-0
p6-6-15-1
p6-6-15-2
p6-6-15-3
p6-6-15-4
p7-7-15-0
p7-7-15-1
p7-7-15-2
p7-7-15-3
p7-7-15-4
p8-8-15-0
p8-8-15-1
p8-8-15-2
p8-8-15-3
p8-8-15-4
p9-9-10-0
p9-9-10-1
p9-9-10-2
p9-9-10-3
p9-9-10-4
p10-10-10-0
p10-10-10-1
p10-10-10-2
p10-10-10-3
p10-10-10-4
Zip file
Table A.1: Data files for Chapters 2 and 5
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Date File Link Data File Link
10-20-10-0 10-20-15-0
10-20-10-1 10-20-15-1
10-20-10-2 10-20-15-2
10-20-10-3 10-20-15-3
10-20-10-4 10-20-15-4
10-20-10-5 10-20-15-5
10-20-10-6 10-20-15-6
10-20-10-7 10-20-15-7
10-20-10-8 10-20-15-8
10-20-10-9 10-20-15-9
20-20-10-0 20-20-15-0
20-20-10-1 20-20-15-1
20-20-10-2 20-20-15-2
20-20-10-3 20-20-15-3
20-20-10-4 20-20-15-4
20-20-10-5 20-20-15-5
20-20-10-6 20-20-15-6
20-20-10-7 20-20-15-7
20-20-10-8 20-20-15-8
20-20-10-9 20-20-15-9
Zip File
Table A.2: Data files for Chapters 4 and 5
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